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Theory Lecture 1 

Animal cell culture 

Sanjay Kapoor 

I. Introduction 

The animal cells can grow only to a limited generations even in the best nutritive media. 

This growth also depends on the sources of tissue isolated. In culture the neuronal cells cannot 

divide and grow. The cells that form connective tissue (fibroblast) can divide and grow in culture 

to some generations. After completing several generations they die. Therefore, all normal animal 

cells are mortal. In culture, the animal cells divide and grow. Consequently, they fill the surface 

of the container in which they are growing. Thereafter, they stop further growth. This 

phenomenon is termed as contact inhibition i.e. inhibition of further cell growth after reaching 

the surface of the container. The environment of cell growth in culture differs from that of in 

vitro, e.g. (i) absence of cell-cell interaction and cell matrix interaction, (ii) lack of three-

dimensional architectural appearance, and (iii) changed hormone and nutritional environment. 

The way of adherence to glass or plastic container in which they grow, cell proliferation and 

shape of cell results in alterations. In culture, the cancer cells apparently differ from the normal 

cells. Due to uncontrolled growth and more rounded shape, they lose contact inhibition. 

Therefore, they are piled on each other. For virus isolation and cultivation, primary cell cultures 

are preferred over established cell lines. This is because the primary cultures are more 

representative of the cell types of the tissues from which they are derived. For effective 

cultivation of viruses, cell culture derived from the tissues of the same species are preferred e.g. 

for isolation of BHV-1, a virus of bovines, bovine kidney cell culture and bovine testicular 

cultures are preferred.  On the other hand, for poultry viruses, cell cultures of avian origin such 

as chicken embryo fibroblast culture and chicken liver cell culture are most suitable. Care should 

be taken for two types of contaminations in cell cultures, i.e. microbial contamination and 

cellular contamination. 

II. Various Types Cell Cultures  

1. Primary culture: Cell cultures obtained directly from the tissues of an animal e.g. 

LKCC, BKCC, LTCC, CEF cultures. These cells have normal diploid number of 

chromosomes. Primary cultures are maintained by changing the growth medium two to 

three times a week. When the cultures becomes too crowded, the cells in the confluent 

monolayer are detached and dispersed with proteolytic enzymes (trypsin) and chelating 

agents such and EDTA (versene) and some portions are used to initiate new secondary 

cultures. 

In both primary cultures and secondary cultures the cells retain some of the 

characteristics of the tissues from which they are derived, and are mainly of two types.  

(a) Fibroblast-like: thin and elongated regularly oriented 
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(b) Epithelium-like: polygonal and tending to form sheet  

(c) Epitheloid-like: resemble epithelium, have round outline but don‟t form sheet.  

2. Diploid cell strains: Cells from primary cultures can often be transferred serially a 

number of times. This process usually causes a selection of some cell type, which 

becomes predominant. The cells may then continue to multiply at a constant rate over 

many successive transfers, and the primary culture is said to have a diploid cell strain, the 

cells of which appear unaltered in morphology and growth characteristics. These cells 

must be transferred at a relatively high cell density to initiate a new culture, but 

eventually they undergo culture senescence and cannot be transferred any longer. 50-100 

passages. These are mainly used for vaccine production. E.g. WI 38 and MRC 5.  

3. Continuous cell lines: During the multiplication of a cell strain some cells become 

altered, they acquire a different morphology, grow faster, and are able to start a culture 

from a small number of cells. The clone derived from one such cell is a cell line. They 

have unlimited life span but heteroploid/ aneploid number of chromosomes. E.g. BGM 

70, MA 104, BHK 21, Vero. 

4. Explant cultures: are prepared from pieces of tissue and the cells growing from them 

form monolayer. 

5. Organ cultures: of tracheal (ring) epithelium are prepared from thinly spliced tracheal 

rings. 

6. Suspension cultures: e.g. lymphocytes, the cells remain suspended in the cultured in the 

culture medium. Attachment to rigid support (Anchorage dependence) is not essential. 

III. Cell culture environment 

Cells are grown and maintained at an appropriate temperature and gas mixture (typically, 

37°C, 5% CO2 for mammalian cells) in a cell incubator. Culture conditions vary widely for each 

cell type, and variation of conditions for a particular cell type can result in different phenotypes. 

The culture environment in which the cells grow is influenced by four factors viz., (i) substrate, 

(ii) media, (iii) gas phase, and (iv) incubation temperature. 

 

1. Substrate: The nature of the substrate or phase on or in which the cells grow may be 

solid (glass, plastic), semisolid (Collagen, agar) or liquid (suspension cultures). The glass 

is cheap, easily washable without losing growth supporting properties, can be sterilized in 

an ordinary lab with moist or dry heat. It should be optically clear, non-toxic and carry 

correct charge for cells to attach and grow. Disposable plastic offers an alternative to 

glass. The single use polystyrene is most commonly used. It is cheap optically clear, and 

gives a flat growth surface. Being hydrophobic, it does not provide suitable surface for 

cell growth. Therefore, treatment with γ-radiation, chemicals or with electric arc is given 

to produce a charged surface to make it wettable. Sometimes the plastic is pre-coated 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temperature
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_dioxide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_incubator
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phenotype
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with gelatin, collagen or polylysine to give a net positive charge for growth of neurons, 

muscle cells and endothelial cells. Besides polystyrene, polyvinylchloride, polycarbonate, 

polytetrafluoroethylene may also be used as substrate. The plastic substrate comes as 

sterilized, but is expensive. The choice of culture vessel will depend upon cell yield, 

growth of cells as suspension or monolayer whether the cultures are vented to atmosphere 

or sealed, cost, and the type of sampling and analysis. The size may vary from Terasaki 

multiwell plates 1 mm
2
 surface area, microtitre plate 30 mm

2
, 25 cm

2
 75 cm

2
, 175 cm

2
 

roller bottles, or microcarriers in the form of polystyrene or polyacrylamide beads. 

2. Media: The discovery that cells from explants could be subcultured and propagated in 

vitro led to attempts to provide more defined media to sustain continuous cell growth and 

replace natural media i.e. biological fluids such as plasma, lymph, protein, hydrolysates 

and embryo extract. When a cell is removed from the original tissue or organism and 

placed in culture, the medium must provide all the environmental conditions that the cell 

has been exposed to in vivo and only then the cell will be able to survive, proliferate and 

differentiate. The extracellular medium must provide all the nutritional, hormonal and 

stromal factors. The chemically defined culture medium were first based on the analysis 

of plasma which led to the formulation of M199 medium that contains over 60 synthetic 

ingredients. Other most commonly used media available commercially are minimum 

essential media of Eagle, and RPMI 1640. 

A. Common ingredients 

The common constituents of chemically defined media may be grouped as following: 

(i) Amino acid: Essential amino acids are required. Non-essential amino acids may 

also be added. The glutamine act as carbon and energy source 

(ii) Vitamins: More vitamins are required when serum concentration added to the 

medium is less. Vitamin limitation is usually expressed in terms of cell survival 

and growth rate rather than cell density. 

(iii) Salts: The salts such as Na
+
, K

+
, Mg

+2
,  Ca

+2
, Cl

-
, SO4

-2
, PO4,

-3
, HCO

-3
; are added 

in isotonic concentration to prevent osmotic  imbalances. The Ca
+2

is reduced in 

suspension cultures to minimize cell aggregation and attachment. The 

concentration of HCO
-3

is depended upon co, tension.  

(iv) Carbohydrate: Glucose is added which acts as energy source. 

(v) Hormones: Such as growth hormones are included. 

 

B. Supplements 

The commercial medium is essentially supplemented with serum. Antibiotics such as, 

penicillin and streptomycin are added to prevent bacterial contamination. Lactalbumin 

hydrolysate and tryptose phosphate broth may be added as nutritional supplements 

whereas PEG and methyl cellulose are added as antifoaming and antiagitation agents. 

Serum substitute may be added to replace serum. 
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(i) Serum: Generally calf serum, fetal calf serum, pre-colostral calf serum and horse 

serum is used in cell culture @ 5-10%. Serum is an extremely complex mixture of 

many small/large biomolecules with different growth promoting and growth 

inhibiting activities. It is made up of plasma proteins, peptides, lipids, 

carbohydrates, minerals and growth factors such as PDGF, TGF-β. The nutritional 

role of the serum is largely supplied by the formulations of the medium. However, 

other functions must be fulfilled by other ingredients if serum is to be removed 

from the medium. 

The major functions of serum in cell culture include basic nutrients, hormone and 

growth factors and attachment and spreading factors. The binding protein such as 

albumin and transferrin carry hormones, minerals, vitamins, lipids. The viscosity 

of serum provides protection against mechanical damage. The proteases released 

from the myeloid and endothelial cells need to be neutralized by protease inhibitor 

present in the serum. 

However, there are many disadvantages of using serum or there are many 

conditions where absence of serum in cell culture medium is more beneficial. The 

batch variation, vulnerability to microbial contamination, supply restriction, 

sterilization, and cost are some of the disadvantages of using serum in media. The 

serum is not the physiological fluid for most cells. The isolation of purified 

products is easiest in the absence of serum. The serum itself may be cytotoxic. 

The polyleine oxidase in serum may react with polyamine such as spermine/ 

spermindine secreted by highly proliferative cells and form toxic 

polyaminoaldehyde. It is for this reason that horse serum is preferred over FCS or 

human pregnant serum which contains more of polyamines. It is for above 

reasons that serum free media are now available commercially. 

(ii) Serum free media: The main constituents of the serum free medium are: (I) 

adhesion factors (treatment of plastic growth surface with fibronectin, laminin and 

pretreatment with polylysine), hormones (growth hormone). growth factor (FGF, 

PDGF, EGF), protease inhibitors (soyabean trypsin inhibitor) race minerals, 

minerals, glucose, bovine serum albumin, transferrin, amino acids, etc. 

The advantages of serum free medium include improved reproducibility 

between cultures due to lack of batch to batch variation, standardization of media 

formulation among different laboratories, easier downstream purification of 

products and avoidance of serum cytotoxicity. However, it is highly specific to 

one cell type, less tolerant to physicochemical conditions, may require ultra pure 

water and chemicals. 

(iii) Balanced salt solution (BSS): Balanced salt solutions are designed to maintain 

cells in a viable state for short period of time rather than to promote growth BSS 

is isotonic solution composed of inorganic salts and supplemented with glucose 
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and is used as washing or dissection medium for short incubations upto 4 hrs e.g. 

HBSS, EBSS. 

3. Gas phase: Oxygen and CO2, are the significant constituents of gas phase. The gas phase 

required depends, upon the type of medium, culture vessel and amount of buffering 

capacity. Growing cells produce CO2which is insufficient if the cells are growing at low 

densities or during lag phase of cell cycle. Therefore, the culture are grown in 5-l0% CO2 

is interrelated with dissolved co, in medium, pH and HCO3- concentration. CO2 allows 

cells to be grown in open dishes. If CO2 incubators are not available, then cells are grown 

in sealed flasks and cultures are gased with 5-l0% CO2 prior to sealing. When effective 

buffering is required then organic buffers such- as HEPES are added in medium. 

Sometimes excess CO2is produced which is released by slackening the culture vial cap. 

The inclusion of pyruvate in the medium enables cells to increase their endogenous 

production of CO2 making them independent of exogenous CO2 and HCO3. 

 The depth of culture medium can influence the rate of oxygen diffusion to the 

cells. The optimum depth of medium should be 2-5 mm (0.2 - 0.5 ml/cm2) in static 

cultures. Most of the cell lines grow at atmospheric O2 tension. However, O2 requirement 

is increased in organ culture whereas decreased O2 tension is required for cloning 

melanoma, fibroblasts and human embryonic lung cultures. 

4. Incubation temperature: The optimal temperature for cell culture depends on body 

temperature of animals from which cells are taken and regional variations. Warm-

blooded animal cells grow best at 36.5
o
C while avian cells grow best at 38.5

o
C but 

satisfactory growth can be achieved even at 36.5
o
C though growth rate may be slower. 

Cultured cells will tolerate considerable drop in temperature and can survive at 4
o
C for 

several hours. They can be frozen at - 196
o
C but cannot tolerate 2

o
C above normal for a 

few hours and will die quite rapidly at 40"C or above. The skin cells can be grown at 

33.5
o
C. 

IV. Cryopreservation of Animal cells/ cell cultures 

The most satisfactory method of preserving the cultured cells (continuous cell lines and 

sometimes finite cell lines) is by storage in liquid nitrogen (- 196°C). The cell suspension 

preferably at high concentration should be frozen slowly roughly @ ~1
o
C per minute, in the 

presence of a preservative such as glycerol or dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO). Ice crystals are 

formed during cryopreservation which damage cells. Cell damage can be prevented by using 

glycerol or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) with high concentration of serum. DMSO is soluble in 

lipids. It enters inside the cell by diffusion via bilipid layer of cell membrane. The crystals are 

not formed in the presence of DMSO inside the cells. DMSO also causes protein permeability. 

Hence high concentration of serum maintains the proper concentration of proteins inside the cell. 

It also maintains the structural integrity of the animal cells. The frozen cells are rapidly 

transferred to liquid nitrogen when they are below -70
o
C. If liquid nitrogen storage is not 

available, then the cells may be stored in a conventional freezer (-70
o
C). However, deterioration 

of cells 5-10% per annum may occur. When thawing needs to be done, a suitable temperature 
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should be maintained in a waterbath. The vials containing frozen cells should be quickly thawed 

by immersing them inside the waterbath set at 37
o
C. This decreases the ice crystals and cell 

damage. The stored cells can directly be transferred onto a fresh culture medium and incubated 

properly.  

V. Applications of cell culture technology (CCT) 

The commercial supply of reliable media of sera, greater control of contamination with 

antibiotics, asepsis, and clean air equipments, standardization of other conditions and cell lines 

for production and assay of viruses provided much impetus to the development of modern cell 

culture technology. The CCT was responsible for the commencing production of antiviral 

vaccine. It provided greater insights into the understanding of neoplasm and cancer research. The 

introduction of cell fusion techniques and genetic manipulations was important in the genetic 

analysis of higher animals. The fusion of neoplastic cells with B lymphocytes opened up a whole 

new world of hybridoma technology in which unlimited antibodies of single specificity i.e. 

monoclonal antibodies could be produced (Kohler and Milstein, 1975). The monoclonal 

antibodies find application in almost all the fields of immunology. The recombinant technology 

has profound effect on the drug industry. Now human growth hormone, insulin, interferon and 

some recombinant viral vaccines can be produced exploiting cell culture technology. It has also 

enhanced our understanding of cell interactions and intracellular control mechanisms in cell 

differentiation and development. The in vitro cytotoxic studies are used to study the toxic effects 

of pharmaceutical compounds and potential environmental pollutants and toxins (Freshney, 

1994). It has become an important tool to study apoptosis, location, trafficking and function of 

gene products. The genetic defects in the unborn neonates can be known by chromosomal 

analysis of cells derived from the womb by aminocentesis. The successful demonstration that 

cultured of epidermal cells may form functionally differentiated sheets in culture and endothelial 

cells may form capillaries has opened up new vistas in homografting and reconstructive surgery 

using an individual's own cells. The somatic cell cloning has demonstrated the possibility of 

cloning entire animals/human. Theoretically any organ can be made from the Stem Cells by 

appropriate providing conditions and stimulus. 

VI. Safety aspects of handling cells 

Unlike the classification of microorganisms based on biohazard by CDC, USA no official 

classification of cell lines based on biohazard risk exists. The ATCC has described that the cell 

cultures known to contain a particular organism should be classified at the same biosafety level 

as that which is recommended for that organism. However, this classification does not take into 

account undiscovered or undetected viruses that could potentially be present in the cells. Primate 

cell lines derived from lymphoid tissue or human tissue, all virus and mycoplasma containing 

cell lines, all cell lines transformed by oncogenic viruses and all cell lines new to the laboratory 

should be treated at biosafety level 2 containment, whether or not they have been shown to be 

infected with a class 2 agent (Caputo, 1988). 
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The safety issues associated with handling cells and tissue require to undertake general 

safety measures with respect to chemicals, gases, broken glass and radiation, etc (Miller, 1986). 

The cell culture work is enormously varied involving a wide spectrum of activities. The major 

health hazards associated with handling cells and tissue can be grouped into four categories such 

as (i) infection agents, (ii) oncogenic DNA/ transforming proteins. (iii) chemicals and radiation 

and (iv) allergies. 

The risk of infection associated with cell culture work depends upon the type of cells 

being cultured and operation being performed with them. The risk is high in primary cell culture 

(e./g. SV40 virus may be present in monkey kidney cell culture), low in normal diploid cells (e.g. 

MRC5 and W138) and medium to low in continuous cell lines. The production of recombinant 

biologicals in cell culture carries low risk whereas cytotoxic studies and co-cultivation studies 

carry/ high risk. The risk associated with virus isolation and vaccine production may vary from 

low to high depending upon tire agent being handled. 

The use of continuous cell lines for the production of therapeutic biological carries with it 

the risk of transmitting oncogenic DNA or transforming proteins to the recipients of such 

products. The cellular DNA could contaminate the product and thus transmit the genetic 

information from the abnormalities to the recipients of such products. The licensing authorities 

have recommended that the level of DNA per therapeutic dose of recombinant protein should not 

exceed 10 pg. The effects of radioisotopes are well known. The aminopterin used in hybridoma 

technology is known to be teratogen. The DMSO is a very potent solvent that can penetrate the 

skin and take other chemicals and infection agents into the skin. 

The acquisition and use of appropriate laboratory skills, following SOPs, availability of 

the right kind of equipments in the appropriately designed facility for various cell cultures work, 

knowledge of potential risk associated with the handling of cell cultures and their use for various 

purposes and possible mode of spread of infectious agents will prove to be quite useful in 

ensuring safe laboratory practice while handling the cells in vitro for various objectives. 

VII.  Further readings 

1. Caputo, J.L. 1988. Tissue Culture Methods 11: 223. 

2. Freshney, R. I. 1994. Culture of animal cells: A manual of basic techniques. Alan R. Liss 

Inc. New York. 

3. Kohler, G. and Milstein, C. 1975. Nature 256: 495. 

4. Miller, B. M. 1986. Laboratory safety; Principles and Practices. ASM, Washington, DC. 
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Theory Lecture 2 

Accreditation of Cell Culture Laboratory: Lab layout, Infrastructure and 

Safety 

Swati Dahiya 

I. Introduction 

The foundation of animal tissue culture was laid by Jolly in 1903 when he showed that 

animal cells could survive and divide in cell culture medium. The groundwork on animal tissue 

culture was started by Harrison in 1907 and later by Carrel in 1912 when frog‟s tissues were 

used in culture. Since then many developments have taken place in the design and infrastructure 

of a cell culture laboratory. There are several aspects to the design as well as the safety issues for 

good tissue culture facilities. Ideally work should be conducted in a single use facility. If 

possible, the lab should be separated into an area reserved for handling newly received material 

and another area for main tissue culture facility which is free of contaminants.  

In the present times, the responsibilities of the microbiology laboratories have increased 

and veterinary microbiologists are expected to provide quality services for animal husbandry 

management as well as surveillance and monitoring of infections. A step in this direction is the 

accreditation of the cell culture laboratories, which will ensure the reliability and acceptability of 

the results and help in increasing the confidence of the service provider as well as the customer, 

as this involves a third party audit. 

9
th

 June is marked as the World Accreditation Day as a global initiative, jointly by the 

International Accreditation Forum (IAF) and the International Laboratory Accreditation 

Cooperation (ILAC), to raise awareness on the importance of accreditation. Accreditation is an 

approved procedure by which regulatory authorities or authorized body accord formal 

recognition, authorization and registration of a laboratory to undertake a specific task as per the 

pre-defined standards (Kumara and Bhatia, 2003). It involves re-assessment and surveillance at 

regular intervals so as to ensure that commitment to quality is a continuous process.  

The teaching and training of a veterinary microbiologist in India does not introduce them 

to these concepts and it is the right time to get familiar with such processes. Therefore, all 

veterinary microbiologists should undergo an orientation training to understand the concept of 

accreditation of laboratories and validation of tests. 

II. Selection of an accreditation body 

To facilitate the acceptance of the laboratory‟s test results for trade, the accreditation 

standard used must be recognized by the international community and the accreditation body 

recognized as competent to accredit laboratories. Information on recognized accreditation bodies 

may be obtained from the organizations that recognize them, such as the Asia-Pacific Laboratory 

Accreditation Cooperation (APLAC), the Inter American Accreditation Cooperation (IAAC), 

and the European Co-operation for Accreditation (EA). International Laboratory Accreditation 
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Cooperation (ILAC), formed in 1996, has published specific requirements and guidelines for 

laboratories and accreditation bodies. Under the ILAC system, ISO/IEC 17025 is to be used for 

laboratory accreditation of testing and/or calibration activities.  

The organization providing accreditation to the laboratories in India is the National 

Accreditation Board for Testing and Calibration Laboratories (NABL) which is an autonomous 

body under the aegis of Department of Science and Technology, Govt. of India. NABL has its 

accreditation with ILAC, which has imparted international recognition to NABL accredited 

laboratories. NABL is the sole accreditation body in India that provides third party assessment 

and has been authorized by Government of India. 

Definitions regarding laboratory accreditation may be found in ISO/IEC International 

Standard 17000: Conformity Assessment –Vocabulary and Principles (ISO/IEC, 2004). 

Accreditation is tied to competence, which is significantly more than having and following 

documented procedures. Having competence also means that the laboratory has: 

1. technically valid and validated test methods, procedures and specifications that are 

documented in accordance with the requirements of the applicable standard or guidelines; 

2. appropriately qualified and trained personnel with a depth of technical knowledge 

commensurate with appropriate levels of authority; 

3. appropriate equipment with planned maintenance/calibration schedules; 

4. adequate facilities and environmental control; 

5. procedures and specifications that ensure accurate and reliable results; 

6. procedures for implementing continual improvements in testing and quality management; 

7. methods to assess the need for and implement appropriate corrective or preventive 

actions; 

8. procedures for accurately assessing and controlling uncertainty in testing; 

9. proficiency testing methods and it uses them on a regular basis; 

10. demonstrated competence to generate technically valid results. 

III.  Why Laboratory accreditation?   

Laboratory accreditation uses criteria and procedures specifically developed to determine 

technical competence. Specialist technical assessors conduct a thorough evaluation of all factors 

in a laboratory that affect the production of test or calibration data. The criteria are based on the 

international standards called ISO/IEC 17025 or ISO 15189, which are used for evaluating 

laboratories throughout the world (http://www.nabl-india.org/). 

Valid laboratory results are achieved by the use of good management practices, valid test 

and calibration methods, proper technique, quality control and quality assurance, all working 

together within a quality management system. The general requirements for accreditation are laid 

down in the International Standard General requirements for the competence of testing and 

calibration laboratories (ISO/IEC 17025 1st Ed., 1999), hereafter referred to as ISO 17025. 

ISO/IEC 17025:2005 specifies the general requirements for the competence to carry out tests 

and/or calibrations, including sampling. It covers testing and calibration performed using 

http://www.nabl-india.org/
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standard methods, non-standard methods, and laboratory-developed methods. ISO/IEC 

17025:2005 is for use by laboratories in developing their management system for quality, 

administrative and technical operations. Compliance with regulatory and safety requirements on 

the operation of laboratories is not covered by ISO/IEC 17025:2005. The process of accreditation 

takes into account all the parameters as per ISO 15189, which is an International Standard 

(International Organization for Standardization, ISO 15189:2007 (E)). 

IV. Difference between NABL accreditation and ISO 9000 certification 

ISO 9000 Certification deals with Quality System Management only while NABL 

accreditation provides formal recognition, authorization and registration of technical competence 

of the laboratories. This provides a ready means for customers to find reliable testing and 

calibration services to meet their demands as well as the quality system. Accreditation is a higher 

level activity than system certification. ISO 9000 involves the auditing of an organization‟s 

quality management system but it tells you nothing about its technical competence or its ability 

to provide reliable and accurate test data that will be accepted by your customers and trading 

partners. 

Proper technical evaluation requires the use of technical experts who can assess the 

laboratory against internationally accepted criteria. These criteria are embraced globally in a 

document called ISO/IEC 17025. Accreditation bodies may also apply additional technical 

requirements for evaluating a laboratory, as per requirements of different technical fields. 

Laboratory accreditation against the standard ISO/IEC 17025 does, however also covers the 

quality management elements of ISO 9000. So laboratory accreditation, which is based on 

ISO/IEC 17025 is a measure of both technical competence and quality management and is the 

most appropriate process rather than quality ISO-9000 certification. 

V. Concept and Process 

General Information Brochure NABL 100 is published by NABL to guide you about 

NABL accreditation and its procedure. As a concept, the standard accreditation has 

management and technical requirements. The management requirements include organization, 

management system, document control, review of requests, tenders and contracts, subcontracting 

of tests and calibrations, purchasing services and supplies, service to customer, complaints, 

control of non-conforming testing/ calibration, improvement, corrective actions, preventive 

actions, control of records, internal audits and management reviews. So the process involves a lot 

of documentation of almost all activities, which get scrutinized during the process of audit in 

order to look for any non-conformity to the policy and procedures laid down in the quality 

systems. 

The technical parameters required for accreditation include personnel, accommodation 

and environmental conditions, test and calibration methods and method validation, equipment, 

measurement traceability, sampling, handling of test and calibration items, assuring quality of 

test and calibration results and reporting the results. The manpower has to be qualified and 
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competent. For maintaining the accreditation status, regular in-house training of technical staff 

and veterinary microbiologists in the laboratory is a requirement. The staff should be familiar 

with the standard and participate in undertaking activities related to the quality system. 

Accommodation for laboratory must be sufficient to avoid any unsafe procedures or 

incompatible activities. The placement of equipment and working benches should be such that 

hand washing and surfaces of floors and walls should be possible to clean. The combustible 

items should be placed safely. Microbiologist should be aware of biosafety recommendations 

and waste handling rules in the country. The measuring equipment should be calibrated at 

regular intervals by an accredited laboratory. All the materials and reagents have to be procured 

through a system, which ensures purchase of quality reagents. 

All these processes involve use of standard operating procedures (SOPs) and periodic 

evaluation of these procedures so as to update them with changing technology and knowledge. 

Daily internal quality control should be in place besides also addressing the pre-examination and 

the post-examination procedures, turnaround time of reports and release of reports by authorized 

personnel. The SOPs and work instructions should be available to all staff but in a manner that 

they cannot be changed or modified by any unauthorized person (document control).  

One of the important requirement of the accredited laboratories is to conduct internal 

audit regularly in which all components of the laboratory are audited by a trained internal auditor 

and the non-conformities (i.e. not following the standard or deviation from protocols or errors in 

reports) are presented to the authorities so as to have their commitment for a corrective action on 

time. Internal audit should be done honestly avoiding any conflict of interest with an aim to 

identify any non-conformity at an early stage. Immediate step must be taken to follow corrective 

measures and to undertake the root cause analysis, take preventive action so as to ensure that 

there will be no recurrence. That is actually the bottom line of the accreditation process ensuring 

commitment to ongoing adherence to quality systems and continual improvement. 

At the end of the day the performance of a laboratory is judged by reliability of its test 

reports. We know that in microbiology, the pre-examination procedures like collection, transport 

and time of collection of samples, history of treatment, etc., are important variables, which 

determine the uncertainty of results affecting the test results and their interpretation. Unlike 

biochemistry or haematological parameters, these are not quantifiable. This is a challenge to 

monitor these and correct them by regular interaction and education of the veterinary clinicians 

and assistants. Here authorities have a role to play in motivating the veterinary clinicians to 

follow proper collection and transportation methods (Kapil, 2013). 

VI. Validity of accreditation 

Accreditation to a laboratory shall be valid for a period of 2 years and NABL shall conduct 

periodical surveillance of the laboratory at intervals of one year. Laboratory shall apply for 

renewal of accreditation to it at least 6 months before the expiry of the validity of accreditation. 
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VII. Benefits of Accreditation (http://www.nabl-india.org/) 

1. National and international recognition: Formal recognition of competence of a 

laboratory by an accreditation body in accordance with international criteria provides a 

ready means for customers to identify and select reliable testing, measurement and 

calibration services. 

2. Time and money savings due to reduction or elimination of the need for re-testing of 

products. The uniform approach encourages laboratories to adopt internationally accepted 

testing and measurement practices. This effectively reduces costs for both the 

manufacturer and the importer, as it reduces or eliminates the need for products to be 

retested in another country. 

3. Better control of laboratory operations by incorporating systematic approach. 

4. Marketing advantage and ease of operation: Customers can search and identify the 

laboratories accredited by NABL for their specific requirements from the Directory of 

Accredited Laboratories. 

5. Enhanced customer confidence and satisfaction: Users of accredited laboratories will 

enjoy greater access for their products, in both domestic and international markets, when 

the products are tested by accredited laboratories as the test data is accepted in the 

national and international markets.  

6. Mutual recognition agreements (MRAs) among the countries enable test and 

calibration data produced by accredited laboratories to be accepted between these 

countries 

Accreditation of microbiology laboratories will be a great step to gain international 

recognition. Not only it will give confidence to veterinarians regarding the reliability of the 

report to diagnose an individual animal, but it will also build evidence to manage patients 

empirically by generating reliable epidemiological data. For the surveillance and monitoring of 

infections for national and international networking let us hope that the Indian Veterinary 

Microbiologists take the laboratory services to internationally recognized standards in the 

coming times, despite all constraints. It needs the firm commitment of the top authorities for 

making available sufficient funds and manpower to implement these quality principles in 

veterinary diagnostic laboratories, veterinary biologicals institutes, veterinary/ agricultural 

universities and ICAR research institutes. 

VIII. Laboratory Facilities for Cell Culture 

The layout of a cell culture lab depends upon the type and scale of the operations and 

number of users. The layout of a small, medium and large tissue culture lab is explained by 

Freshney (2015). There should be separate area for media preparation, washing and storage. The 

laboratory facilities for animal cell culture consist of (i) Sterile area (ii) tissue culture equipment. 

(i) Sterile area: For processing the animal tissues for culture purpose a sterile or aseptic area 

is needed which must be free from any kind of contamination. The general 

recommendations are for laminar flow cabinet and bio-safety cabinet 
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a. Laminar flow cabinet: 

It is a specially designed chamber inside which cell culture purpose is done in an 

aseptic condition. It is completely open in front to allow the researcher to work 

comfortably and handle the equipment present inside the laminar flow. A motor blows 

air into the laminar flow through a coarse filter, where large dust particles are 

separated. This air then passes through a 0.3 μm HEPA (High Efficiency Particulate 

Air) filter. This keeps all contaminants away from the work surface. Such arrangement 

does not give protection to researcher against pathogenic organisms. Hence, laminar 

flow cabinet cannot be used in any cell or tissue culture which may contain a human 

pathogen (disease causing organism). 

b. Bio-safety cabinet: 

Bio-safety cabinet not only provides a sterile environment for cell culture but also has 

provision for the safety of researcher against human pathogens being handled in that 

area. 

Environmental monitoring can be done by settling Tryptose Soya Broth agar plates 

inside the cabinet for a minimum of four hours.  There should be no growth of bacteria or 

fungi on such plates. This is a good indicator of how clean a cabinet is. 

(ii) Tissue culture equipment: The equipment required for the animal cell culture are 

autoclave, centrifuge, CO2 incubator, water bath, refrigerator, deep freezer (for–20°C), 

pH meter, chemical balance, stirrer, culture vessels with screw cap, micropipettes, 

inverted microscope, liquid nitrogen freezer, liquid nitrogen storage flask, deep washing 

sink, pipette washer, RO water plant, etc. 

IX. General guidelines to be followed in cell culture lab for safety 

The most important element of safety in a cell culture laboratory is the strict adherence to 

standard microbiological practices and techniques. There should be Standard Operating 

Procedures (SOPs) for everything which should be followed strictly. 

1. Wear gloves and change them when gets contaminated, and dispose of used gloves with 

other contaminated laboratory waste. 

2. Wash your hands before and after working with potentially hazardous materials. 

3. Do not eat, drink, smoke, handle contact lenses, apply cosmetics, or store food for human 

consumption in the laboratory. 

4. Follow the institutional policies regarding safe handling of sharp materials like needles, 

scalpels, pipettes, and broken glassware. 

5. All the work surfaces should be decontaminated before and after the experiments, and 

immediately after any spill or splash of potentially infectious material with an appropriate 

disinfectant.  Cleaning of laboratory equipment should be done routinely, even if it is not 

contaminated. 

6. All potentially infectious materials should be decontaminated before disposal. 

7. Any incident that may result in exposure to infectious materials should be reported to 

appropriate personnel like laboratory In-charge or safety officer. 
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X. Further readings 

1. Freshney R.I. (2015) Culture of animal cells: a manual of basic technique and 

specialized applications. John Wiley & Sons  

2. International Organization Standards, ISO 15189:2007 (E). 

3. Kapil A. (2013) Accreditation of Microbiology Laboratories: A Perspective. Indian 

Journal of Medical Microbiology, 31(3): 217-218. 
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Theory Lecture 3 

Characterization of cell lines 

Parveen Kumar and Sanjeevna K. Minhas 

 

I. Introduction 

Research and development involving the use of cell lines require precise knowledge of 

the purity and species of origin of the cell lines used. This can only be assured by periodic 

monitoring of cultured cell lines for possible cross contamination, which is often neglected and 

remain unnoticed in laboratories using many cultures of identical morphology. Therefore, 

characterization of a cell line is required periodically to determine its identity, functionality and 

proving its authenticity as pure cell line. In the absence of such monitoring, inter- and 

intraspecies cell line contaminations are likely to occur in the laboratories and can result in the 

generation of mistaken conclusions with loss of investigators' time, effort and resources. 

The cell line characterization authenticate the purity of a cell line, confirm its species of 

origin, identify the lineage to which the cell belongs and position of the cells within that lineage, 

genetic stability, phenotypic characteristics, transformation characteristics and demonstrate 

unique features of a cell line or cell strain. A variety of cell line characterization methods have 

been useful in the detection of cross-contamination or misidentification of cell lines. These 

include karyotyping, isoenzyme analysis, DNA properties, viral susceptibility and 

specific antigenicity. 

II. Considerations for cell line characterization 

Different parameters are used depending upon the cell line and type of work being carried 

out e.g. DNA profiling or analysis of gene expression are most useful in molecular technology 

based laboratories.  A cytology laboratory may prefer to use chromosome analysis coupled with 

FISH (fluorescence in situ hybridization) and chromosome painting. Immunological laboratories 

may prefer to use MHC (major histocompatibility complex) analysis (e.g. HLA typing) coupled 

with lineage specific markers. Combined with functional assays, these procedures could provide 

sufficient data to authenticate a cell line as well as confirm that it is suited to the concerned.  

III. Cell line markers 

Different lineage or tissue markers reflect the embryological origin of the cells from a 

particular germ layer and as the cells progress down to differentiation, they acquire lineage 

specific markers, which are different from stem cells. Lineage markers are helpful in establishing 

the relationship of a particular cell line to its tissue of origin. There are some lineage markers that 

include Cell surface antigens, Intermediate filament proteins (glial fibrillary acidic protein for 

astrocytes and desmin for muscle, cytokeratin for epithelial cells and mesothelium), 

Differentiated products and functions (haemoglobin for erythroid cells, myosin or tropomyosin 
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for muscles, melanin for melanocytes and serum albumin for hepatocytes) and Enzymatic 

characterization (e.g. isoenzyme polymorphisms). 

IV. Unique markers  

Unique markers include specific chromosomal aberrations (e.g. deletions, translocations 

and polysomy), major histocompatibility (MHC) group antigens (e.g. HLA in humans), which 

are highly polymorphic and DNA fingerprinting or DNA profiling. Other than this, enzymatic 

deficiencies such as thymidine kinase deficiency (TK−) and drug resistance may be used to 

distinguish among cell lines from the same tissues but different donors. 

V. Transformation 

The transformation status forms a major element in cell line characterization and is dealt 

with separately. Transformed cell lines can be differentiated by their cell morphology, 

microscopy and staining characteristics. 

VI. Chromosome analysis  

Chromosomal analysis includes chromosome counting and karyotyping. It is one of the 

best traditional methods for distinguishing among species and sex from which they are derived. 

Chromosome analysis can also distinguish between normal and transformed cells because the 

chromosome number is more stable in normal cells. However, karyotyping is time-consuming, 

and chromosome counting with a quick check on gross chromosome morphology may be 

sufficient to confirm or exclude a suspected cross-contamination 

VII. Chromosome banding 

This technique enables individual chromosome pairs to be identified when there is little 

morphological difference between them. For Giemsa banding, the chromosomal proteins are 

partially digested by crude trypsin, producing a banded appearance on subsequent staining. 

Trypsinization is not required for quinacrine banding. The banding pattern is characteristic for 

each chromosome pair. 

VIII. Chromosome painting 

Chromosome painting uses combinations of specific molecular probes that hybridize to 

individual chromosomes, which adds further resolution and specificity to this technique. These 

probes identify individual chromosome pairs and are species specific. Chromosome painting is a 

good method to check potential cross-contaminations. Chromosome paints are available 

commercially from a number of sources.  

IX. Karyotypic analysis 

It is carried out classically by chromosome banding, using dyes that differentially stain 

the chromosomes. Thus each chromosome is identified by its banding pattern. New karyotyping 

methods based on chromosome painting techniques are spectral karyotyping (SKY) and 
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multicolour fluorescence in situ hybridization (M-FISH). These newer techniques allow the 

simultaneous visualization of all 23 human chromosomes in different colours. 

X. DNA analysis  

DNA content can be measured by propidium iodide fluorescence with a CCD camera or 

flow cytometry. DNA can be estimated in homogenates with Hoechst 33258 and other DNA 

fluorochromes such as DAPI, propidium iodide, or Pico Green (Molecular Probes). Analysis of 

DNA content is particularly useful for the characterization of transformed cells that are often 

aneuploid and heteroploid. 

XI. DNA hybridization 

Hybridization of specific molecular probes to unique DNA sequences (Southern blotting) 

can provide information about species specific regions, amplified regions of the DNA, or altered 

base sequences that are characteristic to that cell line. Although DNA aberrations can be detected 

in restriction digests of extracts of whole DNA, this is limited by the amount of DNA required.

 It is more common to use the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with a primer specific to 

the sequence of interest, enabling detection in relatively small numbers of cells. Alternatively, 

specific probes can be used to detect specific DNA sequences by in situ hybridization with the 

advantage of displaying topographical differences and heterogeneity within a cell population. 

XII. DNA fingerprinting 

DNA fingerprinting is based on the existence of dispersed hypervariable regions of 

tandem-repetitive nucleotide sequences in the genome. DNA fingerprints appear to be quite 

stable in culture and cell lines from the same origin. It is a very powerful tool in determining the 

origin of a cell line, if the original cell line or DNA from it or from the donor individual, has 

been retained. 

XIII. Antigenic markers  

Immunostaining and ELISA assays are among the most useful techniques available for 

cell line characterization facilitated by the abundance of antibodies and kits, which are 

commercially available.  

XIV. Immunostaining  

 Antibody localization is determined by fluorescence, wherein the antibody is conjugated 

to a fluorochrome, such as fluorescein or rhodamine, or by the deposition of a precipitated 

product from the activity of horseradish peroxidase or alkaline phosphatase conjugated to the 

antibody. 

XV. Isoenzyme analysis  

 Isoenzymes are polymorphic enzyme variants which catalyze same reaction but have 

different electrophoretic or chromatographic mobilities. These enzymes exhibit interspecies and 

intraspecies polymorphisms that can be detected by differences in electrophoretic mobility. By 
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using enzyme-specific colorimetric staining reactions of electrophoretically separated cell 

extracts, it is possible to readily determine the electrophoretic mobility of many different 

isoenzymes in a given cell extract that is characteristic for a species or tissue. Different kits are 

available of identification of cell line using this technique. 

XVI. Differentiation  

 Many of the characteristics described under antigenic markers or enzyme activities may 

also be regarded as markers of differentiation, and as such they can help to correlate cell lines 

with their tissue of origin as well as define their phenotypic status.  

XV.  Further readings 

1. Freshney, R.I., 2015. Culture of animal cells: a manual of basic technique and 

specialized applications. John Wiley & Sons. 

2. Davis I.M.2002. Basic cell culture a practical approach. 2
nd

 Edition Oxford University 

Press. 

3. Kaplan J. and Hukku B. 1998. Methods in cell biology. Vol 57 Academic press. 
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Theory Lecture 4 

Advances in cell based diagnostic technologies 

Minakshi P, Ranjan K, Lambe U P, Brar B and Swati Sindhu 

 

I. Cell based Diagnostics 

Cell-based diagnostics are based on the evaluation of whole cells to detect the presence of 

diseases. Cell-based assays are considered as the gold standard for detection of the several 

infectious organisms. However, cell based diagnostics generally require sophisticated laboratory 

facilities and highly skilled laboratory staffs. Therefore, such techniques are usually not practical 

for use in low resources settings. Cell based diagnostics utilises a wide range of standard 

laboratory techniques, such as growth, qualitative evaluation and visualization of whole cells to 

diagnose diseases. The overview of cell based techniques is as follows (Fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1: Overview of multiple cell based techniques and their principles 

II.  Culture based diagnostics techniques 

The detection of microbial agents and their characterization in patient specimens provides 

fundamental information. Culture based methods, though often slow may yield the specific 
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etiological agent and may allow susceptibility testing to be performed. However, proper 

collection, transportation of the specimen and sterile laboratory condition is essential. Culture 

and direct microscopy can be performed on all suitable clinical specimens when microbial 

infection is suspected. Numerous growth and differential media for culturing and identification 

of bacteria and fungi are commercially available.  

III.  Plaque assays 

Plaque assay is one of the most widely used methods in virology to purify a clonal 

population of virus or to determine viral titer. A plaque usually is result of infection of the cell by 

a single virion on the host cell monolayer. The susceptible host cell monolayer is infected with 

10 fold serial dilutions of virus. After an incubation period, monolayers are then covered with a 

semi-solid nutrient medium, to prevent the virus spreading from host cells to other nearby 

uninfected cells. As a result, each infectious particle produces a small circular zone in the 

monolayer called a plaque, while uninfected cells surround the plaques. Eventually the plaque 

becomes large enough to be visible to the naked eye or with a light microscopy. Counting of 

individual plaque produced at particular dilution provides number of infectious virions or plaque-

forming units (PFU) per milliliter. Since each plaque represents one virus particle, clonal virus 

populations can also be purified by isolating these individual plaques. However, it is often 

necessary to stain cells with dyes (MTT or neutral red) to enhance the contrast between the living 

cells and the plaques. 

IV.  Microscopy 

Microscopy is the technique used to view objects that cannot be seen by the naked eye. 

The range can be anything between mm and nm. There are three main microscopic techniques 

that are used such as Optical microscopy, Scanning probe microscopy and Electron microscopy. 

The optical microscopy involves visible light and one or more lens to produce an enlarged image 

of an object that is placed in the focal plane of the lens. Scanning probe microscopy involves a 

probe to scan the object. It works by being moved around in a rectangular pattern known as 

raster scanning. A type of scanning probe microscopy is called STM (scanning tunneling 

microscopy) this is when a very sharp conducting tip is brought to the surface and a voltage is 

applied between them. Thus, tunnel current is obtained and if this is maintained it produces an x-

ray which can make a high resolution visualization of image. 

Electron microscopy is a form of microscopy that uses electron beams to create an image of the 

object being used. They have a much higher magnification than light microscopes and so a much 

higher resolution as a result, this allows us to see smaller specimens in greater detail. 

V.  Xenodiagnosis 

Xenodiagnosis is a method for diagnosing a disease in one organism by inoculating the 

putative causative organism in a second animal of a different species. It has been used for the 

detection of parasites (Trypanosoma cruzi and Trichinella spiralis) when peripheral blood 

smears are found negative. This technique was successfully used for diagnosis of babesiosis 
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with, both in hamsters for Babesia microti and in gerbils for Babesia divergens. However, this 

technique is now not in much use. 

VI.  Flow cytometry 

Flow cytometry is a well established method to identify cells in solution and is most 

commonly used for evaluating peripheral blood, bone marrow, and other body fluids. Flow 

cytometry studies are used to identify and quantify the cells of the immune system and to 

characterize hematological malignancies. Flow cytometry has emerged as a critical component in 

the evaluation of primary immune deficiency disorders. Recently, flow cytometric techniques 

have been expanded to evaluate intracellular characteristics, assess intracellular changes 

associated with activation, characterize apoptosis, and identify antigen-specific T cells etc. These 

newer approaches have enhanced the role of flow cytometry as an important method for the 

characterization of immune function. 

Flow cytometry has become readily available in clinical laboratories, and its application has 

moved forward in parallel with significant improvements in instrumentation and the availability 

of an array of monoclonal reagents. Properly performed, flow cytometry can provide rapid and 

accurate identification of lymphocyte subpopulations. The primary clinical indications for 

immune phenotyping remain quantifying CD4 T-cell counts in HIV infection, lineage 

assignment in leukemias and lymphomas, and assessing CD34 expression to identify stem cells 

for transplantation. 

Flow cytometry techniques can be used to: 

 To measure the activation state of circulating platelets and their reactivity (by activation-

dependent changes in platelet surface antigens, leukocyte-platelet aggregation, and 

phosphorylation of intracellular proteins)  

 To diagnose specific disorders (Bernard-Soulier syndrome, Glanzmann thrombasthenia, 

storage pool disease, and heparin-induced thrombocytopenia [HIT]) 

 To monitor thrombopoiesis (by the number of young, “reticulated” platelets) 

 To perform assays relevant to blood banking (quality control of platelet concentrates, 

identification of leukocyte contamination in platelet concentrates, immunophenotyping of 

platelet HPA-1a, detection of maternal and fetal anti-HPA-1a antibodies, and platelet 

cross-matching) 

 To measure platelet-associated IgG 

 To measure the platelet count 

 To perform other research assays such as measurement of platelet survival and function 

in vivo, F-actin content, calcium flux, fluorescence resonance energy transfer, platelet 

recruitment, and bacteria-platelet interactions. 

Flow cytometry can also be used to measure the amount of DNA in cancer cells. In this case, the 

cells are treated with special light-sensitive dyes that react with DNA. For patients with breast, 

prostate or bladder cancer, an abnormal amount of DNA may indicate a recurrence. 
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VII.  Immunohistochemical (IHC) technique 

Immunohistochemical (IHC) staining of formalin-fixed and paraffin embedded tissues 

(FFPE) is widely used in diagnostic pathology. All anatomical and surgical pathologists use IHC 

to confirm cancer cell type and possible origin of metastatic cancer of unknown primary site. 

Immunohistochemical staining methods include use of fluorophore labelled 

(immunofluorescence) and enzyme labelled (immunoperoxidase) antibodies to identify proteins 

and other molecules in cells. The drawbacks of immunohistochemical staining include 

inadequate antibody validation and several technical issues. Some drawbacks of 

immunohistochemical staining include lack of multiplexing, limited dynamic range and lack of 

correlation with functional protein and treatment response. 

Table 1: Common cell based diagnostic approaches and their characteristics 

Technique Description Strengths Weakness 

Culture based Host cells or infectious 

organisms are grown 

from patient samples in 

the laboratory media 

Growth in culture 

allows detection of 

low level infections 

through growth and 

amplification 

Cells or organisms grown 

must visualize or detected. 

Requires sterile laboratory 

conditions 

Plaque assays Indirectly measures 

presence of infectious 

organism by applying 

patient‟s samples to 

healthy host cells in 

culture and looking for 

damage to cell.  

Detection of low 

level infections 

through 

amplification and 

quantitative analysis 

Requires highly skilled 

laboratory staffs and sterile 

laboratory conditions 

Microscopy Host cells or infectious 

organisms are visualized 

directly in the patient 

sample or after growth in 

laboratory media 

Visual detection of 

disease 

Requires microscope, 

requires highly skilled 

technician. 

Lack of amplification 

reduces sensitivity 

Xenodiagnosis Patient sample is used to 

inoculate a laboratory 

animal for amplification 

of infection 

Growth in 

laboratory animal 

allows detection of 

low-level infections 

through 

amplification 

Cells or organisms grown in 

the laboratory animal must 

then be visualized or 

detected, requires sterile 

laboratory conditions, 

required maintenance of 

laboratory animals 

Flow 

cytometry 

Host cells or infectious 

organisms are directly or 

indirectly (using dyes or 

markers) counted to 

assess the presence of 

disease 

Quantitative and 

sensitive 

Requires expensive 

equipment, requires highly 

skilled technician 
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VIII. Cell based Diagnostics for Non-Neglected Tropical Diseases 

Evaluation of patient cells by microscopy can be used to detect the presence of cancer, 

autoimmune diseases, infections, and a variety of other conditions. In the case of cancer, tumour 

biopsies are preserved, stained, and visually examined by a trained pathologist. Flow cytometry 

is often used in conjunction with microscopy to characterize the cancer in more detail. For 

instance, flow cytometry can be used to identify cells expressing specific markers of disease that 

provide clues as to disease severity, patient prognosis, or optimal treatment. 

IX. Cell based Diagnostics for Neglected Tropical Diseases 

Cell-based diagnostics are available for most of the neglected diseases. However, as 

many of these diseases affect poor and marginalized populations without access to sophisticated 

hospitals, centralized laboratories, or other infrastructure required for cell-based diagnosis. 

Therefore, these techniques are rarely employed in the developing world in disease diagnosis. 

Table 2: Application of cell based Diagnostic Techniques in disease diagnosis 

Cell based Diagnostic 

Technique 

Disease Description of diagnostics assay 

Culture Tuberculosis Patient sputum sample cultured in nutrient rich 

broth and visualized by microscopy to detect 

presence of infectious agent. 

By adding anti tuberculosis medicine to the culture 

media, tuberculosis drug resistance can also be 

assessed. 

Plaque assays Dengue Patient blood samples are diluted and applied to 

cultured cells.  

Cells are monitored for damage to quantify the 

level of viral infection. 

Microscopy Schistosomiasis, 

Fascioliasis, soil-

transmitted 

helminthes, etc. 

Patient stool samples are examined by microscopy 

to look for the presence of eggs. 

Xenodiagnosis Chagas disease Laboratory reared, uninfected insect allowed to 

bite patient.  

Insect is killed and examined for the presence of 

parasites. 

Flow cytometry HIV CD4 positive T-cells are counted to monitor 

progression of diseases and treatment efficacy. 

Cell based diagnostics are applicable to nearly every human and animal infectious and 

non infectious diseases. As these diagnostics rely on standard laboratory techniques, their 

successful application is dependent on the availability of skilful technician performing the assay 

than the nature of the disease being diagnosed. 
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Theory Lecture 5 

Hybridoma technology and its application in disease diagnosis 

S. K. Kadian and Somesh Banerjee 

 

I. Hybridoma technology 

Immunization of a mouse with an antigen results in the production of different antibodies, 

each synthesized by its own B-lymphocyte. Since each antigen has several epitopes on its 

surface, it would stimulate production of an undeterminable number of antibodies. Thereby, 

indicating that making reproducible reagents against a given epitope is an impossible task. 

Furthermore, sera with antibody activity to single epitope have several disadvantages: 

a) Production of highly specific and pure antigen for immunization often involves very 

tedious processing and purification steps which results in very poor yield or inactivation 

of antigen. 

b) Adsorption of polyclonal serum to remove unwanted antibodies is very time consuming 

and often unsatisfactory. 

c) The antibodies even after adsorption are heterogeneous though they are for a single 

epitope. 

d) The titers are generally low 

e) It is impossible to reproduce the same combination of specific antibodies after 

immunization with the same antigen in another animal. 

f) The supply of such a serum is usually limited. 

The hybridoma technology has opened a new dimension in the field of immunology and 

provided a tool to overcome the aforesaid limitations. In this technique spleen cells of mouse, 

previously immunized with antigen are fused with mouse myeloma cells in the presence of 

polyethylene glycol. This results in the production of hybrid cells or hybridoma. Hybridoma as 

the term indicates is the fused hybrid between one of the immunocompetent cell (B lymphocyte) 

and cancerous B lymphocyte (Myeloma Cell) originated from syngenic animal species. Thus 

hybridomas have both the properties i.e. produce antibodies which are characteristics of B 

lymphocytes and are immortal, a property of cancer cells. Since antibodies are produced 

essentially from single antibody forming cell clone, monoclonal antibodies. It was very difficult 

to get monospecific antibodies in pure form against various diseases. Now with the development 

of hybridoma technology, monospecific antibodies can be produced against any antigen. 

1. Choice of Myeloma cell line for fusion 

The most popular lines for production of hybridomas are descendants of MOPC-21, a 

BALB/c myeloma which secretes IgG1 molecules (and kappa light chains). This line was 

adapted to tissue culture by Horibata and Harris (1970) and renamed P3K. An azaguanine 

resistant (lack HGPRT) subline of P3K was established by Milstein's laboratory, and named 

P3x63-Ag-8, abbreviated X63. This line was used in the first spleen-myeloma fusions. Later, a 
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variant of P3K, named P3-NS1-Ag4-1 (abbreviated as NS-1) was produced which lacked the 

gamma1 heavy chain. NS-1 still synthesized kappa light chains, which were not secreted but 

internally degraded. Thus, if the synthesis of light chains from each parental cell occurs at 

similar rates, and if pairing is random, antibody molecules secreted by such hybrids will possess 

about 25% light chain of B-cell origin, 25% of the NS-1 k chain, and 50% will possess one of 

each of the light chains. It is thus clear that a line which totally lacked the ability to produce its 

own immunoglobulins (Igs) would be the one suitable for fusion. Two such mouse lines are in 

widespread use. They are X63-Ag-8.653 also called NSO and Sp2/O-Ag-14, and both these are 

derivatives of P3-X63Ag8. So a tissue culture cell line of mouse with the following 

characteristics will be most suitable for fusion: 

1) It should be a derivative of a B cell tumour from BALB/c. 

2) It should be a non-secretor. 

3) It should be deficient either in HGPRT or TK enzyme. 

In this study, the NSO myeloma cell line has been used that fulfils all the above characteristics.  

2. Selection of hybrids 

The protocol used for production of monoclonal antibodies was given by Kohler and 

Milstein in 1975. The myeloma cell line which is defective in the enzyme hypoxanthine-guanine-

phosphorybosyl-transferase (HGPRT) is fused with B lymphocytes obtained from immunized 

mice. The fusion of myeloma (10
6
 cells/ml) and activated B cell (10

7
 cells/ml) is carried out in 

the presence of poly ethylene glycol (PEG). After fusion, the mixture of cells may be 

resuspended in tissue culture medium containing hypoxanthine, aminopterin and thymidine 

(HAT medium). Generally cells synthesize its DNA via de novo synthesis. If the DNA de novo 

synthesis is blocked by the inhibitors like aminopterin, the cells use salvage pathway for DNA 

synthesis and therefore only cells with intact HGPRT can survive. Since the myeloma cells 

defective in HGPRT will not be able to utilize hypoxanthine by rescue pathway, unfused 

myeloma cells will die in HAT medium. Unfused splenic B lymphocytes also die in TCM 

rapidly. Since the hybrid cells inherit HGPRT enzyme from splenic B cells, they will survive in 

the presence of aminopterin and exogenous hypoxanthine and thymidine. Thus the only cells 

which survive and proliferate in HAT medium are hybrids of myeloma cells and activated B 

lymphocytes. For the isolation of specific clones, microtitre plates are generally used. The wells 

of microtitre plates are fed with approximately 100ul of growth medium. The colonies are visible 

approximately after 10 days post-fusion. The medium is removed from the wells and tested for 

antibodies against the antigen used for immunization. The positive clones are transferred to 

larger culture wells and finally to flasks. The antibody secreting clones formed thus will be 

immortal because they are hybrids of tumour cells and B lymphocytes. The desired hybrids could 

be stored in liquid nitrogen for several years thus ensuring continuous supply of same antibody 

for pretty long time. 

3. Fusion 

Spontaneous fusion of cells is usually rare except that of sperm and egg, osteoclast, 

myotubes and foreign body giant cells. However, almost any two cell types can be made to fuse 
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by the addition of Sendai virus, lysolecithin or polyethylene glycol (PEG). A successful fusion 

occurs (in terms of stable hybrids), only when both partners are of the same origin (e.g. fusion of 

B cell with another B cell rather than macrophage or other cell types). PEG is the fusing agent of 

choice. The mechanism of action of fusing agents is not well understood but some explanations 

have been proposed. Briefly, it occurs in three distinct phases. The plasma membranes of the 

fusing cells are first brought into close contact by centrifugation, and the fusing agent induces 

agglutination. In the second stage, the membranes of the two cells fuse over a large area, to form 

a single cell with two nuclei (heterokaryon). Finally, at the next division, the nuclear membranes 

dissolve, and a hybrid cell results.  

4. Cloning 

Between 7 to 14 days after a successful fusion, the cultures are screened for antibody 

production and positive wells selected for expansion and cloning. It is essential to clone as early 

as practicable to reduce the chance of being overgrown by nonsecretors. Essentially, cloning is 

achieved by seeding single cells into culture wells and allowing them to proliferate into colonies. 

This is generally done by the technique of limiting dilutions. This method relies on diluting 

cultures to a stage calculated to contain only one, two or four viable cells per well in a culture 

plate. However, hybridoma cells placed in culture at very high dilutions have a tendency to die 

out. In order to stimulate their growth, it is necessary either to co-culture other unstimulated 

spleen cells or peritoneal cells as a "feeder cell layer" or they should be cultured in conditioned 

medium (i.e. medium containing 10% supernates of myeloma cells). Between 10 to 14 days post 

cloning, the plates (supposedly containing colonies derived from a single cell per well) are again 

screened, expanded and if needed, cloned further.          

5. Feeder cell layers 

Scientists have used spleen cells or peritoneal exudates cells as feeder cell layers. Hybrids 

cells are often intolerant of dilution and they grow much better if seeded onto feeder cells. 

Thymocytes, peritoneal macrophages, and spleen cells are often used as feeder cells. As an 

alternative to feeder cells, Condition Medium (CM) is used for the following steps: 

A. Seeding fused cells immediately following the fusion. 

B. Cloning positive hybridomas. 

C. Expanding hybrids/clones. 

NSO cells are grown in continuous culture in vitro in the growth medium containing 10% horse 

serum as above. Supernatants are harvested when the cells has reached the end of log growth 

stage and freeze down in 10ml aliquots. The growth medium containing 10% of this supernatant 

is called CM.   

6. Immunization protocol 

Single injection of Ag emulsified in complete freunds adjuvant via foot pad and taking 

out popliteal lymph node after 9 days of injection is the latest immunization protocol.  
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Hybridoma produces approximately 10-30 µg/ml monoclonal antibodies in tissue culture bottles. 

To increase the yield of MCA, desired hybrids can be injected into peritoneal cavity of syngenic 

mice. The ascites fluid of such animals often contains 10-20 mg/ml of MCA. 

II. Application of monoclonal antibody (mAbs) to diagnose livestock diseases  

Because of their specificity, mAbs have been widely used in the diagnosis of various 

diseases of livestock that are infectious in nature. Moreover, mAb-based immunodiagnostic 

assays have several advantages over poly-clonally based assays that make the former likely to 

reduce such variability since they are readily available in unlimited quantities as appropriate and 

since monoclonal antibodies don‟t exhibit much batch-to-batch variability.  

1. For detection of antigen as well as antibodies against bacterial diseases of livestock  

Anthrax, a highly infectious and fatal disease of all warm blooded animals and human, is 

caused by a giant spore forming rectangular shaped bacterium called Bacillus anthracis. The 

similarity of endospore surface antigens between bacteria of the Bacillus cereus group 

complicates the development of selective antibody-based anthrax detection systems and 

interestingly, the surface of B. Anthracis endospores exposes a tetrasaccharide containing the 

monosaccharide anthrose. Production of anti-tetrasaccharide mAbs and anti-anthrose-rhamnose 

disaccharide mAbs and testing for their fine specificities in a direct spore ELISA with inactivated 

spores of a broad spectrum of strains of B. Anthracis and related species of the Bacillus genus 

revealed that although the two sets of mAbs have got different fine specificities, all of them can 

recognize the tested B. Anthracis strains and show only a limited cross-reactivity with two B. 

cereus strains.  

Brucellosis is one of the most extended bacterial zoonoses causing economic losses. 

Diagnostic tests using mAbs are so specific that they help in differentiation of infected and 

vaccinated animals (DIVA) and one can isolate carriers to prevent the spread of infection with 

the aid of these new tests. mAbs have been used from time to time for immunochemical 

identification of several B. abortus lipopolysaccharide (LPS) epitopes viz., A and M epitopes of 

smooth strains and R1 and R2 epitopes of rough strains.  

Paratuberculosis (Johne‟s disease) is a chronic infectious dreaded disease of domestic 

animals caused by Mycobacterium avium subsp. paratuberculosis (MAP). mAbs have been 

generated against the Ag85a complex of MAP, the sensitivity and specificity of the Ag85a 

antibody test has been compared with the ELISA and the fecal culture tests for the detection 

MAP and a serum bank has been established with a view to differentiate MAP-positive and 

negative cattle. 

Leptospirosis is an economically important zoonotic bacterial infection of livestock that 

causes abortions, stillbirths, infertility along with loss of milk production. Production of a murine 

mAb, designated as M553 that binds to an epitope on whole cell antigens. Such murine mAb 

based cELISA assay is found to be advantageous as comparative analysis with microscopic 

agglutination test (MAT) can also be done. 
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As far as the disease Listeriosis is concerned, colorimetric monoclonal ELISA is intended 

for the detection of Listeria spp. in dairy products, seafood and meats. However, the test is not 

confirmatory for L. monocytogenes as the mAbs used in the test may cross react with other 

Listeria spp. 

Clostridial diseases are caused by bacteria of the genus Clostridium that are widely 

recognized as enteric pathogens of livestock and wildlife. mAbs obtained from mouse 

immunized with Clostridium botulinum type D toxoid have been developed into a sandwich 

ELISA (sELISA) format that has got the capability to detect type D toxin and types C and D 

toxin complexes and its potential to replace the mouse bioassay as an alternative in vitro assay 

for the diagnosis of cattle botulism is under examination. 

2. For detection of antigen as well as antibodies against fungal diseases of livestock 

The incidence of invasive fungal infections multiplied dramatically in recent decades. 

Zygomycosis in animals is caused by the fungi of the class Zygomycetes. In most countries, 

infections are predominantly caused by Aspergillus fumigatus, Candida albicans, Absidiaoryrn 

bifera and so also Rhizomucor (Mucor) pusillus. However, time to time diagnosing these 

infections is often very difficult as conventional microbiological and histopathological 

approaches generally are neither sensitive nor specific.  

Invasive aspergillosis is an increasingly recognized condition in immunocompromised 

hosts and the major problem associated with it is the difficulty in diagnosing this infection. The 

detection of various antigenic markers by mAb based assays for invasive aspergillosis is 

currently an area of great interest. 

The use of mannanantigenemia (otherwise known as mannanemia) detection for the 

immunodiagnosis of systemic candidiasis was suggested decades ago by Weiner and Coats- 

Stephen, and it is now one of the most widely studied antigens in candidiasis. Several mAbs have 

been characterized and employed in the immunodiagnostic assays and AF1 is one of them that 

recognize an oligosaccharide shared by a number of mannoproteins from different pathogenic 

Candida species.  

As far as Cryptococcosis is concerned, the detection of cryptococcal capsular 

polysaccharide antigen is one of the most valuable rapid serodiagnostic tests for fungi performed 

on a routine basis. Murex Cryptococcus Test (Murex Diagnostics, Norcross, Ga.) (mouse 

monoclonal IgM-based latex agglutination assay) effectively eliminates false-positive reactions 

with rheumatoid factor. 

Detection of Histoplasmosis (HPA) by RIA in a reference laboratory is an established 

method for the diagnosis of histoplasmosis and monitoring the response to treatment. 

Monoclonal antibody that recognizes a species-specific epitope on a 69- to 70-kDa antigen of 

histoplasmosis by inhibition ELISA, reduce the cross-reactivity with other dimorphic fungi and 

interassay variation. 

3. For detection of antigen as well as antibodies against viral diseases of livestock 

Foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) is a highly contagious disease affecting cloven footed 

animals including cattle world-wide and is included in the notifiable disease list of the World 
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Organization for Animal Health (OIE). So, inclusion of mAb based diagnostic methods in the 

containment programme of FMD is an area of concern. In this regard, pen side diagnostic test, 

especially development of a rapid chromatographic strip test, the lateral flow device (LFD) based 

on a mAb that reacts against all seven serotypes of FMDV is available. The lateral flow assay 

(LFA) permits rapid diagnosis, thus allowing time for the early implementation of control 

measures to reduce the possibility of spread of FMD and the assay has been developed widely to 

support clinical diagnosis of FMD. Again a simple, rapid, colloidal gold-based immuno-

chromatographic strip test based on mAb is also developed for easy clinical testing of serotype A 

of FMDV in field sites with high sensitivity and specificity. 

Infectious bovine rhinotracheitis/ infectious pustularvulvovaginitis (IBR/IPV) is caused 

by bovine herpes virus 1 (BoHV-1). To identify the recovered virus as BoHV-1, the supernatant 

of the culture where virus isolation has been done, should be neutralized with a monospecific 

BoHV-1 antiserum or neutralizing monoclonal antibody (mAb). 

Amongst the various causes of neonatal diarrhoea, group A rotavirus has a world-wide 

distribution. In this regard, specific ELISA assays based on mAbs have been developed for 

identifying the genomic diversity and prevalence of rotavirus. 

Blue tongue virus (BTV) is the best studied member of the orbivirus genus in the 

Reoviridae family. The VP2 protein present in the outer layer of the neucleocapsid of the virus is 

an important component as far as the serogrouping of the virus is concerned. This is so because 

VP2 is involved in virus neutralization. For this purpose, several mAbs have been generated to 

identify the specific epitopes present on the VP2 protein.  

Rabies, an acute viral encephalomyelitis that may affect all warm blooded animals 

including cattle, is caused by a lyssavirus. Over the years, investigators have found rabies virus 

in non-hematophagous bats in America, Africa, and Europe. So, in order to identify 

transmissibility of the virus, analysis of several European rabies virus isolates from various 

animal species by anti-nucleocapsid mAbs have been done that have indicated that transmission 

of the disease from bats to terrestrial animals is unlikely. 

A mAb based competition-ELISA has been described for the detection of pestivirus 

antibodies directed against conserved epitopes on the p80 viral protein. This particular method 

detects increases in serum antibody following experimentally induced infections of pigs and 

ruminants like cattle and sheep with a wide range of pestiviruses and is highly specific relative to 

virus neutralization tests. One added advantage of this mAb based assay is that sera from both 

ruminants and pigs can be assessed without any modification of the test.  

4. Use of mAbs to diagnose parasitic diseases 

Recent reports have shown that parasite antigens are detectable in the serum of 

Dirofilaria immitis infected dogs by counter immuno electrophoresis (CIE). For the 

identification of circulating parasite antigens associated with immune-complex 

glomerulonephritis in dogs infected with Dirofilaria immitis, mAbs have been generated against 

adult worms and selected for cloning because of their lack of cross-reactivity with 

Toxocaracanis in indirect immunofluorescence tests. The ability of these mAbs to detect 
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circulating antigens using an antigen capture ELISA have shown that only few, out of many 

mAbs, like NAK-1, an IgG2a mAb, is capable of detecting circulating antigens in most of the 

infected dogs.  

Monoclonal antibodies may be a valuable tool in the early diagnosis of Trichinellosis by 

the detection of specific antigens even in small amounts whenever present in the circulation. In 

this context, a sandwich ELISA based on IgY (egg yolk immunoglobulin) and mAb against 

excretory- secretory (ES) antigens (IgM type) of Trichinella spiralis muscle larvae has been 

developed for detection of circulating antigens (CAg) in serum.  

Trypanosomiasis is the most widely distributed pathogenic mechanically transmitted 

vector borne haemoprotozoan disease prevalent in all livestock species and is a listed disease of 

OIE. Species-specific mAbs developed against T. brucei, T. vivax, T. congolense and T. evansi 

allow isolation and purification of defined specific antigens for use in indirect ELISA. 

Babesiosis and anaplasmosis are tick-borne diseases of cattle caused by the organisms 

Babesia bovis, B. bigemina as well as Anaplasma marginale. Validation of a B. bigemina mAb 

based competitive ELISA specific for B. bigemina has shown to have high sensitivity and 

specificity and such mAbs are free from cross reaction to that to B. bovis. mAb also finds its 

application in a competitive ELISA using recombinant major surface protein 5 (rMSP5) of A. 

marginale which is available in kit form. 
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Theory Lecture 6 

Application of Flow cytometry in animal disease diagnosis 

Rajesh Chhabra, Garima Shrinet, Rahul Yadav and Mahavir Singh 

 

I. Introduction 

Flow cytometry (FCM) has become a fundamental tool of biological discovery over the 

years. It was initially established as an automated method for measuring optical as well as 

fluorescence characteristics of cells or particles in suspension. FCM with time has become user-

friendly, less-expensive and has an increased importance for basic research and clinical 

applications.FCM is basically composed of four main systems fluidics, optics, electronics and 

software. In this the cell suspension flows through a tubular system, which is exposed to laser 

whether mercury or arc lamp, which illuminates a particular spot on the cell, and the recorded 

emissions from the cells as a result of this illumination, is digitalized and processed by analog or 

digital electronics. Finally, a computer with appropriate software receives, stores, further 

processes, and displays the data in a user-friendly format and provides understandable results. A 

fluid that is moving under a laminar flow known as the sheath fluid specifies the movement and 

velocities with which the cells pass across the detector. During this transport, cell‟s properties 

like fluorescence, absorbance and light scattering whether forward or side can be detected, 

making use of several illumination sources, which differently excite the uploaded markers. The 

optical system is composed of a light source, a signal detection and evaluation module, with 

photomultiplier tubes or photodiodes that detect the optical signal. This signal is evaluated. Flow 

cytometry systems enable simultaneous measurement of nine fluorescence and two light-

scattering parameters on each particle (e.g. cells or beads).  

Some of the conventional uses of FCM are namely measure cell or particle size, 

granularity, cell surface antigen (immunophenotyping), intracellular antigen (e.g. cytokine 

profiling), intracellular signalling (phospho-flow). It has also been used in the study to decipher 

cell viability/apoptosis, Cell cycle, DNA content/synthesis, cell proliferation, Intracellular Ca
2+

 

flux, Cell migration and adhesion. Gene expression and transfer efficiency  study by reporter like 

GFP, mRNA expression in living cells, Protein-protein interaction by FRET, Activation sate and 

oxidative stress, Stem cell side population analysis as well as Cell sorting are some  of the more  

recent areas in which FCM has proved immensely useful.It is perhaps a rapid, high-throughput, 

sensitive and a highly reproducible detection technology for a wide range of biomedical 

applications which may require detection of proteins in biofluids and nucleic acids. Therefore 

custom methods of flow cytometry are becoming important for diagnostic purposes such as 

identifying multiple clinical biomarkers for a wide range of diseases and also for developing 

novel therapies. 

It has been known since long that invasive extraction of cells from a living organism, 

however, may lead to changes in cell properties and prevents studying cells in their native 
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environment, these problems can be overcome by use of in vivo FCM, which is a recent 

approach to provide detection and imaging of circulating normal and abnormal cells directly in 

blood or lymph flow. In addition, the newer application of flow cytometry for multiplex analysis, 

coupled with automated sample handling devices, has the potential to significantly enhance 

proteomics research, particularly analysis of post-translational modifications of proteins, on a 

large scale. Sensitivity is also impressive; with brighter fluorochromes, such as fluorescein or 

phycoerythrin, detection of a few hundred molecules on a single particle is achievable levels of 

cell surface and/or internal proteins for clinical applications. Measurement of the patterns of 

expression of these proteins is termed phenotyping. The new generation of FCM methods and 

instruments such as the spectrum of possibilities of in vivo FCM in biological and medical fields 

including integration of photoacoustic-photothermal theranostics of circulating abnormal cells 

could be the novel advancement of this platform. FCM is now a well-established powerful 

analytical tool that has led to many revolutionary discoveries in cell biology and cellular-

molecular disease diagnosis. In FCM, cells are made to move into a high-speed (up to 5–20 m/s) 

laminar artificial flow, and after they are focused into single file, laser-induced fluorescence 

forward and sideways scattered light from them are detected using photodetector arrays with 

spectral filters. This highly accurate technology provides a fast multiparameter for quantification 

of the biological properties of individual cells at subcellular and molecular levels, including their 

functional states, morphology, composition, proliferation, and protein expression (Tuchin et al., 

2011). 

II. Applications of flow cytometry in animal disease diagnostics 

FCM methods are strongly rooted in the laws of the physics of optics, fluidics, and 

electromagnetism. The latest generation of instruments can measure several channels of optical 

information from each cell at rates of over 20,000 cells per second (Gao and Nie et al., 2004). 

Thus, a combination of historical and current foundations of physics has enabled flow cytometry 

to be used in animal disease diagnosis. Hydrodynamic focusing and light scattering that are most 

relevant to flow cytometry and refers to interrogation of particle flow by a light source is based 

on the optical laws of physics governing the phenomenon of scattering. Application of FCM in 

reproductive disease diagnosis like the sorting of spermatozoa or sperm assessment whereas in 

other case like the diagnosis of leukaemia and lymphoma, cell surface antigens as marker of 

cancer, Lymphocyte subset analysis, profiling of leukocytes which is a new method for diagnosis 

of tropical Theileriosis, the cell surface antigens in the diagnosis of immune-mediated anaemia 

and thrombocytopenia and reticulocyte and reticulated platelet enumeration are some of many 

applications that need mention. 

FCs can be broadly classified as analytical (or bench-top), sorter and others with 

miscellaneous functions. Analytical FCs are used solely for the analysis of cells or other 

particles, while FC sorters have the additional feature that they are able to, based on the results of 

the analysis, physically isolate the cells or particles of interest. FCM being highly sensitive, 

quantitative, not subjected to photobleaching, single cell based ability to detect several molecules 
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expressed on single cell surface make it a superior technique to the existing western blotting and 

fluorescence microscopy. To work with FCM in disease diagnosis there is utmost need to be well 

acquainted with panel of markers such the T cell markers like CD3
+
, CD9, Effector T cell marker 

CD4
+
, CD8

+
,Treg marker CD25

, 
B cells marker CD19

+
, B220

+, 
Naïve B cell marker like CD27

-

CD138
-
and Plasma B cell marker CD27

+
, CD138

+
.Some other marker include CD14

+
CD16

-
 or 

CD16
+ 

for monocytes and macrophages, NK cell markers like NK1.1
+
,CD56

+, 
mDCs markers 

MHCII
hi

 CD11c
hi

CD123
-
 whereas the pDC marker like MHCII

-
 CD11c

-
CD 123. 

Many applications of flow cytometry was also made in establishing the enhanced 

immune response such as incase of influenza virus enhanced immune response in presence of 

cytomegalovirus (Furman et al.,2015) others like T cell immunoglobulin mucin protein3(Tim 3)/ 

Galectin 9 regulates Influenza A virus specific and CD 8 T cell response studied (Sharma et al., 

2011). 

III. Immunophenotyping 

It includes identification followed by division of cells based on their cell surface markers. 

This is then accompanied by Cytokine profiling on the desired population: e.g. IFNα, IL10, 

CXCR3, CCR5, TFNα. Immunophenotyping has been exploited in B Cell Leukemia Diagnosis 

by Flow Cytometry. B-cell neoplasia (e.g. CLL) can be diagnosed by flow cytometry in sample 

from patients with high WBC count and clinical history, more than 5x10
9
monoclonal B cells in 

the blood was diagnosed as CLL. Elevated B cell number alone is not enough to diagnose 

various subclasses of B-Cell Neoplasia. 

IV. Diagnosis of leukemia and lymphoma 

The use of merely cytomorphology to distinguish lymphoid from myeloid blasts, and for 

lymphocyte subset prediction (i.e. B vs. T cell), is problematic and often misleading. 

Cytochemical staining of leukemic cells is a long established, objective method for 

demonstrating cell lineage, and whilst of value in classifying myeloproliferative disease but it 

has limited capacity in phenotyping lymphoid leukemia. With veterinary oncologists and clients 

prepared to treat lymphoid and other haemopoietic malignancy, there is a need for more accurate 

and reliable methods of diagnosis than cytomorphology alone. FACS based immunophenotyping 

would be particularly useful in the differentiation of acute myeloid (AML) from acute lymphoid 

leukemia (ALL), ALL from chronic lymphoid leukemia (CLL), and lymphoid leukemia of 

marrow origin from primary lymphoma. Immunophenotyping of leukemic cells can potentially 

define cell lineage, stage of cell maturity, and lymphoid subset (e.g. CD4 and CD8 T cells). Such 

information can move veterinary oncology forward by improving the diagnosis and treatment of 

leukemia, and allow veterinarians to gain insight into the natural history of cancers with a 

specific phenotype (Schessl et al., 2005). 

Immunophenotyping by flow cytometry has been shown to accurately diagnose cases of 

acute and chronic leukemia in the cat, dog, cow and horse. A large case study of canine CLL 

demonstrated the potential of FACS, revealing the majority to be CLL of T cell origin, 
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challenging the previous notion that B cell CLL was more common. Additionally, the expression 

of CD34 by leukemic cells assisted in differentiating CLL from ALL, and circulating lymphoma 

cells from leukemia of bone marrow origin. The diagnosis of lymphoproliferative disease by 

immunophenotyping is usually predicated on clinic-pathological evidence of a putative 

neoplastic cell population. In several leukemias and lymphoma, there exists a hallmark, 

malignant or aberrant immunophenotype, informative for diagnosis and prognosis. Other than 

this in the well-characterized Enzootic Bovine Leukemia induced lymphomas of cattle, this has 

infrequently been observed in leukemia of companion animal species, in part, reflecting the 

scarcity of immunophenotyping, and/or the small panels of mAbs applied. Comprehensive 

antibody panels can be useful for distinguishing the heterogenous cell populations comprising a 

reactive lymphoid population. The application of light scatter alone to diagnose haematological 

malignancy has been investigated. Automatic hematology analyzer have successfully developed 

scatter plots of leukemic dog and cat blood, and thus provided sufficient data for accurate cell 

lineage assignment in one small study. 

V. Lymphocyte subset analysis 

A very well-known example application of flow cytometry in human diagnostic 

laboratories comes from the enumeration of CD4 T cells to evaluate the progression of Acquired 

Immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) in human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infected human 

patients, and is the most commonly performed application of flow cytometry in human 

diagnostic laboratories. In companion animals, peripheral blood T cell subset analysis is typically 

used to assess immune competence, the effect of drugs on the immune system, and progression 

of infectious disease. The feline retroviral infections, feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV) and 

feline leukemia virus (FeLV), both target the cellular immune system and cause decreases in 

CD4 T cells and the CD4:CD8 ratio. The decline in CD4 counts or CD4:CD8 ratio, analogous to 

HIV-AIDS, can be used to assess the progression to FIV-AIDS in field cases. Similarly, Equine 

infectious anaemia virus (EIAV) is another member of the lentivirus subfamily, together with 

HIV and FIV. Horses that are asymptomatic carriers of EIAV have a significantly decreased 

percentage of CD5 and CD4T lymphocytes in circulation. In an experimental model of canine 

visceral Leishmaniasis the percentage of peripheral blood CD4 cells is significantly increased 

following successful treatment for infection and thus clinical monitoring and progression are 

efficiently monitored through flow cytometry. The percentage of CD4 cells is also inversely 

proportional to the host‟s subsequent infectivity for the disease vector. FCM based lymphocyte 

profiling can be in used in theileriosis, where decrease in granulocyte count and marked 

lymphocytosis in infected cattle compared to clinically healthy cattle has been shown as an 

hallmark in suspected cases of Theileriosis in cattle 

VI. Reticulocyte and reticulated platelet enumeration for regenerative response to 

anaemia 

The prediction of a regenerative response to anaemia is based on the accelerated release 

of immature erythrocytes from the marrow into the peripheral circulation. These immature cells 
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are referred to as reticulocytes because of the reticular network of RNA that is revealed by 

staining with supravital dyes. Manual enumeration of reticulocytes produces counts of low and 

accuracy. Dedicated flow cytometers use fluorescent supravital dyes such as thiazole orange to 

identify reticulocytes, and provide reliable and accurate reticulocyte counts. The population can 

be segregated based on reticulin content (i.e. fluorescence) to produce diagnostically useful 

parameters of relative production such as the immature reticulocyte fraction, and the number of 

high fluorescent reticulocytes. These indices specifically measure the most immature and thus 

most recently released reticulocytes, and can be used in conjunction with the absolute 

reticulocyte count to investigate the dynamics of bone marrow erythrocyte production.  

VII. Application of FCM for assessment of sperm attributes 

Enumerating sperm or total sperm per ejaculate and total sperm per straw are both 

important. Hence to precisely determine the number of spermatozoa in a suspension volume is 

difficult, unless time-consuming manual chamber counting is done FCM of fluorescence-loaded 

samples appears as a good alternative to determine sperm total sperm count since FCM can 

discriminate between cells and debris. 

Viability of spermatozoa can be assessed by Annexin V which is a calcium-dependent 

probe that has recently being used for tracking externalization of phosphatidylserine (PS) in the 

sperm membrane. Since PS is normally located exclusively at the inner face of the lipid bilayer, 

such externalization monitors early changes in membrane stability and intactness, detectable 

earlier than when PI is used (Paasch et al., 2005).PSA is a lectin from the pea plant that binds to 

mannose and galactose moieties of the acrosomal matrix. As PSA cannot penetrate an intact   

acrosomal membrane, only acrosome-reacted or damaged spermatozoa will stain.The most 

commonly used probes are plant lectins labelled with a fluorescent agent (usually FITC), most 

commonly PSA or peanut agglutinin (PNA) which binds to mannose and galactose moieties of 

the acrosomal matrix. As PSA cannot penetrate an intact acrosomal membrane, only acrosome 

reacted or damaged spermatozoa will stain. 

VIII. Discussion 

The main direction where the positive power of FCM can be further expanded is the 

development of domain-specific multicolour assays for basic and applied Biological science. In 

the initial study of Lin‟s group, fluorescent detection mode was used. Even till date RBCs are 

isolated from the animal, fluorescently labelled ex vivo, and then reinjected into the animal. In 

contrast to it WBCs can be labelled in vivo by injecting a WBC surface antigen-specific 

antibody. This method used to label circulating cells for fluorescence detection by in vivo FCM, 

which can prove useful for cell tracking in small animals and are particularly useful for the 

detection of circulating cancer cells and quantification of circulating immune cells. Invasive 

extraction of cells from a living organism, however, may lead to changes in cell properties and 

prevents studying cells in their native environment. These problems are overcome by the in vivo 

FCM. It is important to point out that due to differences in light sources, optical set-up and other 

adjustable parameters of the instruments, the analysis results at cellular level are not easy to 
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compare between laboratories. Thus, there is a need for validating each assay in the users own 

lab with the use of positive and negative controls. The possibilities of this new FCM for sperm 

evaluation are infinite (Shapiro et al., 1995) The FC methods will probably further revolutionize 

our understanding of the sperm physiology and their functionality, and will undoubtedly extend 

its application in isolating many uncharacterized features of spermatozoa. Thus, future 

advancement of FC will continue to evolve as a major tool for spermatology at the single-cell 

level.  The continuous innovation of new fluorescent stains and techniques are facilitating this 

development. Moreover, with the simplification of the instrumentation, flow cytometry (FC) is 

now being introduced as rapid, sensitive, specific method of animal disease diagnosis. 

IX. Further readings 

1. Furman, D., Jojic, V., Sharma, S., Shen-Orr, S. S., Angel, C. J., Onengut-Gumuscu, S. & 

Thomas, P. G. (2015) Cytomegalovirus infection enhances the immune response to 

influenza. Science translational medicine, 7(281) 

2. Tuchin, V. V., Tárnok, A., & Zharov, V. P. (2011) In vivo flow cytometry: a horizon of 

opportunities. Cytometry Part A, 79(10), 737-745 

3. Sharma, S., Sundararajan, A., Suryawanshi, A., Kumar, N., Veiga-Parga, T., Kuchroo, V. 

K.& Rouse, B. T. (2011) T cell immunoglobulin and mucin protein-3 (Tim-3)/Galectin-9 

interaction regulates influenza A virus-specific humoral and CD8 T-cell responses. 

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 201107087 

4. Schessl, C., Rawat, V. P., Cusan, M., Deshpande, A., Kohl, T. M., Rosten, P. M. & 

Hiddemann, W. (2005) The AML1-ETO fusion gene and the FLT3 length mutation 

collaborate in inducing acute leukemia in mice. The Journal of clinical investigation, 

115(8), 2159-2168 

5. Gao, X., Nie, S. (2004) Quantum dot-encoded mesoporous beads with high brightness 

and uniformity: rapid readout using flow cytometry. Analytical Chemistry. 76(8): 2406–

2410 

6. Paasch U, Grunewald S, Wuendrich K, Jope T, Glander H. (2005) Immunomagnetic 

removal of cryo-damaged human spermatozoa. Asian Journal of Andrology. 7: 61–9 

7. Shapiro H. (1995) Practical Flow Cytometry. 3rd Ed. New York: Wiley-Liss. P 542. 
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Theory Lecture 7 

Phage therapy to combat bacterial infections in animals and poultry 

Swati Dahiya, Vijay and Rajesh Chhabra 

I. Introduction 

The emergence of antibiotic resistant bacteria worldwide has driven interest in finding 

effective alternatives to combat bacterial infections in animals and poultry. A range of new 

antibacterial agents are bacteriocins, peptides, metal and metal-dielectric core/shell nanoparticles 

(NPs), nanotubes, etc. One possible option, i.e. the use of bacteriophages (phage) or their 

products which was discovered many years ago, has again shown the interest of scientific 

community as highly efficient and effective solution for bacterial elimination in comparison to 

other antimicrobial agents. They are stable macromolecular assemblies, which can maintain their 

ability to infect bacteria for years together, and are relatively stable in wide range of temperature, 

pH and ionic strength (Kutter and Sulakvelidze, 2004). They have found applications in 

treatment of various bacterial diseases and control of food borne pathogens. 

Antibiotic resistance has been an alarming issue in the recent decades, generating much 

discussion within the human medical sphere, as well as in the veterinary medicine. The ongoing 

debate exposes the fact that bacterial strains continually develop resistance towards the existing 

antibiotics by the means of adaptive mutations (Golkar et al., 2014). Therefore, antibiotic 

alternatives are being explored and one such measure is the use of bacteriophage to combat 

bacterial infections called phage therapy. 

Phage therapy has been known since the end of 19
th

 century. Although “phage therapy” 

has been historically associated with the use of bacteriophages in human medicine, phages also 

have been extensively used in veterinary medicine. The first-known therapeutic use of phages in 

veterinary medicine is associated with Felix d‟Herelle who examined their efficacy – in France, 

during 1919 – in preventing and treating Salmonella infections in chickens. But with the 

discovery and rise of antibiotics, the interest in bacteriophages faded away in most of the 

countries except Russia. However, in recent decades an interest in phage therapy has returned in 

other countries also, this time viewed from another perspective as a silver lining in the dark 

cloud of antibacterial resistance (ABR). 

II. What are Phages? 

Phages are the viruses that infect and replicate within bacteria. They are ubiquitous in all 

environments, including the water, soil, and air, and the most genetically diverse biological 

agents in the biosphere (Wang et al., 2014). Compared with antibiotics, phages kill hosts 

(bacteria) without destroying their normal microflora. Such a lytic mechanism prevents bacterial 

dysbiosis (microbial imbalance), which may cause secondary infections (Sulakvelidze et al., 

2001). Phage has been proposed as the most promising alternative therapeutic agent against 
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drug-resistant bacteria and may reduce the multiple-drug-resistant bacterial infections (Fu and 

Tmayer, 2010; Mapes et al., 2016). 

III. Molecular mechanisms of phage therapy 

After adsorption and penetration of the bacterial cell, the phage inserts its genetic 

material into the cell for replication, in order to produce hundreds or thousands of its progenies.  

Lysosyme from the phages dissolves the bacterial cell wall, thus letting the phage virions out of 

the microbe, so that they could further infect and lyse other phage sensitive bacteria. This lytic 

cycle completes in 30-40 min. (Marina, 2011). Thus, in a very short time, a single phage can 

multiply to produce millions of phages, all with the potential to kill bacteria. The phages vary in 

specificity, being type-specific (lysing certain types of bacteria within one species), monovalent 

(lysing bacteria of only one species) and polyvalent (lysing bacteria of different species within a 

genus). 

IV. Phage therapy in veterinary medicine 

The use of phages in veterinary began in the beginning of the 20
th

 century. In 1919 

phages were first used in France against bird typhoid fever. Bacteriophages and the causative 

agent Salmonella gallinarum were isolated from the infected chicken and when tested, phages 

proved to be effective against Salmonella gallinarum and effectively reduced chicken mortality. 

The first trial model for testing phage therapy was mice salmonellosis, mainly caused by 

Salmonella typhimurium. Phages were both administered intraperitoneally and orally, where the 

latter did not give a positive bactericidal result and the former only decreased microbial spread 

insignificantly (Topley, et al., 1925). This trial failed most probably because the right type of 

phage was not used, since later scientists managed to infect typhoid bacteria in vitro successfully 

with a well-chosen anti-typhoid phage (Fisk, 1938). 

Since then there are multiple evidence of successful phage treatment of streptococcal 

meningitis in rabbits (Kolmer and Rule, 1933; Eaton and Bayne-Jones, 1934), E. coli cystitis in 

rabbits and guinea pigs (Larkum, 1926), Salmonella dysenteriae encephalitis in mice (Dubos, et 

al., 1943). 

Today phages are used both in human and veterinary medicine. Modern phage medicine 

is based upon virulent phages of a broad range of action that are active against antibiotic resistant 

bacteria also (Table 1). 

V. Phage therapy in poultry 

In poultry, most of the research is carried out on Salmonella spp. but phage therapy has 

also been successful against Campylobactor and Colibacillus spp. The high population density of 

chickens in conventional rearing systems, as compared to backyard poultry, increases the risk of 

a rapid spread of disease and concomitant economic losses. However, the same high population 

density also favours the spread of phages through a flock, facilitating and reducing the cost of 

treating a large number of poultry birds. 
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Colibacillosis is an E. coli infection which causes airsacculitis, pericarditis, perihepatitis 

in chickens and is a significant cause of morbidity and mortality in the industry. Over a number 

of studies, Huff and co‐ workers have used phage therapy to treat chickens with experimental E. 

coli air sac infections. In their first study, a higher titre of phages in the aerosol spray was able to 

significantly reduce mortality when the birds were challenged with E. coli three days after phage 

therapy. In a second study, a similar infection and treatment with phage suspension mixed in 

drinking water was used and mortality in the phage‐ treated chickens was reduced to 7%, 

compared with approximately 48% of the untreated animals (Huff et al., 2002). 

Salmonella can cause acute bacterial enteritis in man and fowl typhoid in poultry leading 

to morbidity and mortality in chickens. Phages have exceptional possibilities, since they can be 

used in the different parts of the food chain, like prophylactically for sanitation in farms to 

treatment of carcasses in the slaughter house (Lenev, 1992). Phages that are used against 

Salmonella typhimurium are typically isolated from bird faeces in poultry farms. In an 

experiment on salmonella infected mice and rabbits, 90-100% of the animals were saved from 

death after phage therapy, as compared to 0-10% in the control group (Lenev, 2013). Thereafter, 

these phages were successfully used in poultry farms, dovecotes and zoos.  

In another phage therapy experiment in broiler poultry, from the pathologic material from 

broiler chicken, 11 Salmonella enteritidis strains have been isolated on the first day of phage 

treatment and on day 29, no strains were detected, while the control group had all the 11 strains 

for 32 days. In addition, average daily body mass gain in the experimental group was 0.7 g/ 

chicken higher than in the control group, and the productivity index was 9.4 times the index of 

the control group. As a result, it can be concluded that phage therapy eradicates salmonella, 

increases average daily mass gain, as well as the final mass at slaughter together with the 

productivity index (Pleshakova and Stepanov, 2013). 

The two species of Campylobacter i.e. Campylobacter jejuni and C. coli reside in the 

digestive tract of birds. In 2005, Wagenaar and coworkers performed a study in which 

colonization by C. jejuni was inhibited in 10-day-old chicks and adult birds, first by two and then 

by one log unit in broiler caeca. They confirmed that phage treatment prior to bacterial challenge 

does not prevent but may delay bacterial colonization. However, chicks receiving phages after C. 

jejuni colonization showed an immediate 3-log reduction in CFU counts. 

VI. Phage therapy in animals 

In case of animals, the first published investigation dates from 1941, where Slanetz and 

Jawetz isolated and characterized phages against staphylococci from cow‟s milk, to study their 

effectiveness against mastitis caused by these pathogens, using cats and rabbits as experimental 

models. The results were not found promising but this led other researches to experiment phage 

therapy in different animal species and against many bacterial pathogens with emphasis on those 

agents associated with foodborne diseases. 
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Table 1: Some in vivo studies of phage therapy in Veterinary Medicine (Borie et al., 2014) 

1. Phage therapy against diseases caused by pathogenic E. coli strains 

Disease caused by E. coli bacteria in livestock have a large economic impact by 

decreasing the efficiency of feed conversion, milk production and causing mortality, along with 

being a potential source of infection for humans. Bacteriophages are known for being effective 

Animal Target 

Bacteria 

Phage 

strategy 

Treatment effect Authors 

Swine S. typhimurium Single phage 

(Felix-O1) 

Reduction of the bacterial count 

from tonsils and cecal content 

Lee and Harris 

2001 

Swine S. typhimurium Single phage 

(Felix-O1) 

Bacterial count reduction in 

several organs and tissues 

Lee and Harris 

2003 

Piglets S. typhimurium Phage 

mixture 

Caecum and ileal bacterial 

reduction 

Wall et al., 

2010 

Chicken S. enteritidis Single phage Reduction of bacterial counts 

from cecal tonsils 

Filho et al., 

2007 

Chicken S. enteritidis 

and S. 

typhimurium 

Single phage Reduction of cecal bacterial 

counts 

Atterbury et al., 

2007 

Chicken S. enteritidis Phage 

mixture 

Intestinal reduction by phage 

spray treatment 

Borie et al., 

2008(a) 

Chicken S. enteritidis Single phage Intestinal bacterial counts 

reduction 

Borie et al., 

2008(b) 

Chicken S. enteritidis Single phage Significantly lower bacterial 

counts in cecal tissue 

Lim et al., 2012 

Chicken C. jejuni and C. 

coli 

Phage 

mixture 

Reduction in cecal bacterial 

counts 

Carvalho et al., 

2010 

Cows S. aureus Single phage No significantly bacterial 

reduction in udder 

Gill et al., 2006 

Dogs P. aeruginosa Phage 

mixture 

Decrease in clinical score of 

chronic otitis and reduction in 

bacterial counts 

Hawkins et al., 

2010 

Chicken E. coli O2 Phage 

mixture 

Mortality rate reduction in day-

dependent way 

Huff et al., 2003 

Chicken Enteropathogen

ic E. coli 

Single phage Diarrhea incidence and 

mortality rate decrease 

Xie et al., 2005 

Sheep E. coli 

O157:H7 

Phage 

mixture 

Bacterial count reduction in 

feces, cecum and rectum 

Callaway et al., 

2008 

Sheep E. coli 

O157:H7 

Phage 

mixture 

Bacterial count reduction in 

gastrointestinal tract 

Raya et al., 

2011 

Cattle E. coli and A. 

pyogenes 

Phage 

mixture 

No reduction in uterine 

isolation rate 

Machado et al., 

2012 
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against Enterobacteriaceae in general and E. coli in specific (Huff, et al., 2003). An experiment 

has been done on Escherichiosis in piglets, where T4 phage from the Myoviridae family was 

used (minimum of 10
5
 phages/g body mass were applied) providing with up to 100% protection, 

in all dosages; the optimal dosage has been determined to be triple treatment with 10
9
 phages/1-

month old piglets (Skoblikow and Zimin, 2013). 

 Experiments have been set on calves and lambs, orally infected by 3x10
9
 E. coli type 

O9:K30.99.57 and none of the 9 phage treated calves, with the dosage of 10
11

 phages, got 

diseased, as compared to the control group, where 93% died. While the phages were unable to 

eradicate E. coli completely, it could decrease the amount of bacteria to a level below the 

pathogenic threshold; almost no phage resistant mutated E. coli has been determined (Smith and 

Huggins, 1983). 

Investigations have also shown that the low pH of the gastric acid had to be neutralized, 

in order to preserve the phages given orally, which could easily be done by sodium bicarbonate 

(given prior to phage therapy) or milk (Smith and Huggins, 1983). 

2. Phage therapy against disease caused by Staphylococcus aureus 

While specific bacteriophages have been isolated against S. aureus strains, their lytic 

activity in vitro suggests that they could be used in treatment of specific diseases. There are rare 

and inefficient animal phage therapy trials, as noted in 1941 by Slanetz and Jawetz for bovine 

clinical mastitis. A study performed in 2006, proved the poor efficiency of phage therapy against 

subclinical mastitis caused by S. aureus, after selecting 24 cows, with positive cultures for 

methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA). The poor result could be attributed to the power 

adsorption of phage to the bacteria because of biofilm formation or hindrance by fat globules 

(Gill et al., 2006). 

VII. Phage therapy in companion animals 

In pets, specifically dogs and cats, there are few studies that furnish clinical evidence, 

even though an excellent in vitro lytic activity of certain bacteriophages against bacteria isolated 

from pets has been demonstrated. In a case report by Santos et al (2011), the strong antimicrobial 

activity of phages P2S2 and P5U5 against 26 strains of Pseudomonas aeruginosa isolated from 

dogs with keratitis was reported. Hawkins et al (2010) used a mixture of six active phages 

against P. aeruginosa in 10 dogs with chronic otitis. The application of phages was by direct 

instillation into the ear canal and its efficiency was measured by bacterial counting from otic 

swabs at 48 hours post treatment. A decrease in clinical score (of 100 to 30.1%), a reduction in 

counts (from 100 to 67%) and a rise in phage average titer of 100 times was found. Tracking of 

the animals 18 months after therapy was incomplete but generally positive, showing no collateral 

effects due to phage therapy. 
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VIII. Conclusions 

The studies presented here expose the great interest that has been generated by phage 

therapy throughout the years, and also in their effectiveness in reducing the colonisation of many 

pathogens in several tissues. While research began several decades ago, they have intensified in 

recent years due to the emergence of multi-resistant bacterial strains and, of course, due to more 

information on these viral agents, allowing work on a much more solid knowledge base. 
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Theory Lecture 8 

Laboratory viral stocks: How much we are sure of contaminants? 

Naveen Kumar and Sanjay Barua  

Traditionally, virological examination of clinical specimens is based on associating 

clinical symptoms of the disease with a particular pathogen. Because of this biased approach, 

clinically irrelevant (unknown/novel) viruses always remain undiagnosed. Besides influencing 

epidemiology, immune response and disease severity, such divergent viruses in clinical 

specimens may also interfere with isolation and purification of the targeted viral agent. Besides 

viral coinfections, Mycoplasma contamination is major problem in cell culture laboratories. Most 

laboratories around the world have presence of Mycoplasma in their cell culture with an 

incidence of 7-80%. Keeping cells free from Mycoplasma is a challenging task. In this section 

we will summarize laboratory scale management of multiple infections, with particular emphasis 

on viral coinfections. 

I. Introduction 

In diagnostic laboratories, the basic approach of diagnosis is biased and is targeted on the 

culturable or presumably disease causing agents. The laboratory investigation of disease is 

directed to correlate the clinical signs with a particular pathogen, with the basic aim of 

establishing that agent as etiology. In reality, the clinical specimens may contain multiple 

infectious agents. Unlike bacteria multiple viruses cannot be purified directly from clinical 

specimens. For virus isolation, the clinical specimens need to be propagated in an appropriate 

host; this approach permits amplification of the divergent viruses present in the clinical 

specimens. Unfortunately divergent viruses in a specimen may block replication of the target 

virus (viral interference) and hence result in a failure of targeted isolation (1).  

The advent of PCR in the 1990‟s increased the specificity and sensitivity of multiple 

virus detection, but because PCR amplification needs prior sequence information of the target 

genome, it fails to detect divergent viruses present in the clinical specimens. Next generation 

sequencing (NGS) platforms have revolutionized virus diagnostics and novel virus discovery as 

it can detect all possible genomes present in the clinical specimens (2-5). However, isolation of 

multiple viruses in a purified form is rarely achieved.  

II. Isolation of multiple viral agents 

The presence of viral genome/antigen in clinical specimen does not always warrant virus 

isolation (6, 7). During cell culture adaptation of a virus (virus isolation), it is quite possible that 

due to faster replication or due to viral interference, one of the viruses will be eliminated before 

appearance of CPE. If the culture conditions are more favorable for the adventitious virus, it is 

likely that it will exclude the targeted agent on sequential passage, thereby resulting in failure of 

the targeted isolation. Even under conditions where all the coinfecting viruses are able to persist 

until the appearance of CPE, it is not essential that all of them will participate in CPE formation 
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(1, 8). However, under these conditions at least one of the viruses can be purified by plaque 

assaying (8). Moreover, it is possible that despite CPE formation by mixed culture, none of the 

coinfecting viruses form plaques (8).Depending on the nature of coinfecting viruses, virus 

purification strategies from mixed culture varies which are summarized in Table 1 (1, 8). 

Table 1: Strategies for purification of multiple viruses from mixed culture 

Strategy Remark 

Treatment with organic solvents 

to eliminate enveloped viruses 

Unsuccessful if the concentration of the organic solvents 

required for complete inactivation of the virus particles  is 

toxic to the target cells  

Removal of  hemagglutinating 

viruses  

Complete adsorptions of  hemagglutinating virus is difficult to 

achieve 

Plaque assay  All viruses do not form plaque 

Limiting dilution assay  Quite cumbersome as testing so many replicates by PCR is 

labor intensive 

Neutralization with antiserum  Considered an ideal strategy for targeted elimination of a 

known virus. However, at lower passage levels, virus may not 

form CPE and at higher passage, when it starts forming CPE, 

defective interfering particles may appear that interfere with 

plaque formation as well as facilitating extinction of standard 

viral genome. 

Passage in cell types  that do not 

support growth of divergent 

viruses 

Depends on virus(es) and cell types used for coinfection 

Treatment with acid/alkali One of the coinfecting viruses may be sensitive towards 

extreme pH therefore it can be eliminated by exposure to 

extreme pH  

Viral RNA transfection  Most efficient methods for the elimination of RNA viruses 

with negative-sense genome 

III.  Complications in isolation of multiple viral agents 

a. Inability to produce cytopathic effect 

Isolation/purification of multiple viral agents from natural infection is a tedious task 

(Table 1). In the beginning of cell culture adaptation, viruses usually do not form CPE 

(noncytolytic), thereby plaque purification is not feasible. Later, when CPE is evident, all 

coinfecting viruses may not participate in CPE formation, thereby allowing purification of only 

CPE forming virus (1). Under such circumstances, antibody neutralization of the CPE forming 

virus may allow purification of the non-CPE forming viruses. However, further blind passages 

may be required so as noncytolytic virus do become cytolytic (8). 

b. Defective interfering particles 

Defective interfering (DI) particles are generated following high multiplicity of infection 

(MOI) of a virus in cell culture (9, 10). DI particles have a defective or deleted genome, replicate 

faster than the WT virus and require another helper virus (wild type) for replication. DI particles 
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may inhibit with the plaque forming ability of WT virus (8, 11). The presences of DI particles 

progressively suppress levels of WT viral genome such that at higher passage levels, the WT 

viral genome may not be amplified by PCR. DI particles also produce faster CPE and this may 

prematurely terminate the life cycle of other coinfecting (homo- or heterologous) viruses, 

eventually resulting in their elimination (1).  

c. Rescue of positive-sense RNA virus directly from clinical specimens 

Viruses with positive-sense RNA genomes can produce infectious virus upon delivery of 

their nucleic into the host cells (1). This property is usually exploited to eliminate negative-sense 

RNA viruses from mixed cultures (8). However, usually, viral RNA originated only from the cell 

culture adapted viruses, but not from clinical specimens, produces CPE in the cultured cells (8). 

Transfecting viral RNA (derived from clinical specimens) into primary cells may sometime 

produce rapid CPE (12, 13), although the lower amount of viral RNA may require additional 

passages until CPE becomes evident in primary cells (12). Therefore, as compared to anti-serum 

treatment, RNA transfection method, which eliminates DI genome (1, 8) is considered more 

suitable for purification of positive-sense RNA viruses from mixed culture (Table 1). 

IV. Improved virus isolation  

Proper selection of body sites as well as proper collection, transport, processing and 

preservation (freezing conditions) of specimens increases the chances of virus isolation. 

Specimens with high amount of virus (1, 14, 15) and centrifugation-enhanced inoculation also 

increases the chances of virus isolation (16). A single cell line is not appropriate for isolating 

multiple viral agents. However, co-cultured and transgenic cell lines allow simultaneous 

isolation of multiple viral agents (1).  

a. Co-cultured cells 

 Co-cultured cells, where multiple cell lines are cultured together in a single monolayer, 

have been used for isolation of multiple viruses. For example, mixture of MRC-5 and A549 cells 

is useful for detection of cytomegalovirus (CMV), herpes simplex virus (HSV) and adenovirus in 

the same specimen and can be as sensitive as immunofluorescence or virus isolation in a single 

cell type (17). Likewise, a co culture of mink lung and human adenocarcinoma cells (R-Mix 

cells) is useful for the quick isolation of respiratory viruses [parainfluenza virus type 1, 2 and 3, 

influenza A and B viruses, rouse sarcoma virus (RSV), adenovirus, HSV, CMV and 

enteroviruses] (18-22).Vero/BHK-21 co-cultured cells are sensitive for concurrent isolation of 

peste des petits ruminants virus (PPRV) and foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV) (8). These 

co-cultured cell lines are also quite sensitive for the detection/isolation of viral agents with a very 

low virus titer and those which grow slowly (23).  

b. Transgenic cell lines 

 Genetically engineered cell lines (transgenic cell lines) have also been generated to 

increase the sensitivity of virus detection (24-28). A genetically modified cell line named 

BHKICP6lacZ-5 (Diagnostics Hybrids, Inc., trade name ELVIS) was generated that uses an 

HSV promoter sequence (UL39 gene) in association with E coli lacZ. Within a few hours of 
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HSV-1/HSV-2 infection, virus-associated transactivators strongly activate the promoter (24) to 

induce β-galactosidase which can be detected by X-gal (chromogenic substrate) (24). Whereas 

single cell systems detect virus (CPE) in 48 h, BHKICP6 transgenic cell lines can detect within 

16-24 h (29). BGMK, human embryonic lung fibroblasts, primary monkey kidney and A549 

cells are generally used for enterovirus isolation and produce CPE within 5 days (30). As 

compared to a single cell type, coculturing these cells has enhanced the sensitivity of virus 

isolation (31, 32). 

V. Nucleic acid-based tests for detection of multiple infections 

a. Multiplex PCR 

PCR directly targets viral nucleic acid and is more specific than enzymatic assays. 

However, PCR is more labor intensive and expensive, particularly for the detection of multiple 

viruses. Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) for simultaneous detection of multiple viruses in 

a single reaction has reduced the overall cost (1). Although qRT-PCR system is quite sensitive, 

adsorption and fluorescence spectra for different fluorophores used in the fluorescent labeled 

probe systems tend to inhibit each other which limits detection  to a maximum of 4-5 virus types 

(33).   

b. Chemiluminescence and magnetic separation 

The technique involved simultaneous extraction of the viral nucleic acid and 

amplification of the viral genomes in a single tube by qRT-PCR (biotin-11-dUTP being 

incorporated into the amplified products during amplification). This is followed by capture of the 

virus-specific gene segments by different amino-modified probes attached with carboxyl coated 

magnetic nanoparticles (33). 

c. Next Generation Sequencing 

Despite the availability of a diverse range of sensitive and specific diagnostic assays, 

microbial profiling in clinical specimens has not been possible. Microarray-based methods such 

as virochip and pathochip (34, 35) were developed to detect multiple viruses but did not allow 

detection of a divergent virus. The NGS platforms have been successfully employed for rapid 

detection of novel (2-5) and multiple viral agents (36) in clinical specimens. NGS allows 

detection of nucleic acid sequences from all potential organisms present in the clinical specimens 

in an unbiased manner and includes both known (targeted) and unknown viral agents. For 

example, transcriptome analyses of >220 invertebrates identified 1,445 RNA viruses which also 

includes those viruses that represented new virus families (37). 

The main disadvantage of NGS is the high cost and unsuitability for screening large scale 

of samples. Moreover, guidelines that allow interpretation of viral sequences with clinical 

relevance are lacking (36). In a given clinical specimen, NGS reveals both viral and cellular 

sequences, but patient privacy must be maintained before transmitting the data from research into 

the clinic settings (36). Nevertheless, the cost of NGS is declining sharply over the time. In the 

future, it may be affordable to use it as diagnostic assay. 
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d. ViroCap (probe enrichment) 

Quite often, NGS fails to detect viruses that are detectable by PCR (38) and may not 

produce enough data for profiling of the viral genomes, particularly in  specimens where virus 

quantity is low (1). Strategies such as (i) low speed centrifugation and filtration to remove 

host/bacterial cells (ii) treatment with nucleases (to remove free nucleic acids not encapsidated 

by virus) and (iii) ultracentrifugation (to increase the concentration of virus particles) have been 

used to improve virus-specific reads. However, these enrichment processes are not sufficient to 

capture all viral genomes present in the clinical specimens.  

ViroCap is a test system developed at Washington University School of Medicine (39) in 

2015. It is based on a targeted sequence panel to enrich viral genome that incorporates 190 viral 

genera and 337 species. To define a unique set of reference sequences, ~1 billion bp of viral 

genome sequences from GenBank were condensed into <200 million bp of targets. This probe 

enrichment process is based on hybridization of DNA/RNA probes to the complementary DNA 

fragments in a shotgun library. This is followed by 10-20 cycles of PCR prior to sequencing. 

Besides comprehensively detecting most vertebrate viruses, this system can detect unknown 

viruses having low sequence similarity (~50%) to the known vertebrate viruses (39). As 

compared to NGS, ViroCap enhances virus detection by >50%. Because the targeted enrichment 

increases the percentage of virus-related sequence reads, it yields better viral coverage and needs 

less number of total sequence reads. ViroCap has the potential to decrease sequencing cost and is 

flexible, since new viral sequence may be periodically added to enhance representation of viruses 

in the shotgun library. However, ViroCap cannot detect novel viruses (that do not share any 

nucleotide sequence similarity with known viruses) and the technology needs further validation. 

It may take a few more years until available for use in clinics. 

e. Multicolor imaging with self-assembled quantum dot probes 

Multicolor quantum dot (QD) probes can also be used for simultaneous detection and 

evaluation of coinfection of a cell by multiple viruses. The process involves conjugation of 

quantum dot probes with Staphylococcus aureus protein A (SpA) and virus specific antibodies 

(Ab). The application of a cocktail of multi-colored QD-SpA-Ab probes to coinfected cells 

generates multiple fluorescence. It has enabled concurrent detection of influenza A virus (IAV) 

subtypes- H1N1, H3N2 and H9N2 and human adenovirus in coinfected cells (40). 

VI. Laboratory viral stocks contaminated with unknown viruses 

Unlike bacteria, where mixed cultures can be quickly purified by plating on agar, virus 

purification from mixed culture is a tedious task. Only a few of the viruses may be plaque 

purified. The clinical specimens may also represent divergent viral agents. If the cell line is 

equally permissive and the life cycle of the adventitious viral agent is shorter, targeted virus is 

likely to be eliminated due to viral interference after few blind passages in the cell culture. Such 

cryptic viral agents may also be acquired accidently during in vitro propagation of the viral 

agents in the laboratory. Our laboratory is part of a culture collection Centre (National Centre for 
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Veterinary Type Cultures). We faced such a bizarre problem with a parvovirus deposit in our 

repository. The virus was authenticated upon observing CPE in MDCK cells and amplification of 

parvovirus-specific gene segments by PCR. Four years later, the same virus was distributed to 

another laboratory, wherein it was grown in different cell line (A72 cells). After a few passages, 

the culture was found negative for the parvovirus genome. Subsequent investigations revealed 

presence of canine adenovirus in it. When the original virus stock which came to us was 

examined, it was found to be positive for both parvovirus and adenovirus, suggesting coinfection 

of these viruses in the original culture. The A72 cells favored the growth of adenovirus over 

parvovirus to eventually eliminate the latter (1). It is not quite easy to detect such divergent 

(unknown) viruses by virus species-specific assays, although NGS has made it possible to detect 

almost all possible genomes (pathogen/host) in clinical specimens (2, 41).  

VII. Mycoplasma Contamination in Cell Cultures 

Contamination of the cell cultures by Mycoplasma has been known for decades(42, 43). 

It is one of the main problems that can significantly affect physiology and metabolism to skew 

research findings. It is widespread and threatening for research and biopharmaceutical 

production facilities. Most laboratories around the world have presence of Mycoplasma in their 

cell culture with an incidence of 7-80% (Table 2) (44-46).  

Given their tiny size (~100 nm), mycoplasmas are undetectable by the naked eye or even 

by inverted microscope used in the cell culture. Moreover, due to lack of the cell wall, they are 

resistant to many common antibiotics such as penicillin and streptomycin, which are commonly 

used to prevent bacterial contamination (47-49).  Hundreds of mycoplasmas can attach and 

replicate inside the cell to circumvent the host defenses to survive. Mycoplasma contamination to 

cell culture cannot be readily visualized because it does not generate any turbidity typically 

associated with bacterial or fungal contamination. Furthermore, changes in morphology and 

growth rates are minimal or simply unapparent, though such changes are sufficient to 

significantly modulate virus growth. Mycoplasmas compete with host cell machinery for 

nutrients and can alter DNA, RNA and protein synthesis and may introduce chromosomal 

alterations, and modify host-cell plasma membrane antigens.  

a. Detecting, eliminating and preventing mycoplasma contamination 

Keeping cells free from Mycoplasma is quite cumbersome, firstly, because Mycoplasma 

is resistant to many antibiotics and second because of a high possibility of re-exposure after 

sometimes. Multiple sources leading to mycoplasma contamination of cell cultures in the 

laboratory which includes (i) Contamination in the original stock (ii) contamination in the cell 

culture medium (iii) Original stock of Fetal bovine serum (FBS) contains Mycoplasma (iv) 

Trypsin of animal origin and (iv) laboratory personals. Contamination can spread rapidly to other 

cell lines through dispersion of aerosol droplets. Once mycoplasmas have been detected, the best 

solution is to eliminate them and to prevent them from spreading is to discard the contaminated 

cell line. However, valuable cell lines that are too precious to be sacrificed can be salvaged by 

treatment with single/combinations of the following antibiotics- Tiamulin, Minocycline, 
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Ciprofloxacin, Tetracycline and Enrofloxacin. Mycoplasma eradication products (commercial 

preparations/Mycoplasma elimination kits) are also available at Sigma, HiMedia, Lonza and 

Cellsafe.   

FBS and Trypsin (both originated from animals) are the major source of introduction of 

Mycoplasma in the cell culture. Mycoplasma free FBS and Trypsin are commercially available 

to keep the cells free from Mycopalsma. In addition, recombinant trypsin has recently been 

introduced by most manufacturers. Besides, good laboratory practices are essentially required to 

keep the cell culture free from human-originated Mycoplasma.  

Table 2: Mycoplasma species commonly found in cell culture and their source 

Mycoplasma  Origin Source for cell culture 

contamination 

% prevalence 

Mycoplasma hyorhinis Swine Swine origin Trpsin 10-40% 

Mycoplasma arginini Bovine Fetal bovine serum 20-30% 

Acholeplasma laidlawii Bovine Fetal bovine serum 5-20% 

Mycoplasma hominis Swine Swine origin Trpsin 10-20% 

Mycoplasma salivarium Human Laboratory personnel 1-16% 

Mycoplasma orale Human Laboratory personnel 20-40% 

Mycoplasma fermentans Human Laboratory personnel 10-20% 

Unidentified species   1-15% 
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Theory Lecture 9 

Application of mesenchymal stem cells for therapeutics in equines 

Baldev R. Gulati 

 

Stem cells have gained increased attention in human as well as veterinary biomedical 

research due to their potential as therapeutic agents for a broad range of diseases. Mesenchymal 

stem cells (MSCs) are multi-potent stem cells harboring multi-lineage differentiation potential 

and immunosuppressive properties making them ideal candidate for regenerative therapy in 

equine medicine. Cell-based therapies using MSCs in equine regenerative medicine are reported 

with enormous progress and frequency. Growing demand for stem cell therapy by equine 

practitioners attracted several commercial companies to offer stem cell therapies in equines. 

Therefore, the focus of attention in veterinary science is currently drawn to MSCs and their 

potentials in regenerative medicine and research. In this article, MSCs and equine ailments 

which could be treated by stem cell based therapies will be discussed.  

I. Introduction 

Horses frequently suffer from naturally occurring injuries of the limbs, joints, cartilage, 

tendon and ligament. Lameness due to these injuries has long been regarded as a leading cause of 

reduced or lost performance in horses and a significant reason for financial loss to equine owners 

and the horse-racing industry. The cartilage and tendons have limited intrinsic capacity for self-

repair and functionally inferior tissue formed within a lesion reduces performance and increases 

the risk of re-injury. Conventional therapies are not fully effective in returning the horse to full 

functioning potential after such injuries and also usually result in complications. The economic 

and welfare costs of performance-related injuries in horses have stimulated interest in stem cell-

based regenerative medical techniques to restore normal structural architecture and 

biomechanical function (Fortier and Smith, 2008; Koch et al., 2009; Paris and Stout, 2010). 

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are a heterogeneous subset of stromal cells that have the 

ability of self-renewal and multipotency, which could differentiate into cells of the different 

lineages, including adipocytes, osteocytes, chondrocytes, hepatocytes, neurons, muscle cells, 

epithelial cells, etc. MSCs have been in clinical use for equine orthopedic injuries since 2003. 

However, their use has exploded in recent years, with thousands of horses treated all over the 

world (Borjesson and Peroni, 2011). Taking advantage of the growing demand for stem cell 

therapy by horse owners and equine practitioners, several companies like Vet-Stem (United 

States), Regeneus Ltd. (Australia), VetCell (United Kingdom) and Advanced Regenerative 

Therapies (ART) (United States) offer stem cell isolation and expansion for commercial use. 

MSCs are used primarily to treat orthopedic lesions, including tendinopathies, ligament injuries, 

fractures, laminitis, and joint diseases, such as subchondral bone cysts, meniscal tears, and 

cartilage defects. MSCs have several advantages, such as easy availability, high proliferation 

rates, low immunogenicity, inability to form teratomas and no ethical reservations like 

embryonic stem cells, making MSCs an ideal candidate for tissue engineering, regenerative 
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medicine and autoimmune disease treatment. MSCs also possess potential to modulate local 

environment, activate endogenous progenitor cells and secrete various factors exhibiting 

immunomodulatory, anti-inflammatory properties and trophic effects for effective tissue repair 

and regeneration.  

Refinement of MSC isolation and expansion techniques, identification of specific markers 

for characterization and assessment of differentiation potentials result in substantial progress in 

clinical trials of tissue regeneration by use of MSCs. This article briefly describes various 

sources of equine MSCs, their characterization and applications of MSCs in various equine 

ailments. 

II. Sources of MSCs in equines 

The stromal compartment of bone marrow was the first reported source to contain 

multipotent progenitor cells and is currently the best investigated origin of MSCs. Bone marrow 

collection from the sternum is probably favored due to the consistent isolation success of bone 

marrow-derived MSCs in horses following an easy processing procedure and separation of 

MSCs (Vidal et al., 2006). Bone marrow-derived MSCs can be directed towards the osteogenic, 

chondrogenic, adipogenic and tenogenic lineages (Vidal et al., 2006; Violini et al., 2009).  

Another most commonly exploited source of MSCs in equines is adipose tissue. The quick 

and successful recovery of adipose-derived MSCs via lipectomy, followed by enzymatic 

digestion, makes adipose tissue a promising MSCs source for clinical applications and 

experimental studies for horses. Adipose-derived MSCs seem to display a higher proliferation 

potential and less senescence compared to MSCs from other sources (Vidal and Lopez, 2011).  

In terms of non-invasive MSC sources, peripheral blood seems to be a good alternative 

source, however, availability of MSCs in peripheral blood are controversial. Additionally, a high 

fragility of these cells during culture, thawing and passaging (Koerner et al., 2006) limits their 

commercial and experimental use in horses. 

Extra-embryonic tissues, such as umbilical cord blood, umbilical cord matrix, amniotic fluid, 

or placental tissue, are promising sources of MSCs. These MSCs can be collected at birth and 

cryo-preserved for future applications. In our study, we could isolate MSCs umbilical cord blood 

samples (Mohanty et al., 2014) and amniotic fluid samples (Gulati et al., 2014) with success rate 

of over 65%. 

III. Characterization of equine MSCs 

Plastic-adherence, trilineage differentiation, phenotypic expression of surface marker using 

cross-reacting antibodies by flow cytometry and immunohistochemistry, expression of genes 

related with pluripotency and MSC-associated marker genes are the major criteria used for 

characterization of equine MSCs. Major hindrance in immunophenotyping of equine MSCs is 

non-availability of specific monoclonal antibodies and gene expression analysis at the mRNA 

level is a valuable alternative. The pluripotency markers analyzed in equines include the 

transcription factors Oct4, Sox-2 and Nanog (Violini et al., 2009). In our laboratory, we 
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demonstrated the expression of pluripotency marker genes (Oct4, Nanog, Sox-2) and 

mesenchymal cell surface marker genes (CD73, CD90, CD105) by reverse transcriptase 

polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) in amniotic fluid (AF) and umbilical cord blood (UCB)-

derived MSCs (Gulati et al., 2014; Mohanty et al., 2014). Using cross-reactive monoclonal 

antibodies we demonstrated that horse AF and UCB-derived MSCs express CD29, CD44 and 

CD90 and do not express CD45 and CD34 (Gulati et al., 2014; Mohanty et al., 2014).  

Tri-lineage differentiation (chondrogenic, osteogenic, and adipogenic lineages) is one of 

the minimum criteria set for characterization of MSCs. An overview of identification of 

differentiated cells by specific staining techniques, expression of marker genes and proteins is 

given in Table 1.  

For immunophenotypic characterization of differentiated equine MSCs, several cell surface 

markers have been described and proposed, mostly extrapolated from human medicine research 

such as Runx2, Collagen I, Osteocalcin, β1 integrin and Osteonectin as osteogenic differentiation 

markers, Collagen II and β1 integrin as chondrogenic differentiation markers and Adiponectin 

and β1 integrin as adipogenic differentiation markers (De Schauwer et al., 2011). We could 

differentiate horse MSCs to chondroblasts, osteoblasts, adipocytes and tenocytes (Gulati et al., 

2014; Mohanty et al., 2014).  

IV. Role of MSCs in healing and tissue regeneration 

MSC therapy is based upon the concept that a multipotent cell population after migration at 

the site of tissue injury can proliferate, differentiate, and spatially organize in a manner which 

results in structurally and functionally normal tissue. These therapeutic effects are exerted in two 

ways after transplantation: direct tissue integration contributing to physical tissue regeneration 

and restoration of tissue function, and through secretory products which have trophic effects on 

the resident cells of the tissue and immunosuppressive effect on lymphocytes.  

1. Migration and homing potential of MSCs: Homing is the process by which cells migrate to, 

and engraft in, the tissue in which they will exert functional effects. MSCs migrate to 

injured, inflamed tissues from blood, home at the site and exert therapeutic effects. MSCs 

are passively arrested in capillaries or microvessels including arterioles and post-capillary 

venules, interact directly with accessory cells and release a wide array of soluble growth 

factors and trophic cytokines. 

2. Immunomodulatory role of MSCs: MSCs are immunologically privileged and can 

generally be transplanted across MHC barriers without the need for immunosuppression. 

Equine MSCs, similar to murine and human MSCs, express low levels of MHC class I 

antigens and do not express MHC class II and co-stimulatory molecules such as CD40, 

CD80, and CD86 (Carrade et al. 2011), which are involved in the activation of T cells. 

Consequently, MSCs are not likely to activate allogeneic or xenogeneic lymphocytes and 

lack immunogenicity.  

3. Trophic effect of MSCs: After engraftment, MSCs either contribute to tissue repair by 

secreting a number of trophic molecules including soluble extracellular matrix 
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glycoproteins, cytokines, and growth factors. These trophic molecules not only reduce 

inflammation, apoptosis and fibrosis of damaged tissues, but also stimulate tissue cell 

regeneration. 

4. Tissue regeneration: Use of MSCs for tissue regeneration is based on their ability to 

differentiate into various tissue types. After transplantation, MSCs colonize the injury site, 

differentiate into the appropriate mesenchymal tissue type and affect repair. Guest et al 

(2008) demonstrated that fluorescent-labeled mesenchymal progenitor cells, which were 

injected into the superficial digital flexor tendon, mainly remained localized within the 

lesions although some labeled cells were present in healthy tendon surrounding the lesions.  

V. Mesenchymal stem cells therapy in equine regenerative medicine 

Stem cell therapy in equines is being commercially offered for ligament injury, tendon 

injury, osteoarthritis, osteochondrosis, and sub-chondral bone cysts have been commercially 

available to practicing veterinarians to treat horses since 2003 in the United States and since 

2006 in the United Kingdom. Over 10000 horses have been treated with bone-marrow and 

adipose-derived stem cells. 

1. Tendon and ligament injuries: Horses are especially prone to injuries of the tendon and 

ligaments. Stem cell therapy encourages the regeneration of functional tendon tissue 

rather than scar tissue either by differentiating into tenocytes within the tendon 

environment and supporting healing via collagen production and remodeling activities or 

by supplying trophic factors. Thus stem cell therapy restores the original function of the 

damaged tendon and to reduce re-injury rates.  

Two different approaches of stem cell therapy that are clinically used for the treatment of 

equine tendinopathies: one is to implant adipose-derived nucleated cell (ADNC) fractions 

(Richardson et al., 2007) or adipose derived expanded MSCs, the other is to apply isolated and 

expanded bone marrow-derived MSCs. Dahlgren (2009) reported that a total of 78% of sports 

horses have returned to their previous level of performance and 69% of race horses have returned 

to race more than once.  

2. Joint diseases: Osteoarthritis (OA) is a degenerative joint disease induced by mechanical 

and biological factors interfering with the normal balance between cartilage synthesis and 

degradation. These factors lead to softening, fibrillation and degradation of the cartilage 

surface, as well as to a loss of articular cartilage. Natural cartilage regeneration is very 

limited and no current drug therapies are curative, but rather look to reduce the symptoms 

associated with the degeneration. Litzke et al. (2004) performed autologous chondrocyte 

transplantation (ACT) in an equine large animal model. Currently, different types of 

MSCs and other additives are being evaluated to find the best type of cell and method for 

various therapeutic approaches in OA treatment (Brehm et al., 2012). There is possibility 

of transplanting differentiated or undifferentiated MSCs (Anderson et al., 2013) with or 

without a scaffold. Scaffolds consist of natural or synthetic materials and are usually 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ligament
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tendon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osteoarthritis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osteochondrosis
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fixed onto the defective site by suturing, press-fit and/or fibrin glue and MSCs are loaded 

onto the scaffold and given by intra-articular injection. 

3. Skeletal defects: In equine fractures of the upper limb, low-grade instability often causes 

implant failure by cyclic loading before bony union. An important goal in equine fracture 

repair is to expedite bony union to help prevent these fatal complications by scaffolding 

implants to replace the missing bone, by providing osteo-inductive stimuli such as the 

family of BMPs and cell based therapies that transfer cells with osteogenic potential 

directly to the repair site. For equines, expanded injection of MSCs directly into the 

fracture site represents a promising mechanism to accelerate fracture healing and thereby 

decrease the risk of nonunion. 

4. Teratological defects: Soft palate defects in horses are caused by a failure of the embryo 

to fully close at the midline during embryogenesis. Recently, the use of mesenchymal 

stem cells has been added to the conventional treatments. After the surgeon has sutured 

the palate closed, autologous mesenchymal cells are injected into the soft palate. The 

stem cells get integrated into the healing tissue, especially along the border with the old 

tissue and aided in the healing process (Carstanjen et al., 2006).  

5. Cutaneous wound healing: Extended wounds of the distal limbs are one of the most 

common dermatological pathologies in horses and tend to have a long recovery period 

and poor response to conventional therapies. During the inflammatory phase of the 

wound-healing process, macrophages release biologically active substances (cytokines), 

which are essential for the recruitment of various types of blood cells, such as 

inflammatory cells, mesenchymal cells and peripheral blood stem cells. All these cells 

take part in the formation of granulation tissue by producing extracellular-matrix 

components and by simulating wound contraction. The application of stem cells for 

unresponsive helped in treatment for large wounds in horses (Spaas et al. 2013). 

6. Ophthalmology: Stem cells derived from peripheral blood have been used to treat corneal 

ulcers of different origin of several horses. These ulcers were resistant to conventional 

treatments available, but quickly responded positively to the stem cell treatment. Stem 

cells were also able to restore sight in one eye of a horse with retinal detachment, 

allowing the horse to return to daily activities (Marfe et al., 2012). 

7. Reproductive disorders: The use of MSCs in cases of endometriosis (degenerative 

alteration of uterine glands and surrounding stroma) has been postulated by Mambelli et 

al. (2013). The delivery of MSCs into the endometrial tissue of mares with endometriosis 

(n=6) before transplantation was done using a technique similar to artificial insemination. 

At 7 and 21 days after transplantation, homing of fluorescently labeled MSCs was 

observed in uterine biopsies collected from the uterine body and in both uterine horns, 

including glandular and periglandular spaces.  

8. Nervous system repairs: Treatments are also in clinical trials to repair and regenerate 

peripheral nerves and to overcome spinal cord injuries. Peripheral nerves are more likely 

to be damaged, but effects of the damage are not as widespread as seen in injuries of the 
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spinal cord. Neuronal cells have been formed from umbilical cord matrix in horses 

(Hoynowski et al, 2007).  

VI. Future perspectives 

Despite the ever-increasing use of cell-based therapies for treating equine orthopaedic 

problems, questions relating to the optimal cell source, timing and route of treatment for different 

injuries, as well as long-term safety and efficacy of these treatments, still remain largely 

unanswered. Proving that the effect of cell based treatment regimen is in fact caused by the 

administered stem cells and not by any other cells or biological factors applied simultaneously is 

still outstanding as well. It seems that MSCs obtained from different sources may have different 

properties and it will be necessary to define the best source depending on the intended treatment. 

The studies on the clinical applications of MSC transplantation are still limited and need to be 

confirmed by stringent protocols; large-scale and multi-center clinical trials of MSC-based 

therapies should be initiated under strict supervision. In addition, safety could block or delay a 

large number of clinical applications. Indeed, the necessity to demonstrate that a stem cell is not 

harmful represents a necessary hurdle. Therefore regulatory agencies will have to define new 

criteria to evaluate the risk associated with specific stem cells and their differentiated progeny.  

The clinical applications of stem cells are becoming a reality and future applications will 

continue to require a strong alliance between basic scientists, clinicians, regulatory agencies and, 

more importantly, patients, whose support is essential. The overriding concerns for any new 

treatment are the same: efficacy, safety and affordability.  
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Table 1: Methods for Characterization of Differentiated Equine Mesenchymal Stem Cells 
Differentiation 

lineage  

Staining Gene expression marker Cellular surface protein 

marker 

Osteogenic Alkaline phosphatase   Runx2 Runx2  

Alizarine Red  Osteonectin  Collagen I  

Von Kossa  Osteopontin  Osteocalcin  

 Osteomodulin  Osteonectin  

 Osterix   

 Peptidyl-prolyl cistransisomerase B   

Chondrogenic Toluidine Blue  Sox-9  Collagen II 

Alcian Blue  Collagen II  β1-integrin  

Saffranin O  Collagen I, Collagen II   

Masson trichrom  Aggrecan   

Adipogenic Oil Red O  PPAR-γ   

 Adiponectin   

 Leptin   

Myogenic Hematoxylin and Eosin  Desmin  Desmin  

 Masson   Phalloidin  

   Myf5  

   MyoD  

Tenogenic Hematoxylin and Eosin  Tenomodulin  Tenomodulin  

 Collagen type I alpha 1   

 Decorin  Decorin  

 Scleraxis  

Mohawk homeobox  

 

Hepatogenic  Cytokeratin 18   

 Albumin   
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Theory Lecture 10 

Application of stem cells in animal sciences 

Dharmendra Kumar and Prem Singh Yadav 

I. Introduction 

Stem cells have the capacity to renew themselves and differentiate into many different 

cell types that make up an organism. The stem cells have been categories as embryonic stem 

(ES) cells and adult (somatic) stem cells. ES cells have been isolated from the inner cell mass of 

the blastocyst, which is pluripotent in nature because they are capable of generating cells of all 

the three germ layers, ectoderm, mesoderm and endoderm, and make all the tissues of the adult 

organism. Adult stem cells are found in the tissues of an „adult‟ organism and their regenerative 

potentials, at least under normal circumstances, are more limited than those of ES cells. These 

cells are capable of forming the specialized cell types found within the tissue in which they 

reside. Consequently, they are typically multipotent (capable of differentiating into cells of 

related lineages) and are often named on the basis of the tissue in which they reside (e.g. 

mesenchymal). It is generally accepted that adult stem cells are responsible for growth, 

differentiation and maintenance of the tissues in which they reside. Recently a third category of 

artificially produced stem cells, known as induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC), has received 

considerable interest since development of procedures for their production from somatic cell of 

mouse and from human fibroblasts. Derivation of iPS cells through different mechanisms and its 

achievements and future perspectives in farm animals has been recently reviewed by Kumar et 

al., 2015a; b. 

The commonly iPS cells are generated by viral transduction of transcription factors, have 

an edge over other reprogramming methods, but are associated with considerable risks of 

insertional mutagenesis and genotoxicity (Okita et al., 2008). To overcome these risks, 

alternative methods, such as non-integrating adenoviral vectors (Stadtfeld et al., 2008), plasmids 

(Yu et al., 2009), recombinant proteins (Zhou et al., 2009), modified mRNAs (Warren et al., 

2010), and small molecules (Shi et al., 2008) were assessed for iPS cell derivation, but these 

methods have pitfall like incomplete reprogramming, permanent genome modification, slow 

kinetics, low efficiency and lack of reproducibility (Li and Belmonte, 2012; Kumar et al., 

2015a). Hence, non-autonomous DNA transposon systems represent a promising alternative to 

these approaches (Kumar et al., 2015b). Transposons are mobile genetic elements that are 

capable of self-directed excision and subsequent reintegration within the host genome. Among 

several transposon systems, piggyBac (PB) DNA transposon systems have been developed as 

efficient cellular reprogramming vectors. PB was identified as active element in the moth 

Trichoplusiani (Fraser et al., 1996). Importantly, no orthologous elements to PB are known in 

mammalian species, thus the re-mobilization by potential endogenous transposases is unlikely. 

The transposases recognize and bind to the inverted repeat elements flanking transposons, cut 

this DNA segment from the donor and reinsert it to the recipient genome (Kumar et al., 2015b). 
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Further, recently generated hyperactive transposon elements have improved gene delivery to 

levels similar to that obtained with viral vectors (Li et al., 2013). The integrated transposon can 

be removed seamlessly by transposase inverted repeats without leaving any residual sequence, 

which makes the system more attractive and relevant in producing the safe, clean and clinically 

suitable iPS cells (Woltjen et al., 2011). Recently, transposon systems have been shown to be 

suitable for the derivation of iPS cells from different farm animals (Woltjen et al., 2009; Nagy et 

al., 2011; Grabundzija et al., 2013; Kues et al., 2013; Talluri et al., 2014; Talluri et al., 2015; 

Zhao et al., 2017). 

Besides these cells, stem cells reported in the reproductive system fall into a very unique 

category as some of their anatomical sources have an embryonic origin, and as such they may be 

very plastic, being either pluripotent or widely multipotent, thus serving as a complementary 

versatile source of stem cells to ESCs. For example, stem cells from the amnion, umbilical cord, 

testis (spermatogonia), ovary (oogonia), and uterus (endometrium) have all been demonstrated in 

the reproductive system, and they have tremendous differentiation potential in the production of 

desirable tissues for transplantation therapy of many diseases, but can also help in the 

understanding of the pathogenesis of reproductive diseases and providing better treatment 

modalities for specific reproductive problems such as endometriosis, ovarian and testicular 

cancers, and infertility. This full spectrum of stem cells of the reproductive system therefore 

opens a new field of „reproductive stem cell sciences‟. Because of their differentiation ability, 

they can be used to enhance the livestock production by means of chimera production, gene 

targeting, nuclear transfer, animal cloning, gene transfer and genetic engineering. Also, stem 

cells can be used to correct various clinical conditions which include cardiac defects, spinal 

injuries, tendon repairs, ligament and cartilage and wound healing.  

II. Application in veterinary clinical/ therapeutic 

The generation of stem cells was initiated in mouse but gained importance because of 

clinical reasons in humans, however, their establishment is gradually increasing every day in 

domestic animals like pig, sheep, goat, dog, cat, horse, cow or buffalo for purposes such as the 

creation of models of human genetic diseases and cell transplantation therapies. The established 

stem cell lines would be useful in the precise genetic engineering of these animals for improved 

production traits and products, for disease resistance and for biopharming. However, ES cell 

lines could be used to accomplish these latter goals, either through chimera technology already 

well-established in producing genetically modified mice, or by improving the efficiency of 

somatic cell nuclear transfer technology that is currently used in the production of genetically 

engineered ungulates. In animal science, research has been conducted on horses, dogs and cats 

for development of stem cell-based treatments of wide range of injuries and diseases such as 

myocardial infarction, stroke, tendon and ligament damage, osteoarthritis, osteochondrosis and 

muscular dystrophy in large animals, as well as humans. Stem cells offer tremendous potentials 

for accelerating and improving tissue healing. In fact, stem cell isolated from embryos as well as 

various tissues such as bone marrow, adipose tissue, testicular tissue etc have been used in 
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various livestock species, for therapeutic purposes (Table 1). In veterinary practices, 

mesenchymal stem cells-based approaches are currently used for the treatment of tendon, 

ligament, or cartilage/joint injuries in horses or dogs. The first therapeutic application of stem 

cell based therapy was performed in horse to treat equine suspensory ligament desmitis by 

Herthel (2002). Stem cell-based treatments for ligament injury, tendon injury, osteoarthritis, 

osteochondrosis, and sub-chondral bone cysts have been commercially available to practicing 

veterinarians to treat horses since 2003 in the United States and since 2006 in the United 

Kingdom (todaysveterinarypractice.com). Similar kind of treatment for tendon and ligament 

injury and osteoarthritis in dogs has been available for veterinarians in the United States since 

2005. The efficacy of these treatments has been shown in double-blind clinical trials for dogs 

with osteoarthritis of the hip and elbow. However, few research-based reports documented the 

use of stem cells to enhance fracture repair and future application may include therapeutic use in 

cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, or neuroendocrine body systems. Beside this, ESCs, iPS cells, 

and cord blood derived cells are also beginning to be investigated in the laboratory but have not 

yet been applied to the clinical scenario. Stem cells are thought to mediate repair via five primary 

mechanisms: 1) providing an anti-inflammatory effect, 2) homing to damaged tissues and 

recruiting other cells, such as endothelial progenitor cells, that are necessary for tissue growth, 3) 

supporting tissue remodelling over scar formation, 4) inhibiting apoptosis, and 5) differentiating 

into bone, cartilage, tendon, and ligament tissue. The last two decades has seen a surge of interest 

in the research and clinical availability of stem cell treatments. Innovative techniques of cell and 

tissue processing, based on tissue engineering, have been developed. Cell expansion and tissue 

reconstruction through ex vivo cultures are core processes used to produce engineered tissues 

with sufficient structural integrity and functionality. 

III. Conclusion 

There are plenty of stem cells available in male and female reproductive system and these 

cells could allow the development of novel routes for the generation of transgenic livestock and 

the targeting for male contraception. Further, it could provide future directions for conducting 

research for treatment of infertility, in vitro spermatogenesis, and markers for identification of 

spermatogonial, ovarian and mammary epithelial stem cells and an alternative strategy for 

fertility preservation of endangered animals. 
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Table 1: Clinical and therapeutic applications of stem cells in livestock species 

Species Problem 

addressed  

Source of stem cells 

used for treatment 

Outcome/remark about treatment  

Equine Suspensory 

ligament 

desmitis 

Bone marrow aspirate 

from sternum  

improved return to athletic function rates 

over conventional therapies 

Tendon 

injuries 

Culture-expanded 

bone marrow 

mesenchymal stem 

cells  

Favourable effects on tissue organization 

and composition of injured tendons and 

ligaments 

90% of treated horses successfully 

returned to pre-injury athletic function 

and race horses suffered no re-injury of 

the superficial digital flexor tendon after 

2 years whereas all of the horses of a 

control population suffered from re-

injury 

Wound 

healing 

High-density platelet-

rich plasma with 

adipose-derived 

stem/stromal cells 

Effective tissue regeneration in acute 

and chronic wound defects  

Acute 

cartilage 

injury 

Bone marrow 

mesenchymal stem 

cells 

Overcome the cartilage injury in femur 

bone 

Goat  Osteoarthritis Bone marrow 

mesenchymal stem 

cells 

Modulation of local T cell-mediated 

response and enhanced tissue 

regeneration 

Testis 

xenografting 

Spermatogonial stem 

cells 

Supported spermatogenesis 

Sheep  Osteoarthritis Bone marrow 

mesenchymal stem 

cells 

Enhanced regeneration of cartilage and 

meniscus 

Testis 

xenografting 

Spermatogonial stem 

cells 

Supported spermatogenesis 

Canine Osteoarthritis Adipose derived 

stromal vascular 

fraction cells 

Improvement in the hip joint and elbow 

joint 

Testis 

xenografting 

Spermatogonial stem 

cells 

Supported spermatogenesis 

Dilated 

cardiomyopat

hy, spinal 

injuries and 

diabetes 

ESCs Improved after treatment symptoms 

Pigs  Testis 

xenografting 

Spermatogonial stem 

cells 

supports spermatogenesis 
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Theory Lecture 11 

Application of cell cloning in animal sciences 

Prem Singh Yadav and Dharmendra Kumar and Rajesh Kumar 

I. Introduction 

Animal cloning is an asexual production of genetically identical organisms, it involves 

division of a single embryo, nuclear genes and the small number of mitochondrial genes would 

be “identical”, or it may involve nuclear transfer, in which case only the nuclear genes would be 

“identical”. Major scientific breakthrough in animal cloning was occurred in February 1997 after 

277 attempts a lamb was produced named “Dolly” first cloned animal produced by the somatic 

cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) technique. Cloning of Dolly heralded the commencement of a new 

period in agriculture with the possibility for the protection and rapid multiplication of selected 

genotypes. The method used to produce „Dolly‟ involves the use of sophisticated and expensive 

equipment, including micromanipulator for enucleation of oocytes and transfer of somatic cells 

into enucleated oocytes. Also, highly trained operators are required for making manipulation 

tools and to perform SCNT. In 1998, Peura and colleagues first time demonstrated the concept of 

micromanipulator-free SCNT in which embryonic blastomeres were used as donors, and 

recipient oocytes were enucleated using microblade followed by fusion of two enucleated 

oocytes with one blastomere. Later, another group refined this approach of micromanipulator-

free SCNT significantly and extensively used it to produce cloned cattle and pigs using 

differentiated somatic cells, and named this alternative SCNT as Handmade cloning (HMC). 

Since the initiation of HMC, the technology has now evolved as a simple and cost-effective 

alternative to the conventional SCNT method. By applying HMC methods, many animals have 

been cloned like sheep, goat, cattle, pig, buffalo, etc.  

Animal cloning has many application and it make easy to rapidly propagate desirable 

animal stocks, propagating transgenic livestock, targeted genetic alterations in domestic animals 

and conservation of endangered species. In addition, SCNT/HMC is also an important method 

for studying various basic research investigations of cell biology and nuclear reprogramming of 

the mammalian genome. Animal cloning has great promise in future, but the limitations due to 

low pregnancy rates and calf survival restrict its current use on a large scale. Considerable work 

needs to be done for improvement of survival rates and evaluate variations in results before 

cloning can be commercialized. As efficiency and the quality of embryos improve, 

cryopreservation will become feasible and large number of embryos will be sold in straws like as 

semen. 

II. Steps for cloned animal production 

The standard procedure for production of cloned animal using HMC is indicated in the 

Fig 1.  
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Figure 1: Schematic presentation of HMC steps for production of elite buffaloes   

 

The basic difference between traditional SCNT and HMC is in the process of enucleation 

and fusion as shown in Table 1. In HMC, the zona pellucida is removed after maturation of 

oocytes by enzymatic treatment.  

Table 1: Differences between traditional SCNT and handmade cloning 

Feature Traditional SCNT Handmade 

Cloning 

Use of micromanipulator Yes No 

Zona-free No Yes 

Manual enucleation No Yes 

Activation and culture method Similar Similar 

Problems associated with zona 

hatching  

Yes No 

Problems associated with mitochondrial 

heteroplasmy 

No Yes 

Cell number in produced blastocyst  Less High 

Problems associated with genomic 

reprogramming  

Yes Yes 

Skilled workforce to perform experiment Yes No 

Cost High Less 
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III. Advancement in buffalo cloning 

The first report on production of buffalo embryos using HMC was published by Shah et al. 

(2008). In this study, different culture surfaces viz. micro-drop, well-of-well (WOW) and flat 

surface and culture mediums, namely mCR2, mSOF, and commercially available RVCL were 

compared for examining their efficacy in production of blastocyst-stage cloned embryos. 

Although the WOW culture surface had been reported to be the most efficient and preferred 

surface for the culture of zona free embryos and handmade cloned embryos in the several animal 

species and humans, it was not found to be efficient in supporting the in vitro development of 

zona-free buffalo embryos produced through HMC. This disparity may be due to different 

methods used for making micro wells on the culture dishes, use of different culture media and 

conditions and species specificity. The combination of flat culture surface and commercially 

available RVCL medium was found to support high blastocyst production rate (30%–40%), 

comparable to that reported in cattle and pigs. In a later study, there was examination of the 

effects of different electrofusion parameters such as AC voltage alignment, DC pulses, fusion 

methods and the orientation, and position of somatic cell-cytoplasts on the developmental 

competence of cloned embryos. The results of this study suggested that the single step fusion 

method using 4 V AC alignment followed by dielectrophoresis induction by a single pulse of DC 

volt(3.36 kV/cm which is equivalent to 160 V in ECM-2001, BTX electrofusion machine) for 4 

μsec was most efficient for electrofusion of one somatic cell with two enucleated oocytes. 

Subsequently, these optimized conditions of electrofusion and in vitro culture conditions have 

been used in several studies aimed to produce cloned buffalo embryos. After optimization of 

HMC, several different types of donor cells and approaches were used to produce cloned calves 

resulting in birth of 15 cloned calves at ICAR-NDRI, Karnal. A few notable achievements using 

HMC in buffalo are i) restoration of aprogeny-tested dead bull by isolating somatic cells from 

frozen-semen doses and using these as donor cells for producing cloned offspring, ii) production 

of a cloned calf from urine-derived cells, a first reported study in animals, iii) production of a 

wild buffalo (Bubalus arnee) using interspecies SCNT, in which somatic cells of a wild buffalo 

cells were fused with enucleated oocytes obtained from riverine buffalo 

(http://www.icar.org.in/en/node/8465) and iv) production of cloned embryos from milk-derived 

cells, blood-derived lymphocytes and non-viable somatic cells. 

Recently, using HMC method, ICAR-CIRB, Hisar produced a superior male buffalo clone 

calf „Hisar Gaurav‟ on December 11, 2015, which makes CIRB second Indian institution for 

producing cloned buffalo in the country (http://www.cirb.res.in, 

http://www.icar.org.in/en/node/10066).The born cloned calf was monitored regularly for various 

disease states, blood profile, growth rate, genetic abnormalities and production of semen. We 

found that clone is free from any contagious diseases, normal blood profile picture and attaining 

normal growth rate. Average daily gain of calf was 909 gm/day till weaning at the age of 6 

months and presently attained body weight of ~600 kg at 33 months of age. Histopathology of 

cloned placenta does not shown any abnormalities. Health, chromosomal status, testicular 

development and blood parameters are also found normal. Hisar Gaurav started donating semen 

http://www.cirb.res.in/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=314%3Aicar-cirb-become-indias-second-center-to-produce-a-cloned-buffalo&catid=1%3Alatest-news&Itemid=10&lang=en
http://www.icar.org.in/en/node/10066
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at 22 months age and is having good sperm motility in fresh (70-85%) as well as post-thaw (50-

55%) semen. From limited collections, more than one thousand semen doses have been frozen 

and stored which is having minimum 50% post-thaw motility. Semen was analyzed using CASA 

and is having normal parameters of total motility (fresh- 61.27 ±0.57, frozen- 49.90±0.92) 

progressive motility (fresh- 49.09 ±0.70, frozen-41.36 ±0.60) & rapid motility (fresh-

54.18 ±1.17, frozen-35.63 ±0.88). Physiological and biochemical profile of Hisar-Gaurav 

seminal plasma were also comparable to breeding bulls. Further, toluedine blue test for normal 

protamine and incubation test for sperm longevity were evaluated and found in normal ranges. 

Sperm abnormalities were also in normal range. Use of this semen for artificial insemination has 

been made in 49 female buffaloes, out of that 27 (55%) animal confirmed pregnancy through 

ultrasound and two progeny born in the month of September, 2018 which is normal in 

morphology and growth.  All the above study taken together indicating that the cloned bull is 

suitable for breed improvement and the technology is helpful for faster multiplication of superior 

germplasm. More recently, in December 2017, ICAR-CIRB cloning team transferred the cloning 

technology from lab to land and India‟s first Assamese clone calf „Sach-Gaurav‟ was produced 

around 100 km away from laboratory at a dairy farm in Sirsa, Haryana, indicating that buffalo 

cloning is possible in field conditions at Farmer‟s doorstep. 

IV. Applications of animal cloning 

Applications of cloning in research, industry and agriculture are theoretically almost 

limitless. However, low level of efficiency is hampering most applications from a technical point 

of view. But, application of animal cloning can be divided into two general areas: agricultural 

and biomedical. 

V. Agricultural applications 

1. To create copies of animals with highly valued traits, such as a dairy buffaloes with high 

milk production or bulls with superior germplasm. 

2. A desirable and unique specimen can be precisely reproduced, capturing traits that are 

difficult to develop through traditional breeding practices. For example, a dairy animal 

that produces milk with unusually high milk protein content (which is important for 

making cheese), or with an unusually low percentage of saturated fat (which has human 

health benefits), could be cloned. 

3. Cloning could enable the rapid dissemination of superior genotypes from nucleus 

breeding flocks and herds, directly to commercial farmers.  

4. Genotypes could be provided that are ideally suited for specific product characteristics, 

disease resistance, or environmental conditions.  

5. Cloning can be used along with other forms of assisted reproduction to help preserve 

indigenous breeds of livestock, which have production traits and adaptability to local 

environments that should not be lost from the global gene pool. 
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VI. Biomedical applications 

1. SCNT can also be used for rapid multiplication of individual transgenic animals that are 

known to carry desired changes. 

2. Generation of genetically modified animal for xenotransplantation. 

3. Disease (Research model): Disease models are animals designed to express, either at the 

genotypic or phenotypic level, a certain human disease. They can be used both to further 

understanding of the disease and to do initial tests on possible treatments. Sheep and 

especially pig are ideal animals because of the similarities in physiology and size, of their 

organs to those of humans.  

4. Bioreactor: Bioreactors are transgenic animals that have had genes that produce human 

proteins insert into their genome. These proteins can subsequently be harvested from the 

animal and used within the biomedical sector as medicine.  

VII. Conclusions 

Cloning of farm animals can be considered as suitable way of reproducing animals 

with superior genetic makeup by serving as another form of assisted reproduction. 

SCNT/HMC which results clones through transferring DNA containing nucleus in to 

inoculated oocyte to generate new individuals are the techniques used to clone farm 

animals. Applications of cloning were numerous in farm animals but biomedical and 

agricultural applications are the most significant. Genetically engineered and cloned 

animals are conducted to produce therapeutic drugs for the treatment of disease, production 

of organ for human transplantation, and to study the effects of that individual gene on body 

function. In livestock production, clones can be used as elite breeding animals and also 

able to produce copies of highest yielding and animals with desirable traits. 
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Theory Lecture 13 

Application of Luminex® technology for multiple pathogen detection 

Sushila Maan, Bhanita Devi, Deepika Chaudhary, Nitish Bansal and Aman Kumar 

 

Luminex® technology or xMAP® technology is a bead-based multiplex assays (BBMAs) 

for multi-analyte profiling invented by the  scientists in late 1990‟s at Luminex® , which is a 

major advance in multiplexed biological assays (Multi-analyte profiling (xMAP), Luminex 

Corp., Austin, TX). xMAP means multiplex biological testing of up to 500 analytes in a single 

sample volume. xMAP Technology draws from the strengths of solid-phase separation 

technology but without the typical limitations of solid-phase reaction kinetics. By combining 

advanced fluidics, optics, and digital signal processing with proprietary microsphere (“bead”) 

technology, xMAP Technology enables a high a high degree of multiplexing and can be 

configured to perform a wide variety of assays quickly, cost-effectively, and accurately with high 

degree of multiplexing within a single sample volume as it features a flexible open-architecture 

design. Luminex technology simultaneously detects and quantifies multiple RNA or protein 

targets in a single assay (Willman et al., 2001, Perkins et al., 2007 and Codorean et al. 2010). It 

provides a safer, faster, more economical, and easily performed platform in detection which is 

rapid and beneficial to automation which is cheaper than ELISA (Perkins et al., 2007). 

I. Principles of Luminex® Technology 

Luminex® xMAP Technology uses coloured beads to carry biological assays similar to 

ELISA or nucleic acid hybridization assays. By colour-coding microscopic beads into many 

spectrally distinct sets, each bead set can be coated with a nucleic acid or protein capture 

molecule specific to a particular biological target, allowing the simultaneous capture of multiple 

analytes from a single sample. Because of the microscopic size and low density of these beads, 

assay reactions exhibit virtually solution-phase kinetics. However, once an assay is complete the 

solid phase characteristics allow each bead to be analyzed discretely. By incorporating magnetic 

properties into xMAP Microspheres, assay washing is simplified while maintaining desirable 

solution-phase properties. Multiple light sources inside the Luminex analyzer excite (1) the 

internal bead dyes that identify each microsphere particle and (2) any fluorescent reporter 

molecules captured during the assay. The instrument records dozens of readings for each bead 

set and produces a distinct result for each analyte in the sample (xMAP® Cookbook, 1
st
 edition). 

II. Application of Luminex® technology for multiple pathogen detection 

Luminex® technology is having enormous application in Veterinary science and in 

human medicine for detection of multiple pathogens in a single reaction. There are few 

commercially available BBMAs for veterinary applications. The multiplex assay is an efficient 

alternative to monoplex RT-PCR and greatly reduces the number of reactions required. 

Compared with conventional PCR methods, the Luminex technology is a high-throughput, rapid, 
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sensitive and labor-saving multiplex assay (Jiang et al., 2017). Conjugation of microbeads with 

different fluorescent dyes could differentiate as much as 100 targets in a single reaction. This 

technology offered a variety of applications in pathologic diagnosis (Santos et al., 2013, Chen et 

al., 2015 and Ocheretina et al., 2013). 

III. Application in veterinary diagnostics 

The development of rapid and sensitive multiplex diagnostic method is extremely 

important for health monitoring in animals and humans. Some of the diagnostics assays based on 

Luminex® technology are as follows: 

a) Diagnostic assays for bovine disease: For detection and differentiation of bovine 

viruses, several multiplex assays have been developed. Species-specific and pestivirus-

common oligonucleotide probes were used to detect Bovine viral diarrhea virus 1 and 2 

(BVDV-1 and BVDV-2, respectively), Classical swine fever virus (CSFV), and Border 

disease virus (BDV) (Deregt et al., 2006). A 4-plex assay was developed for detection of 

antibodies to several bovine viruses, such as BVDV, Bovine respiratory syncytial virus, 

Bovine parainfluenza virus 3, and Bovine herpesvirus 1 using only crude viral lysates 

coupled to fluorescent beads (Anderson et al., 2011). A 7-plex assay was developed by 

directly labeling each of the microspheres with a user-defined probe and biotinylating one 

of the primers to identify Mycoplasma sp. causing contagious bovine and caprine 

pleuropneumonia (Righter et al.2011). The assay was also used for genotyping 

Mycobacterium subsp. paratuberculosis into types I (sheep), II (cattle), and III 

(intermediate) based on the gyrB locus (Ando et al., 2011). 

b) Diagnostic assays for equine disease: A Luminex based assay was developed to detect 

antibodies specific to Equine arteritis virus and the sensitivity of the bead-based assay 

was less than the VNT and it was suggested that high-throughput screening could be 

performed using the BBMA (Go et al., 2008). A new tool for equine Ig isotyping using 

multiplex analyses was also developed (Keggan et al., 2013). 

c) Diagnostic assays for porcine disease: To date, most porcine disease diagnostic 

BBMAs have focused on the detection of antibodies to specific pathogens. A fluorescent 

microsphere immunoassay was developed for detection of antibodies against Porcine 

reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV) and affirmed that pen-based oral 

fluid sampling could be an efficient, cost-effective approach to PRRS surveillance in 

swine populations (Langenhorst et al., 2012). Another swine-specific BBMA used 

baculovirus expressed proteins of the porcine circovirus-2 (PCV-2) capsid and bacterial-

expressed PRRSV nucleocapsid for bead conjugation and subsequent detection of serum 

antibodies to PCV-2 and PRRSV (Lin et al., 2011). Bead-based multiplex assays were 

also developed to detect antibodies to the nematode Trichinella (van der Wal et al., 2013) 

or simultaneous antibody detection of both Trichinella spiralis and Toxoplasma gondii 

antigens (Bokken et al., 2012). It was found that a BBMA for detection of swine 

antibodies against the Gram-positive bacteria Erysipelothrix spp. was more sensitive than 

2 commercial ELISAs (Gimenez-Lirola et al., 2012). 
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d) Diagnostic assays for avian disease: One commercially available serologic test was 

developed to detect antibodies of 4 avian viruses, including Infectious bursal disease 

virus, Newcastle disease virus, Infectious bronchitis virus (Avian coronavirus), and avian 

reoviruses, which takes only small volumes of sera can be obtained from some bird and it 

takes approximately 3.5 hr to perform (xMAP Flock Monitor, Biovet USA Inc., 

Bloomington, MN). Antibody responses to avian Influenza A virus have been monitored 

over time using a BBMA in an avian assay (Watson et al., 2009). 

e) For detection of protozoal disease: A bead-based multiplex assay using multiple probes 

to detect Babesia divergens, Babesia bovis, Babesia bigemina, Babesia major, Babesia 

occultans, Theileria annulate and Theileria buffeli, has been developed (Ros-Garcia et 

al., 2012). 

f) For detection of anti-FMDV antibodies derived from vaccination or infection: To 

develop a method with high accuracy and sensitivity for detecting anti-FMDV antibodies 

derived from vaccination or infection, xMAP was developed to detect antibodies against 

SP and NSP of FMDV. The xMAP takes only 2 hours by using a single quantitative 

detection of multiple pathogens simultaneously with the subject matter of the antibody 

and the assays can be used for FMD diagnosis and surveillance, whether vaccination has 

been implemented (Chen et al., 2016).  

g) Rapid detection of rabbit pathogens by use of the Luminex x-TAG assay: Wu et al. 

2018 developed a multiplex PCR-based MagPlex-TAG assay for simultaneous detection 

of three rabbit pathogens (rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus, rabbit rotavirus and Sendai 

virus) which showed high specificity and good stability. 

 

IV. Applications in human diagnostics: In human diagnostic medicine, numerous 

commercial assays are available and these are as follows: 

a) For detection of bacteria, viruses and parasites: A multiplexed nucleic acid–based test 

was developed that can simultaneously detect 14 bacteria or bacterial toxins, 3 viruses, 

and 3 parasites. This assay detects genera Salmonella, Shigella, Campylobacter, Giardia, 

and Cryptosporidium, as well as Clostridium difficile toxin types A and B, the genes for 

the heat labile toxin and heat stabile toxin of enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli (ETEC), E. 

coli O157, the gene for the Shiga-like toxin (stx) produced by Shiga toxin–producing 

forms of E. coli (STEC; stx1 and stx2), Rotavirus A, and Norovirus groups I and II from a 

single fecal sample. 

b) Respiratory viral panel (RVP) multianalyte profiling assay: It can simultaneously 

detects 8 viruses and subtypes including Influenza A virus subtypes H1 and H3, Influenza 

B virus, RSV, hMVP, Rhinovirus A, B, and C, and some adenoviruses (Extended tag 

(xTAG) respiratory viral panel (RVP) multianalyte profiling assay, Luminex Corp., 

Austin, TX). Bead-based multiplex assay strategies for detecting human respiratory 
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viruses have been developed and these assays are performed routinely in some hospitals 

(Pabbaraju et al., 2008).  

c) Detection of 6 respiratory bacterial pathogens: Bead based multiplex assays was 

developed including Streptococcus pneumoniae, Neisseria meningitidis, encapsulated or 

non-encapsulated Haemophilus influenzae, Legionella pneumophila, Mycoplasma 

pneumoniae, and Chlamydia pneumonia.  

d) Detection of enteric virus: In-house developed assays have also been used to detect 

Norovirus, Rotavirus, and Sapovirus species, as well as astroviruses and adenoviruses 

from feces (Liu et al., 2011, 2012). Numerous commercial assays are available for 

inflammatory and acute phase proteins, immune cytokines, and growth factors and their 

receptors for use in human, rodent, and primate diagnostics and research.  

V. Conclusion 

Luminex based assays having significance in detection and diagnostics of various 

pathogens but due to the high cost it is a major consideration for the laboratory. To reduce cost, 

testing for more analytes simultaneously would decrease expense with possible public and 

private partnership. In-house assays will need to be properly validated with diagnostic and 

analytical sensitivity and specificity accurately measured. For long-term routine testing, 

validated procedures and reagents need to be developed, made available, and to be standardized 

among laboratories. 
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Practical 1 

Culture environment, media and supplement for animal cell culture 

Sanjeevna K. Minhas, Anita Dalal, Parveen Kumar, Archana Sharma and Swati Dahiya 

 

For a culture system to promote cell survival and proliferation, the in vitro environment 

must meet the fundamental physiological environment of the cell. Various components of the 

culture environment include nutrient composition of cell culture medium, pH, osmolality, 

volume, frequency of replenishment and most importantly aseptic conditions. In addition various 

incubation conditions including temperature, relative humidity, gas composition as well as the 

form and composition of the physical substrate for cell attachment need to be regulated. 

I. Important components of culture environment 

1. Cell adhesion on substrate: The cell matrix (extracellular matrix proteins and 

proteoglycans) adheres to the charged substrate and then cells bind to the matrix via 

specific receptors. Hence glass or plastic (with slight negative charge) that has been 

conditioned by previous cell growth can often provide a better surface for attachment.  

2. Humid CO2 incubator: Although cultures can be incubated in sealed flasks in a regular 

dry incubator, some vessels, such as Petri dishes or multiwell plates, require a controlled 

atmosphere with high humidity and elevated CO2 tension. A controlled atmosphere is 

achieved by using a humidifying tray and controlling the CO2 tension with a CO2 

monitoring device, which draws air from the incubator into a sample chamber, 

determines the concentration of CO2, and injects pure CO2 into the incubator to make up 

any deficiency. 

3. pH: Cells produce and require small amounts of CO2 for growth and survival. CO2 

dissolves freely into the medium and reacts with water to form carbonic acid. As the cells 

metabolize and produce more CO2, the pH of the medium decreases as the chemical 

reaction below is driven to the right: 

H2O + CO2<=>H2CO3<=>H
+
+ HCO3

–
(1) 

Therefore, the optimal pH range for common cell lines (7.2 to 7.4) is maintained by 

supplementing the medium with sodium bicarbonate and regulating the level of CO2 as 

shown by the reaction below: 

H2O + CO2+ NaHCO3<=>H
+
 + Na

+
 + 2HCO3(2) 

The increased HCO3
−
 concentration pushes equation (1) to the left until equilibrium is 

reached at pH 7.4. The cultures in open vessels need to be incubated in an atmosphere of 

CO2, whose concentration is in equilibrium with the sodium bicarbonate in the medium. 

Cells at moderately high concentrations (≥1×10
5
cells/mL) and grown in sealed flasks 

need not have CO2 added to the gas phase, provided that the bicarbonate concentration is 

kept low (4 mM), particularly if the cells are high acid producers. Phenol red is 
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commonly used indicator, which gives red colour at pH 7.4, orange at pH 7.0 and yellow 

at pH 6.5.  

4. Oxygen: Although atmospheric or lower oxygen tensions are preferable for most cell 

cultures, some organ cultures, particularly from late-stage embryos, newborns, or adults, 

require up to 95% O2 in the gas phase. Some incubators allow control of oxygen as well 

as CO2 (e.g. New Brunswick Innova). 

5. Osmolality: Osmolalities between 260 mOsm/kg and 320 mOsm/kg are quite acceptable 

for most cells and generally achieved by altering the sodium chloride concentration to 

compensate for different bicarbonate or HEPES concentrations. 

6. Temperature: Most of the commonly cultured mammalian cell lines grow best at 37ºC; 

avian cells should be maintained at 38.5ºC for maximum growth. Cultured mammalian 

cells can tolerate considerable drops in temperature, can survive several days at 4ºC, and 

can be frozen and cooled to −196ºC. The temperature also influence pH due to the 

increased solubility of CO2 at lower temperatures and, possibly, because of changes in 

ionization and the pKa of the buffer.  

7. Viscosity: It is mainly influenced by the serum content and is important component of 

low-serum or serum free media, agitated cell suspension or cell after trypsinization. 

8. Surface tension and foaming: It limits gaseous diffusion and may increase the risk of 

contamination if the foam reaches the neck of the culture vessel.  

9. Antibiotics: Antibiotics reduce the frequency of contamination. However, the use of 

laminar-flow hoods, coupled with strict aseptic technique, makes antibiotics unnecessary.  

Cell culture media generally provide an appropriate source of energy and compounds, 

which regulate the cell cycle. Originally balanced salt solutions (BSS) were designed for 

use in work with primary mammalian cells. These have since been modified and enriched 

with amino acids, vitamins, fatty acids and lipids and over the years various defined basal 

media types have been developed and are now available commercially.  

I. Basic components of cell culture media 

1. Inorganic salts: They perform important physiological roles e.g. maintenance of osmotic 

pressure of cells, regulation of membrane potential, cofactors of enzymes and cell 

attachment.  

2. Buffering systems: The optimum growth of cells is obtained at pH 7.2-7.4. The pH of 

the culture medium is generally maintained by one of two buffering systems (i) by the 

equilibrium relationship between sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3) in the culture medium 

and CO2 in the incubator (ii) chemical buffering using a zwitter ion called HEPES (4-(2-

hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid). Cultures using natural bicarbonate/ CO2 

buffering systems need to be maintained in an atmosphere of 5-10% CO2 in air usually 
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supplied in a CO2 incubator. For media containing 1.5 to 2.2 g/L sodium bicarbonate, 5% 

CO2 is required.  

Table 1: Different types of culture medium and their uses 

Media Type Examples Remarks 

Natural 

media 

Biological 

Fluids 

Plasma, serum, lymph, amniotic 

fluid, and pleural fluid 

Very useful and convenient for a wide 

range of animal cell culture 

Tissue 

Extracts 

Extracts of chicken embryos, liver, 

and spleen and bone marrow extract 

Clots  

 

Plasma separated from heparinized 

blood, serum  

Artificial 

media  

 

Balanced 

salt 

solutions 

PBS, Hanks BSS, Earle‟s salts, 

DPBS, EBSS  

Form the basis of many complex 

media 

Basal 

media 

  

  

MEM (Minimum essential medium) Primary and diploid cultures 

DMEM (Dulbecco‟s modified MEM) 

Modification of MEM containing 4 

fold the concentration of amino acids 

and vitamins 

GMEM  
Glasgow‟s modified MEM for BHK 

21  

Complex 

media 

RPMI 1640 (Roswell Park Memorial 

Institute) 

It supports lymphocytes and 

hybridoma culture  

Iscoves DMEM 

Enriched modification of DMEM, 

supports high density and rapidly 

proliferating cells 

Leibovitz L-15  Designed for CO2 free environment 

TC 100 Grace's Insect Medium  Designed for culturing insect cells 

Serum 

Free 

Media 

Ham F10 and derivatives 

Ham F12  

DMEM/F12 

Supplemented with other factors e.g. 

insulin, transferrin and epidermal 

growth factor. These media are usually 

HEPES buffered 

3. Carbohydrates: These are the major source of energy for cultured cells e.g. glucose and 

galactose maltose, sucrose, fructose and mannose etc. The concentration of sugar varies 

from basal media containing 1g/l to 4.5g/l in some more complex media. Glutamine can 

also provide a major proportion of the required energy in the cells.  

4. Vitamins: Mainly provided by serum however, many media are enriched with vitamins 

making them consistently more suitable for a wider range of cell lines. Vitamins are 

precursors for numerous co-factors. Many vitamins especially B group vitamins are 

necessary for cell growth and proliferation. The vitamins commonly used in media 

include riboflavin, thiamine, biotin, pantothenic acid and folic acid. 

5. Proteins and peptides: These are important in the serum free media and perform various 

functions e.g. albumin is important carrier of lipids, minerals; globulins, fibronectin and 

fetuin promotes cell attachment and transferrin binds iron, making it less toxic and 

bioavailable. 
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6. Fatty acids and lipids: These are additionally required for serum free media since they 

are normally present in serum. Cholesterol and steroids are essential for specialized cells. 

7. Trace elements: Often supplemented to serum-free media e.g. Cu
2+

, Zn
2+

, Se
2+

and 

tricarboxylic acid intermediates. These are needed in minute amounts for many biological 

processes e.g. cofactors of enzymes. 

8. Serum: Serum is a complex mix of proteins, peptides, growth factors and growth 

inhibitors and probably one of the most important components of cell culture medium. 

Different types are foetal bovine serum (FBS), newborn calf serum (NBCS) and horse 

serum. Serum has important roles including buffering action, protect against mechanical 

damage, bind and neutralizing toxins. 

III.  Buffers and Media 

1. Stock Bicarbonate solution (7.5%): 

Sodium bicarbonate 7.5g 

TGDW 100 ml 

Dispense in 15 ml screw capped vials and autoclave at 15 lb psi for 15 min. and store at 

4ºC. 

2. Stock Glutamine solution: 

L-glutamine 2.92g 

Sterile PBS 100 ml 

Sterilized by filtration through Millipore filter (0.45 µ) and stored in one ml aliquots at    

-20ºC. 

3. Stock Antibiotic- Antimycotic solution (Gibco®) (100X): 

4. Phosphate buffer saline (PBS) pH 7.2: 

Sodium chloride 8.0 g 

Potassium chloride 0.2 g 

Disodium hydrogen orthophosphate dehydrate 1.44g 

Potassium dihydrogen phosphate anhydrous 0.2 g 

Phenol red 20 mg 

TGDW 1000 ml 

  Contents are dissolved, autoclaved at 15 lb psi for 15 min. and stored at 4ºC. 

5. Stock Trypsin solution (5%): 

Trypsin powder 5.0g 

Glucose 2.5g 

EDTA 0.2 g 

Sterile PBS  100 ml 

Benzyl penicillin (sodium) 10,000 units/ml 

Streptomycin sulphate 10,000 μg/ml 

Amphotericin 25 μg/ml 

PBS sterile 100 ml 
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Contents are dissolved by stirring on a magnetic stirrer at 4ºC for one hour, sterilized by 

filtration and stored in five ml aliquots at -20ºC. 

6. Working Trypsin (0.25%): 

Stock trypsin solution 5.0 ml 

Sterile PBS  95 ml 

Reconstitute it before use from stock trypsin solution. 

7. Trypan blue stain (0.4%) 

Trypan blue  400 mg 

PBS  100 ml 

Store at room temperature. 

8. New Born Calf Serum (NBCS): 

It is obtained as pre sterilized and stored at -20ºC in 10 ml aliquots. 

9. Minimum essential medium (MEM), 10 x stock medium: 

MEM  Contents of 1 vial (to be dissolved in 1 litre of DW) 

Glass distilled water  100ml 

Dissolve MEM in GDW and filter through seitz filter and store at 4 ºC. 

10. Growth medium (GM) 

Adjust pH (approx. 7.2) with 0.5 N NaOH. 

11. Maintenance medium (MM): 

It is similar to growth medium in composition except that it contains 2% FCS instead of 

10% as in growth medium. 

IV. Further readings 

1. Davis J.M. 2002. Basic Cell Culture: A Practical Approach 2
th

 edition, Oxford University 

Press. 

2. Freshney, R.I., 2010. Culture of animal cells: a manual of basic technique and 

specialized applications. 6
th

 edition, Wiley-Blackwell publication. 

3. Yang Z, Xiong H. 2012. Culture conditions and types of growth media for mammalian 

cells. In: Ceccherini-Nelli L (ed.) Biomedical Tissue Culture. In Tech, Rijeka, Croatia. 

4. Yao T, Asayama Y. 2017.Animal-cell culture media: history, characteristics, and current 

issues. Reprod Med Biol 16:99–117. 

Glass distilled water (autoclaved) 76 ml 

MEM (10 x) 10 ml 

Foetal Calf Serum (FCS) 10 ml 

Antibiotic- antimycotic solution (100X) 1.0 ml 

L-Glutamine 1.0 ml 

Sodium Bicarbonate (7.5%) 1.0 ml 

HEPES (1M) 1.0 ml 
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Practical 2 

Chicken embryo and chicken embryo cell culture for poultry viral disease 

diagnosis 

Anshul Lather, Swati Dahiya, Rajesh Chhabra, Yogesh and Naveen Kumar 

 

Before the advent of cell culture technique, the standard hosts for the cultivation of many 

viruses were the embryonated eggs. Their use has a number of advantages over the use of 

animals like easy availability and maintenance, economical, sterile, and absence of factors 

involved in defenses. These are nicely compartmentalized; the amnion, the allantoic, the chorion, 

yolk sac and the embryo itself. The chosen route of inoculation and age of the embryo are 

determined by the given virus selectivity for certain cells or developmental stage of the embryo. 

Usually 8-11 days old chick embryos are inoculated and incubated for 2-9 days, the duration 

depends upon the virus type and roué of inoculation. Multiplication of virus is identified by 

either from pock lesions on the CAM (herpesviruses, poxviruses) or from the agglutination of 

RBCs by harvested allantoic and amniotic fluid (influenza virus, parainfluenza virus) or death of 

the embryo (encephalitis virus). Since 1950s, cell culture has become widely adopted for the 

cultivation of viruses, but embryonated eggs are still used for the isolation of avian viruses, 

influenza viruses, and for vaccine production. 

I. Materials 

Embryonated chicken eggs, virus inoculum, egg holders, egg driller, egg candler, 

tuberculin syringe, disposable syringes and needles, scissors, forceps, petri dishes, test tubes, 

rubber bulb, pipettes (10 ml), storage vials, NSS, melted wax or cello tape, 70% ethanol, 

refrigerator, etc. 

II. Procedure 

The following general procedure, for virus inoculation by any route, applies when a virus 

is grown in the embryonated egg: 

1. The eggs are candled to determine the viability of the embryo, its position and blood 

vessels. When candled, a healthy embryo has an orange color with evident vasculature. A 

dead embryo is clear yellow with a lack of vasculature. A black, brown or green cast is 

indicative of contamination and these eggs should be properly discarded. 

2. The position of air sac is marked and egg shell is disinfected with 70% alcohol. When 

required, a hole is drilled or punched, care being taken to avoid areas rich in blood 

vessels. 

3. The virus is injected in the appropriate area of a 5-14 days old embryonated egg. 

4. If any hole or opening has been made, then its sealing is done with melted wax, then the 

eggs are placed in the egg incubator at 37
o
C for 3-6 days and observed daily for the 

viability of the embryos. 
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5. For harvesting, eggs are chilled overnight and harvested 2-4 days post infection. Viral 

growth can be recognized by such criteria as death of the embryo, pocks, or 

hemagglutination. 

6. Embryos dying 16-24 hours post-injection are discarded since death is usually due to 

injection trauma or contamination.  

III. Different routes of Virus Inoculation 

1. Yolk sac inoculation - A 5-7 day old embryonated egg is candled to determine the 

position of the embryo and the air sac. A hole is made near the center of air sac and away 

from the embryo. The inoculum is delivered using a tuberculin syringe fitted with 24-26 

gauge 1½ inch needle inserted straight down into the yolk sac. The hole is sealed and the 

egg is incubated with blunt end up. 

2. Allantoic cavity inoculation- A 9-11 day old embryonated egg is candled to determine 

the injection site that is 5-6 mm below the margin of the air sac and one-third turn the 

distance away from the embryo. A hole is punched and the inoculum is delivered using a 

tuberculin syringe with 22-24 gauze ½ inch long needle. The hole is sealed and the egg is 

incubated with blunt end up. 

3. Chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) inoculation- A 10-12 day old embryonated egg is 

candled to determine the position of the embryo and air sac. A hole is punched on the top 

of air sac. The egg is laid on its side and a second hole is punched on the side of egg that 

is free from major blood vessels, but taking care that only shell membrane got pierced, 

not CAM. Drops of sterile saline are allowed to seep into the CAM to loosen it. Gentle 

suction is applied with rubber bulb against the air sac hole. This moves the egg contents 

into the air sac and creates an artificial air space under the hole in the side of the egg. The 

air sac hole is sealed and a tuberculin syringe is used to slowly deliver the inoculum in 

the cavity just created. The hole on the side is sealed and the egg is incubated in a 

horizontal position with the side hole facing up. 

4. Amniotic Cavity inoculation: A 7-14 day old embryonated egg is candled to determine 

the position of the embryo and the air sac. A lid like hole is created in the air sac at a 

point over the embryo. Virus inoculum is injected with tuberculin syringe with 22-24 

gauze 1 inch long needle by giving a quick stab in the direction of the embryo. Remove 

the needle. Proof of amniotic cavity penetration is indicated by movement of the embryo 

with the movement of the syringe and needle. The hole is sealed and the egg is incubated 

with blunt end up.  

IV. Chick Embryo Fibroblast Cell Culture 

Modern situations demand cell culture like models alternative to live animals. The wide 

availability of chicken embryos and the ease of obtaining tissues from these embryos without 

resorting to sophisticated surgical procedures, these are ideal sources of a variety of primary cell 

cultures. For virus isolation and cultivation, primary cell cultures are preferred over established 

cell lines because the primary cultures are more representative of the cell types of the tissues 
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from which they are derived. For effective cultivation of viruses, cell culture derived from the 

tissues of the same species is preferred e.g. for poultry viruses, cell culture of avian origin. The 

chick embryo tissue provides a diversity of cell types in primary cultures. Primary chicken 

embryo kidney (CEK), chicken embryo fibroblast (CEF) and chicken embryo liver (CEL) cells 

have been preferred for virus propagation and detection. For virus isolation, when the primary 

cell culture is about to form confluent monolayer in culture flasks, the virus sample is added on 

this monolayer for one hour (approx.) and then the cell culture is maintained by adding 

maintenance medium. Then virus is identified mainly by the characteristic cytopathic effects 

(CPE) produced during the multiplication of the virus. 

Primary cell cultures used for some common poultry viruses 

Virus Primary cell culture used for virus isolation 

Marek‟s Disease virus Chicken kidney cell culture, Duck embryo fibroblast cell culture  

Infectious 

Laryngeotracheitis virus 
Chicken tracheal cell culture, Chicken kidney cell culture 

Infectious Bursal 

Disease virus 

Chicken bursal cell culture, Chicken embryo fibroblast cell culture, 

Chicken kidney cell culture 

Reovirus Chicken embryo kidney cell culture, Chicken liver cell culture 

Avian Influenza virus 
Chicken embryo fibroblast cell culture, Chicken embryo kidney cell 

culture 

New Castle disease virus Chicken embryo fibroblast cell culture 

Avian Pox Fibroblast cell culture of Duck or Chicken origin 

1. Materials 

9-11 days embryonated chicken eggs, 70% alcohol, Sterile glassware and plasticware 

such as Pipettes, Petriplates, Beakers, Centrifuge tubes, Culture flasks, Conical flask, Beaker 

with cotton gauze, 96-well tissue culture plate, Micropipette, Egg candler, Laminar flow, BOD 

incubator, Magnetic stirrer, Magnet, Inverted microscope, Haemocytometer, Coverslip, Scissors, 

Forceps, Cello tape, PBS or HBSS, Complete growth medium, 0.25% Trypsin solution, Trypan 

blue dye (0.4%) 

2. Preparation of chicken embryo fibroblast cell culture 

Candle the 9-11 days old Specific Pathogen Free (SPF) eggs for checking the viability of 

embryos. Mark the position of air sac and swab the eggs with 70% alcohol. Peel off the top of 

shell over the air sac. Then carefully take out the embryo with a sterile forceps into a petriplate 

containing about 20-25ml PBS or HBSS. Wash the embryos with PBS and remove head, visceral 

organs and appendages. Transfer the remaining tissue to a 50ml tube containing 10ml of PBS 

and mince thoroughly with scissors. Decant off the PBS. Transfer the minced tissue to the 

conical flask containing a sterile magnet bar and approx. 30 ml of 0.25% Trypsin in PBS at 37
o
C. 

Stir the contents on magnetic stirrer for 30-35 mins at 200rpm. Shut off the stirrer and allow 

mince tissues to settle for 1 min. Then add 10ml of complete growth medium containing 10% 
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serum into this to inactivate the action of trypsin. Then filter the cell suspension through a sterile 

gauze filter into a centrifuge tube. Repeat the above step once more with the large tissues that 

remained in the conical flask. Centrifuge the tube at 1000 rpm for 10mins. Discard the 

supernatant and resuspend the pellet in 10 ml of complete growth medium (CGM). Count the 

number of live cells by trypan blue dye (0.4%) exclusion method using haemocytometer. 

Suspend the cells in CGM to give a cell concentration of 1X10
6
 per ml. Seed as many tissue 

culture flasks/ microtiter plates as are required with approximately 2X10
5
 cells per cm

2
 surface 

area. Incubate the flasks at 37ºC until confluent monolayer of cells is obtained (usually 18-24 

hours). 

V. Buffers and Media 

1. Complete Growth medium 

 EMEM (0.935% solution)      85 ml 

 Foetal calf serum         10 ml 

 Stock antibiotic solution (100X)     1.0 ml 

 L-Glutamine (3%)        1.0 ml 

 Sodium bicarbonate solution (7.5%)    1.5 ml 

 HEPES (1 M)       1.0 ml 

Adjust pH (Approx. 7.2) with 0.5 N NaOH 

2. Stock trypsin solution (5.0 per cent) 

 Trypsin powder (Sigma)    5.0 g 

 Glucose      2.5 g 

 Disodium EDTA     0.2 g 

 PBS sterile      100 ml 

Dissolved by stirring on a magnetic stirrer for 2 hours at 4ºC, sterilized by 

filtration and stored in five ml aliquots at -20ºC. 

3. Working solution of trypsin (0.25 per cent) 

 Stock trypsin solution    5.0 ml 

 PBS sterile      95 ml 

4. Trypan blue stain (0.4%) 

Trypan blue     400 mg 

PBS       100 ml  

VI. Further readings 

1. Freshney, R.I. 2010. Culture of Animal Cells. 6
th

 edition, Wiley-Blackwell publication. 

2. Mahy, B.W.J and Kangro, H.O. 1996. Virology Methods Manual, Academic Press 

Limited. 

3. Burleson, F.G., Chambers, T.M. and Wiedbrauk, D.L. 1992. Virology: A laboratory 

Manual, Academic Press Limited. 
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Practical 3 

Isolation and diagnosis of canine parvovirus, bluetongue virus and rotavirus 

using MDBK, BHK-21 and MA-104 cell lines, respectively 

Minakshi P, Lambe U P, Brar B, Ranjan K and Swati Sindhu 

 

Developments of cell culture procedures have been driven by the need to grow a variety 

of viruses under in vitro conditions. Virology has been greatly benefited from the cell culture 

technology. Primary isolation and large scale cultivation of viruses for vaccine production have 

been two most important applications of cell culture technology. Cell line from different organs 

and different animals are routinely used in virology laboratories to isolate and characterize 

viruses.  

VIII. Materials  

1. MEM Medium– pre-warmed to the appropriate temperature  

2. 70% ethanol in water  

3. BHK-21, MDBK and MA-104 cell line 

4. PBS  

IX. Equipment  

1. Personal protective equipment (gloves, Lab coat, safety measures)  

2. Microbiological safety cabinet at appropriate containment level  

3. BOD incubator  

4. Pre labeled flasks  

5. Marker Pen  

6. Pipettes  

7. Test Tube Rack  

X. Procedure  

1. Take cell culture flask with young (log phage) 70% confluent BHK-21 cell monolayer 

for BTV. Whilst, for CPV and Rota viruses MDBK and MA-104 cell line are used 

respectively, having 100% confluency. 

2. Decant the exhausted medium and wash the cell sheet with sterile PBS. 

3. Infect the culture with 1 ml virus suspension and spread the virus suspension on the 

surface of the cell monolayer. 

4. Incubate the infected culture at 37°C for 30-90 minutes in BOD incubator to allow 

attachment of the virus. 

5. Remove the virus suspension and put maintenance medium in the infected culture 

flask. 

6. Add 2% serum containing MEM for BTV, while 0% MEM for Rotavirus and CPV. 

7. Incubate the flask at 37°C in BOD/CO2 incubator. 

8. Observe the infected cultures daily under inverted stage microscope for appearance of 

cytopathic effects. 
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9. When about 70% cells show cytopathic effects characterized by rounding and 

detachment of cells from the flask surface, harvest the virus. 

XI. Points to remember 

1. All the human and environmental health precautions have to be taken while dealing 

with viruses. 

2. Based on the type of viruses, international safety stands have to follow. For example 

avian influenza virus should be handled only in BSL4 facility. 

XII. Extraction of Nucleic acids from virus infected cell culture by Trizol method 

1. Principle: This method involves Trizol reagent which has guanidinium isothiocyanate, a 

powerful protein denaturant. The acidic phenol/chloroform further used helps in 

partitioning of RNA into aqueous supernatant for separation. 

2. Protocol for RNA extraction: To one ml of cell culture media suspension sample, add 

equal volume of TRI reagent and vortex vigorously. Allow samples to stand for 5 min at 

room temperature. Add 0.2 ml of chloroform, vortex and allow it to stand for 15 min at 

room temperature (25
o 

C). Centrifuge the resultant mixture at 12, 000 rpm for 15 min at 

4
o
C. Transfer the aqueous phase to fresh tube. Add 0.5 ml of isopropanol and allow the 

samples to stand for 10 min at room temperature. Centrifuge it at 12, 000 rpm for 10 min 

at 4
o 

C. Wash the pellet with pre-chilled 75% ethanol, air-dry and dissolve in NFW. Store 

the pellet at –20
o
C till further use. 

XIII. Extraction of DNA from Canine parvovirus infected cell culture 

5. Principle: The fundamental aim of the phenol extraction is to deproteinize an aqueous 

solution containing DNA. Chloroform, when used in conjunction with phenol, improves 

the efficiency of the extraction by its ability to denature proteins. Its high density makes 

separation of the two phases easier and it also removes any lipids from the sample. The 

extraction with phenol and chloroform can either be performed sequentially or as a single 

extraction step with an equal volume of phenol-chloroform-isoamylalcohol. The DNA in 

the aqueous phase can subsequently be recovered by ethanol precipitation. 

6. Protocol for DNA extraction: When the cytopathic effect starts appearing around 70%, 

the medium is decanted and the cells from culture flask are scrapped out. The cells are 

suspended in PBS and centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 mins and the supernatant is 

discarded. The pellet is properly suspended in DNA extraction buffer 1 ml using vortex 

mixture. Add 0.1 volume of 10% SDS and mixed carefully by inverting the tube several 

times to prevent any frothing. Proteinase K (20 mg/ml in distilled water) is mixed @ 30 

l two pulses (half in each pulse). First pulse of Proteinase K is added and mixture is 

incubated at 50˚C for 2 hours. Then the second pulse is added and the total mixture is 

again incubated at 50˚C overnight. To the contents of the tube equal volume of 

(approximately 3 ml) of tris-saturated phenol (pH > 7.8) is added and mixed by inverting 

the tube gently for 15 minutes. Then, the mixture is centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 30 

minutes at room temperature. The upper aqueous phase containing DNA is taken out 

using wide bore pipette tip (3 mm diameter) and transferred into another centrifuge tube. 
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Three ml of phenol: chloroform: isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) is mixed gently with aqueous 

solutions similar to previous step and spinned at 5000 rpm for 30 minutes at room 

temperature. The upper aqueous phase is again carefully spooled out without interfering 

the lower phase and mixed with 3 ml chloroform: isoamyl alcohol (24:1) followed by 

spinning at 5000 rpm for 30 minutes. The upper aqueous phase is taken into another 

centrifuge tube   and DNA from this phase is precipitated by adding 1/10
th

 volume of 3M 

sodium acetate and three volumes of chilled absolute ethanol. The viscous layer is 

swirled slowly and precipitated DNA is spooled out with the help of wide mouth pipette 

tip and transferred to 70% ethanol in a microcentrifuge tube (MCT). The MCT is spinned 

at 12,000 rpm (Minispin, Eppendorf) for 10 minutes and the supernatant is discarded 

without disturbing the pellet. DNA is air dried and dissolved in 200 l TE buffer (pH 8.0) 

in microcentrifuge tube. Store the samples at 4˚C till further use. 

XIV. Polymerase chain reaction 

1. Principle: Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) is a variant 

of polymerase chain reaction (PCR). It is a laboratory technique commonly used 

in molecular biology where a RNA strand is reverse transcribed into 

its DNA complement (complementary DNA, or cDNA) using the enzyme reverse 

transcriptase, and the resulting cDNA is amplified using PCR. The template for RT-PCR 

can be total RNA or poly (A)
+ 

selected RNA. RT reactions can be primed with random 

primers, oligo(dT), or a gene-specific primer (GSP) using a reverse transcriptase.  

2. Primers: The oligonucleotide sequences specific to NS1 gene [P1 (19-39) 5-GTT GGC 

AAC CAC CAA ACA TGG-3 ; P2 (384-361) 5-TCC CAC TTT TGC GCT AAT CCT 

CAA-3] to be incorporated into the group specific RT-PCR protocol were determined 

from respective gene nucleotide sequences available in GenBank. The unique sequences 

which are highly conserved across the different serotypes were selected and checked for 

cross reactivity using BLASTN 2.2.6 programme available on internet. Finally those 

sequences found highly group specific and non-cross reacting with other related 

orbiviruses was selected. 

3. cDNA synthesis: 

The total reaction volume for cDNA synthesis is 25 l containing the following:                   

 Viral dsRNA     2.0 l (approx. 5 μg) 

 DMSO      1.5 l 

 NS1 gene specific primers   0.5 l (100 pm/μl) each 

 Nuclease free water (NFW)   16.5 l 

Boil the mixture at 99C for 5 min, snap chill on ice and then add the following 

reagents: 

10X RT buffer     2.5 l 

100 mM dNTPs    1.0 l 

MMLV-RT 50 U/l (Stratagene) 0.5 l 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polymerase_chain_reaction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laboratory_technique
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecular_biology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reverse_transcription
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complementary_DNA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reverse_transcriptase
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reverse_transcriptase
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reverse_transcriptase
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After allowing the primers to anneal at 25
o
C for 10 min, carry out reverse 

transcription at 42
o
C for 60 min in thermal cycler. Heat inactivates RT at 90

o
C 

for 5 min. The cDNA is stored at -20
o
C till used for PCR amplification. 

4. Polymerase chain reaction: The three parts of the polymerase chain reaction are 

carried out in the same vial, but at different temperatures. The first part of the 

process separates the two DNA chains in the double helix. This is done simply 

by heating the vial to 90-75 degrees centigrade (about 165 degrees Fahrenheit) 

for 30 seconds- one minute. But the primers cannot bind to the DNA strands at 

such a high temperature, so the vial is cooled to 55º C. At this temperature, the 

primers bind or "anneal" to the ends of the DNA strands. This takes about 20 

seconds to one minute. The final step of the reaction is to make a complete copy 

of the templates. Since the Taq polymerase works best at around 72º C (the 

temperature of the hot springs where the bacterium was discovered), the 

temperature of the vial is raised. 

The three steps in the polymerase chain reaction - the separation of the 

strands, annealing the primer to the template, and the synthesis of new strands - 

take less than two minutes. Each is carried out in the same vial. At the end  of a 

cycle, each piece of DNA in the vial has been duplicated. But the cycle can be 

repeated 30 or more times. Each newly synthesized DNA piece can act as a new 

template, so after 30 cycles, 1 billion copies of a single piece of DNA can be produced! 

Taking into account the time it takes to change the temperature of the reaction vial, 1 

million copies can be ready in about three hours.  

The cDNA synthesized above is used as a template for amplification of desired gene. 

Prepare the following reaction mixture for PCR in a final volume of 25 l:  

 

 cDNA      5.0 l 

 DMSO     1.25 l 

 Forward primer (NS1 gene)  0.25 l (10 pmol) 

 Reverse Primer (NS1 gene)  0.25 l (10 pmol) 

 NFW      13.5 l 

 10X PCR buffer    2.5 l 

 MgCl2 25mM    1.5 l 

 10mM dNTPs    0.5 l 

 Taq polymerase (5 U/l) (MBI Fermentas)  0.25 l (1.25 U) 

Reaction is performed in a thermal cycler with cyclic conditions described in 

Table 1. 
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Table 1: Cycling conditions used for PCR to amplify NS1 gene  

Step                                                 Temperature                  Time 

Initial denaturation                           95
o
C   2 min                      

3-step cycling for 30 cycles                         

Denaturation                                    95
o
C   30 sec 

Annealing                                    57
o
C   1 min 

Extension                                    72
o
C   1 min 

Final Extension                               72
o
C   10 min 

End of the PCR cycling                   4
o
C    

 

XV. Detection of PCR products by agarose gel electrophoresis 

The amplified PCR products are analyzed in 1.8 % w/v agarose gel as described in 

Section-II. The ethidium bromide stained gel is visualized under UV transilluminator and 

photographed for documentation. 

XVI. Analysis of results 

Following PCR, cell culture adapted BTV, spiked blood and semen samples yielded 

discrete bands of 366 bp (Fig. 1, lanes 1-3) with NS1 gene specific primers. However, no visible 

amplification was observed with blood and semen control, rotavirus, mock infected cell culture, 

and nuclease free water controls (Fig. 6, lanes 4-8, respectively). This suggested that these sets of 

primers could be used for the detection of bluetongue viruses in a wide variety of biological 

samples including clinical samples such as blood and tissues for diagnostic and epizootiological 

studies and for the certification of livestock, their germplasm and other animal products for trade 

purposes. These could be an addition to the repertoire of diagnostic tools for unambiguous 

detection of BTV from a variety of biological samples to design better control strategies in 

developing countries. 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 1: NS1 gene based RT-PCR for detection of BTV in cell culture suspension, spiked 

blood and semen samples. Lane M: 100 bp DNA ladder; 1: Cell culture grown BTV-

1A; 2: Spiked blood sample; 3: Spiked semen sample; 4: Blood control; 5: Semen 

control; 6: Rotavirus control; 7: BHK-21 cell control; 8: water control. 
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XVII. Polymerase chain reaction for rotavirus detection 

Genome segment 4 specific primers (Con3 and Con2) will be used for partial length 

amplification (876 bp) of VP4 gene of human group „A‟ rotavirus.  

Prepare the following reaction mixture (25 l) for PCR on ice:  

cDNA      5.0 l 

DMSO      1.5 l 

Forward primer (FP): Con2   0.25 l (25 pmol) 

Reverse Primer (RP): Con3   0.25 l (25 pmol) 

NFW      13.25 l 

Table 2: List of oligonucleotide primers for RT-PCR and P typing of human rotaviruses 

S. 

No. 

Primer (Partial length) Sequence Expected 

product size 

   a. CON3 (11-32) 5'-TGG CTT CGC CAT TTT ATA GAC A-3' 876 bp 

   b. CON2 (868-887) 5'-ATT TCG GAC CAT TTA TAA CC-3'  

Boil the mixture in thermocycler for 5 min at 99C, snap chill on ice and add the following 

reagents on ice:  

         10X PCR buffer     2.5 l 

 25mM MgCl2     1.5 l 

 10mM dNTPs     0.5 l 

 Taq polymerase (5 U/l)             0.25 l (1.25 U) 

Carry out the amplification in a thermal cycler (Eppendorf Master Cycler Gradient
TM

, 

Germany) using the cyclic conditions described in Table 3. After PCR amplification, amplified 

product of 876 bp was visualized on 1 % AGE (Fig. 2)  

Table 3:  Cycling conditions used for PCR to amplify full-length VP4 gene 

 Step                    Temperature      Time 

Initial denaturation                                      94
o
C   5 min                      

3-step cycling for 30 cycles each                         

Denaturation                                                94
o
C   1 min 

Annealing                                                50
o
C   2 min 

Extension                                       72
o
C   2 min 

Final Extension                                           72
o
C   10 min 

End of the PCR cycling                           4
o
C       
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Fig. 2: Partial length amplification of VP4 gene of human rotavirus strains yielding 876 bp 

products. Lane M: 100 bp DNA ladder (MBI Fermentas), 1- 6: Rotavirus field 

strains (876 bp); 7: Water control; 8: Heterologous BTV control; M: 100 bp DNA 

ladder (MBI Fermentas). 

XVIII. PCR for detection Canine Parvovirus 

The PCR was performed with total 20 µL using NEB 2X master mix (10 µL), 200nm of 

each forward and reverse primer (Table 4), 2 µL DNA as template along with 7 µL of nuclease 

free water in a thermal cycling parameters were 94˚C for 5 minutes and 35 cycles of each 1 

minute at 94˚C, 1 minute at 55˚C and 1 minute at 72˚C followed by final extension at 72˚C for 

10 minutes. Amplified product obtained in PCR assay was of 400 bp (Fig. 3). 

Table 4: Primers for amplification of CPV 

S. No. Primer (Partial 

length) 

Sequence Expected 

product size 

a. C4A 5‟-CAAATAGAGCATTGGGCTTACCA-3 400 bp 

b. C4B 5‟-CAATCTCCTTCTGGATATCTTC- 3‟  

 

 

Fig. 3: Canine parvorvirus PCR Lane: M- 100bp Plus Ladder 1-3) Positive Field Sample 4) 

Negative Field Sample 5) Nuclease Free Water 
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Practical 4 

Production of hybridomas against Haemorrhagic septicaemia 

Akhil K. Gupta, N.K. Kakker and Pankaj Kumar 

 

I. Principle & Methodology 

Ever since the beginnings of experimental immunology at the end of the nineteenth 

century, scientists have exploited the specificity of antibodies to detect, isolate and analyze 

biological material. The power of antibodies as probes for biological structure underwent a 

quantum increase in 1975, when Kohler and Milstein developed the technique for production of 

Hybridomas. Hybridomas are immortal somatic cell hybrids that secrete Monoclonal antibodies 

(MAbs) of predefined specificity. These antibody secreting cell lines can be established routinely 

and maintained in vitro. 

Conventionally, polyclonal antibodies are prepared in rabbits for use in diagnostics, 

serotyping and vaccine development. Rabbit antiserum contains many different types of 

antibodies derived from several plasma cell clones that are specific to different epitopes. The use 

of these mixed populations of antibodies creates a variety of different problems in 

Immunochemical techniques such as background reaction and false positives. The availability of 

antiserum in limited quantities is also a serious drawback. Therefore the preparation of large 

quantity of homogenous antibodies with a defined specificity was a long-standing goal of 

immunochemical research. This was achieved with the development of hybridoma technology 

for production of MAbs. 

Pasteurellosis is an important infectious disease, especially considering its economic 

impact in South Asian countries including India. It is a gram-negative, facultative commensal of 

the upper respiratory tract of many animal species. However, under predisposing circumstances 

the organism is the etiological agent of a wide range of economically important diseases. 

Haemorrhagic septicaemia (HS) a type of pasteurellosis, is an infectious and acute disease of 

domestic animals. The disease occurs mainly in Asian and African countries. Most isolates of P. 

multocida associated with HS have been found to be B:2 type in Asia and E:2 type in Africa. 

In this practical, a panel of monoclonal antibodies was raised against the P-52 strain of P. 

multocida as per the basic protocol of Kohler and Milstein with modifications as described by 

Campbell (1984). 

II. Materials, reagents & equipment 

1. Bacteria: P. multocida B:2 P-52 vaccine strain maintained in the Department 

2. BALB/c mice 

3. Myeloma cells 

4. RPMI-1640 

5. Antibiotic-Antimycotic solution 
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6. Polyethylene Glycol 

7. Fetal Bovine serum 

8. HAT medium 

9. L-Glutamine 

10. Sodium bicarbonate 

11. DMSO 

12. Centrifuge 

13. Biosafety cabinet 

14. ELISA plate and ELISA reader etc. 

III. Procedure 

1. Antigen preparation  

P. multocida B:2 P-52 vaccine strain was streaked on 5% Blood agar plate. The 

bacterial colonies from blood agar were removed into 10 ml of phosphate buffer in 15 ml of 

centrifuge tube and thoroughly mixed to make a homogenous bacterial suspension. Formalin 

(40% formaldehyde by volume) was added in the bacterial suspension to reach final 

concentration of 0.5% v/v. the formalin killed P. multocida was sonicated, centrifuged and 

supernatant was collected and stored at -20°C till use. The antigen was quantified as per the 

method of Lowry et al. (1951). 

2. Immunization of BALB/c 

Male BALB/c mice, 8-10 week old were procured from Institute of Microbial 

Technology (IMTECH, Chandigarh). The mice were reared at 25
o
C and provided sterilized 

water and commercial pellet feed ad libidum. Three mice were immunized as per 

immunization schedule consisting of 3 sub-cutaneous injections at 21-day intervals. First 

dose was adjuvanted with equal volume of complete adjuvant, followed by boosters in 

incomplete adjuvant at three weeks interval each. The mice were test bled 7-day after the 

third injection and tested for antibodies by screening ELISA. Last injection was given 

without adjuvant three days prior to fusion. 

3. Feeder layer cells 

One day prior to fusion, normal (non-immunized) BALB/c mouse was sacrificed by 

cervical dislocation. The spleen was collected aseptically in a petridish containing RPMI-

1640 medium (Sigma, R 8005) and connective/adipose tissues were removed. The cells 

were released into the medium by teasing spleen with a pair of 1.5” long needles. The cells 

were aspirated in a 10 ml syringe and were passed forcefully through a 24-G needle. The 

cells were then pelleted by centrifugation at 1000g for 4 min and given 2 washings with 

RPMI-1640 medium. The cell pellet was suspended in 50 ml of hybridoma medium 

containing 100 M hypoxanthine, 0.4 M aminopterin and 16 M thymidine. The cells 

were then pipetted into the wells of five 96 well plate (Nunc) in a volume of 50 l/well. The 
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plates were sealed with cellophane tape and kept at 37
o
C in a CO2 incubator with 5% CO2 

tension. 

4. Myeloma cells 

An ampoule of SP2/0 cells from liquid nitrogen storage was revived three weeks 

before fusion in the RPMI-1640 medium. The cells were washed and grown in a 25 cm
2
 

tissue culture flask at 37
o
C and subsequently amplified to 75 cm

2
 tissue culture flasks by 

seeding 1-2 x10
5
 cells/ml in the RPMI-1640 medium. Cells were maintained in the log 

phase of growth cycle by splitting cells 1:2 daily for 7 days before fusion. The total and 

viable cells were counted in Neubaur Chamber of haemocytometer after mixing 1:1 with 

0.25% trypan blue dye. On the day of fusion, 10
7
 live cells were taken and washed twice in 

RPMI-1640 medium by centrifugation at 1000× g for 4 min, discarding medium and 

resuspended the pellet in 10 ml of fresh RPMI-1640 medium. 

5. The donor spleen cells 

The spleen cells of immunized mouse that was given booster injection three days 

prior to fusion were used as donor cell for fusion. On the day of fusion, the mouse was 

sacrificed and spleen cells were harvested as described for feeder cell. The cells were 

washed twice in RPMI-1640 medium and suspended in 10 ml of medium. The cell count 

was taken as approximately 10
8
 cells. 

6. The fusion 

 The fusion between the donor spleen cells and myeloma cells was mediated by 

polyethylene glycol (PEG 1450) as described below: 

 The washed myeloma cells (10
7
, suspended in 10 ml RPMI-1640 medium) were 

mixed with donor spleen cells (10
8
, suspended in 10 ml RPMI-1640) and pelleted at 

1000 ×g for 4 min. 

 The pellet was loosened by tapping and 1ml of PEG-1450 (Sigma) was added 

slowly over a period of 1 min. The tube was constantly swirled while PEG was 

being added. 

 The cell suspension was then kept in 37
o
C water bath for 1 min, followed by 

addition of 10 ml of RPMI-1640 medium very slowly over a period of 10 min. 

 The cell suspension was centrifuged at 1000 ×g for 4 min and the supernatant was 

discarded. 

 The cell pellet was suspended gently in 50 ml of hybridoma medium. 

 The cell suspension was then dispensed 100 l/well into five 96 well tissue culture 

plates containing feeder cells. 

 The plates were then incubated in humidified 5% CO2 incubator at 37
o
C. 

 The plates were not disturbed for 48 h after which they were checked visually for 

contamination, if any. 
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7. Post-fusion care of hybridoma 

On 4
th 

day of post-fusion, the cells in each well of 5 plates were fed with 100 l 

of  hybridoma medium. On 6
th

 day of fusion, 100 l of spent medium from each well 

of plate 1 & 2 was removed with sterile tips using multi channel micro-pipette and 

replaced with equal volume of fresh hybridoma medium. Similarly, on 7
th

 day post 

fusion, 100 l of medium in plate 3, 4 and 5 was replaced with fresh medium. 

Subsequently, the plates were examined every third day of their last feeding 

microscopically for the development of hybridomas colonies and replacing 100 l of 

spent medium with fresh one. 

8. Screening of hybrids 

The culture supernatants were screened for the presence of specific antibodies 

by indirect ELISA. For this, 100 l of the supernatant from each well of all the 5 

plates was added in corresponding wells of 5 ELISA plates coated with bacterial 

sonicated antigen. The screening was repeated one week later and the positive 

hybrids were marked. 

9. Cloning 

The positive hybrids were cloned by limiting dilution method. Briefly, the 

spleen cells were collected from normal BALB/c mouse to use as feeder layer and 

diluted to 2x10
5
cells/ml in hybridoma medium. The hybrid cells in the positive wells 

were pipetted in and out several times to bring into suspension. In fresh 96 well 

tissue culture plate, the hybridoma medium was added 100 l/well. The hybrid cell 

suspension (100 l) was added in well A1 of the cloning plate, mixed with medium 

and two fold diluted by transferring 100 l from A1 through H1. Then 100 l of 

hybridoma medium was added in wells A1 to H1. Serial dilutions were made 

vertically by transferring 100 l from column A through H. After that, 100 l/well of 

the feeder cell suspension was added to all the wells. 

The lid of the plate was secured with cellophane tape and plates were incubated 

in CO2 incubator. On day 4 of cloning, 100 l of fresh hybridoma medium was added 

to all the wells. Subsequently, 100 l of spent medium from each well was replaced 

with fresh medium every third day. The growing clones were examined 

microscopically and the wells having single cell colony were marked. On 15
th

 day of 

cloning, the growing clones were screened by indirect ELISA and the positive single 

cell clones were used for amplification. 

10. Amplification of clones 

The cells from positive single cell clone were mixed and 100 l cell suspension 

was transferred to the 24-well plate containing 500 µl of hybridoma medium. The 

plate was incubated at 37
o
C in CO2 incubator and examined for cell growth. If the 
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growth was not sufficient after 3-4 days, half of the medium was changed and more 

cells from the corresponding well of 96 well plate were added. After obtaining 

confluent growth, the cells were similarly transferred to the wells of 6-well tissue 

culture plate (Nunc) and grown in 3ml volume. Following this, cells were 

transferred to a 25-cm
2
 flask (Greiner) and grown in 10 ml volume at 37

o
C. Finally, 

cells were amplified to two 75-cm
2
 tissue culture flasks (Greiner). Culture 

supernatants at each level of amplification were tested by Indirect ELISA for 

antibody production. 

11. Cryopreservation of clones 

The actively growing clones with viable cell count above 95% were preserved 

in liquid nitrogen. For this, cell suspension was centrifuged at 1000 g for 4 min and 

the pellet was suspended in preservative medium at a concentration of 5x10
6
 

cells/ml. The cells were aliquoted 1 ml each in 1.8 ml capacity cryovials (Corning) 

and kept at -70
o
C for 4-6 h. The cells were then transferred to a liquid nitrogen 

container. 

12. MAb production in vitro 

The clones growing in four 75 cm
2
 flasks in 30 ml volume each were grown by 

incubating in the BOD incubator till the culture was overgrown and showed 

degeneration of 50% cells. The cell suspension was then centrifuged at 12,000 g for 5 

min and the supernatant was stored at 4
o
C after adding Tris buffer (pH 8.0) and 

0.01%  thimerosal. 

13. MAb production in vivo  

BALB/c mice were primed with pristane (Sigma) by injecting 0.5 ml intra-

peritoneally (I/P). A week later, actively growing clone (5 x10
6
/ml) suspended in 0.5 

ml RPMI-1640 medium were injected by I/P route. The mice were observed for 

bulging of abdominal cavity due to peritoneal tumor formation. The ascitic fluid was 

collected by inserting 22-G needle in peritoneal cavity. The ascites fluid was kept at 

4
°
C for 1 h and then clarified by centrifugation at 3,000-×g for 10 min and stored at –

20
°
C after aliquoting. The titer of MAb in ascites and culture supernatant was 

determined by indirect ELISA. 
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Practical 5 
 

Application of monoclonal antibody based ELISA for detection of HS titres in 

bovines 

N. K. Kakker, Akhil Gupta and Arvind Kumar 

I. Principle & methodology
 

Pasteurella multocida is responsible for causing haemorrhagic septicaemia (H.S.), an 

economic important disease of cattle and buffaloes in Asian countries including India. The H.S. 

causes heavy mortality in animals especially in buffaloes. The immunity to the disease is 

primarily conferred by antibodies to the bacteria. In India, a potent vaccine prepared with 

Pasteurella multocida (P-52 strain, inactivated with formalin and adjuvanted with aluminium 

hydroxide/ oil) is used to vaccinate the cattle and buffaloes.  The HS vaccine is largely prepared 

by the respective State Veterinary Biological Institutes/ Units and also available commercially 

from several vaccine manufacturers. Of late, combined vaccines have also been made available 

commercially by the private sector. The antibodies generated in response to the P. multocida 

infection or vaccination can be monitored at large scale by the single dilution indirect ELISA test 

developed in our department. 

II. Principle 

  The assay is based on indirect ELISA using outer membrane proteins (inducing 

protective antibodies) of the P-52 strain of the bacteria as antigen (coated on to the surface of 

well). The binding of the H.S. antibodies in cattle/ buffalo serum samples with plate surface 

bound antigen, is detected by mouse monoclonal antibody (reacting equally with both cattle and 

buffalo IgG immunoglobulins) and anti-mouse horse radish peroxidase conjugate. Using a 

regression equation, antibody titres are calculated from the intensity of colour developed in the 

test serum sample. 

III. Materials Required 

ELISA plates, Buffer and Reagents as in Appendix, Micropipettes, Disposable microtips, 

Reagent troughs, Pipettes Glass vials, Blotting paper pad, Wash bottle 

IV.  Test Procedure 

A. Coating of plate: 

1. Coating of ELISA Plates with 1:500 dilution of P. multocida OMP antigen. 

2. Incubate 37 °C, 1 hour; transfer to 4 °C overnight. 

B. Washing of Plate: 

1. Next day, take out the test sera sample and thaw.  

2. Wash the ELISA plate by flooding wells with washing buffer and decanting 

immediately by flick of wrist, three times. 

3. Tap the inverted plate on pad of blotting paper to blot it dry. 
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Fig. 1: Lay out plan of ELISA plate. Eighty eight samples are tested in one plate. 

Control wells             Wells for test serum sample     

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

A Conj. Cont. 1 9 17 25 33 41 49 57 65 73 81 

B Negative 

Control 

Wells 

(Wells B1  

 To F-1) 

           

C            

D            

E            

F            

G Positive 

control wells 

(G1 & H1) 

           

H 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 

C. Dilution of Sera Sample: 

1. Add 50l of the diluent buffer to well A1 of Column 1 of the ELISA plate and 45l 

to all the remaining wells of the ELISA plate. 

2. Add 5l of test serum sample to each well (1-88) of the ELISA plate (final dilution 

1:10 in 50l volume). Add 5l known negative (B1 to F1) and known positive serum 

(G1 and H1) to the designated wells of Column 1. 

3. Incubate 4 °C overnight. 

D. Tracing by MAb followed by Antibody Conjugate: 

1. Wash and dry the ELISA plate as done in step B, above. 

2. Add 50l of the 1:1000 diluted anti-buffalo IgG2 MAb (A:2, cross reacting equally 

with cattle & buffalo IgG) in all the wells of the ELISA plate and incubate 37 °C, 1 

hour. 

3. Wash and dry the ELISA plate as done in step B, above. 

4. Add 50l of the 1:1000 diluted rabbit anti-mouse IgG-HRPO conjugate to all the 

wells of ELISA plate and incubate 37 °C, 1 hour. 

E. Development of Reaction by addition of Substrate: 

1. Wash and dry the ELISA plate as done in step B, above. 

2. Add 50l of the 1:100 diluted TMB substrate (prepared from stock preparation) to all 

the wells, incubator 37
0
C for 5 min (blue colour develops in positive cases). 

3. Stop the colour developing reaction by adding 50l of the stopper solution (1M 

H2SO4) to all the wells (blue colour turns to yellow). 

F. Measurement of O.D. and Calculation of Antibody Titres: 

1. Read optical density (O.D.) of the colour developed in ELISA Reader at 450nm. The 

well A-1 is kept as blank.  

2. Calculate the antibody (log10) titres  by placing the OD value in the equation  
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G. Interpretation of Results: 

  Antibody titer <1.49 log10    : Not protected 

  Antibody titer > 1.50 log10 and < 1.79 log10  : Partially protected 

  Antibody titer >1.8 log10    : Protected 

V.  Composition of Buffers for Single Dilution H.S. ELISA 

1. Coating Buffer (0.05 M carbonate-bicarbonate buffer, pH 9.6) 

Carbonate-Bicarbonate Buffer capsule (Sigma) 1 

MilliQ H2O ad      100 ml 

Filter-sterilized and stored at 4°C. 

2. Phosphate buffered saline (100mM PB, pH 7.0, 150 mM NaCl) 

Na2HPO4      8.340 g 

KH2PO4      5.620 g 

NaCl       8.770 g 

MilliQ H2O ad      1000 ml 

Filter-sterilized and stored at 4°C. 

3. Washing Buffer (PBS-Tween 0.05%) 

PBS, pH 7.0      1000 ml 

Tween 20      0.500 ml 

Make fresh for use on the same day. 

4. Diluent Buffer (PBST-1%BSA) 

BSA, Fraction V     1.0 g 

PBS, pH 7.0      100 ml 

Tween 20      50 l 

Make fresh just before use. 

5. Substrate Buffer (0.05 M Phosphate-Citrate Buffer) 

Phosphate-Citrate Buffer Tablet (Sigma)  1 

MilliQ H2O ad      100 ml 

Filter-sterilized and stored at 4°C. 

6. Substrate (3,3’,5,5’–Tetramethylbenzidine, TMB)  

TMB (100X, Sigma, USA)    50 l 

Substrate Buffer     5.0 ml 

Made fresh just before use. 

7. Stopping Solution (1M H2SO4) 

  H2SO4       5.55 ml 

MilliQ H2O ad      100 ml 
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Practical 6 

Duplex qPCR assay for discrimination of A1 and A2 alleles of bovine beta-

casein gene 

Aman Kumar, Vinay Kumar, Sheza Farooq and Sushila Maan 

 

As we all know, milk is the complete food for the infant because it contains the essential 

micro-nutrients needed for growth and development of human health as well as for the neonate 

animal. It contains numerous components of nutritional and health benefit. About 25-30% of the 

protein in cows' milk is β-casein and it comes in several forms depending on the genetic makeup 

of the cows. 

About 87 percent of bovine milk is water and 13 percent solids which include fat, 

carbohydrates in the form of lactose, minerals, and protein. The major component of the milk 

proteins is casein and about 30-35 percent of the casein is beta-casein, of which there are several 

varieties, determined by the bovine genes. The most common of these variants are A1 and A2 

(named for the order in which they were identified by scientists), the older variant is A2 and a 

newer variant is A1. A1 and A2 each have 209 amino acids and differ by only one. A1 has 

histidine at position 67, while A2 has proline. This makes A1 susceptible to splitting apart during 

digestion. The A1 beta-casein yields a seven-amino acid peptide beta-casomorphin-7 (BCM-7) 

whereas A2 betacasein does not give rise to BCM-7 upon digestion. BCM-7 has been well 

established as a potent bio-active peptide with opioid activity. 

Studies in humans suggested that BCM-7 is not consistently formed in the human 

digestive system. BCM-7 can also be created during the fermentation of milk or through the 

process by which cheese is made; those same processes can also destroy BCM-7. Scientists 

believe the difference originated as a mutation that occurred between 5000 and 10,000 years ago 

as cattle were being taken north into Europe when the proline at position 67 was replaced by 

histidine, with the mutation subsequently spreading widely throughout herds in the Western 

world through breeding. 

The status of A1/A2 dam is determined by a pair of genes on the sixth chromosome. A 

dam carries two copies of the beta-casein gene i.e. either of A2A2 (homozygous), A1A2 

(heterozygous) or A1A1 (homozygous) alleles. Neither allele is dominant over the other rather 

they are co- dominant i.e. additive in their effect. Therefore, an A1A2 dam will produce A1 and 

A2 beta-casein in equal amounts. An A2A2 dam will only produce A2 beta-casein and an A1A1 

cow will only produce A1 beta-casein. The percentage of the A1 and A2 beta-casein protein 

varies between herds of cattle, and also between countries. While African and Asian cattle 

continue to produce only A2 beta-casein, the A1 version of the protein is common among cattle 

in the western world. The A1 beta-casein type is the most common type found in cow's milk in 

Europe (excluding France), the USA, Australia and New Zealand. The Northern European 

breeds of cows such as the Friesian and Holstein carry the A1 and A2 allele at about equal levels. 
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The Southern European breeds and the Jersey breed carry the A1 allele at about 35% and 2/3 of 

A2. Exceptionally, Guernsey breed appears to carry the A1 allele at less than 10% and the 

Scottish Ayrshire breed appears to be well over 50%. However, the A2 allele in Indian milk 

breeds of cows and buffaloes are 100% (Red Sindhi, Sahiwal, Tharparkar, Gir and Rathi) hence 

our indigenous cows and buffaloes are producing A2 milk. 

The A1 and A2 milk types and its harmful effects are still debatable in the public arena 

for more than ten years. There have been lots of claims and counter claims about whether milk, 

which is a mixture of A1 and A2 milk, is linked to a range of disease conditions, and whether 

selecting for animals that produce only A2 milk can avoid these problems. We have successfully 

developed a real-time PCR based on TaqMan chemistry for genotyping of A1/A2 alleles of beta-

casein gene of cattle and buffaloes using peripheral blood as well as milk.  

I. Materials and Methods 

2. Biological samples 

Any biological samples having cells (Milk, blood, body fluids etc.) are appropriate for the 

isolation of genomic DNA. 

3. Isolation of genomic DNA 

The diverse biological samples will be processed for DNA extraction as per manufacture‟s 

protocol of the commercially available DNA extraction kit. Initial processing is depends upon 

type, quantity and quality of the samples.   

 
 

4. Qualitative and quantitative analysis of extracted Nucleic acid 

 Qualitative and quantitative analysis of extracted DNA will be performed 

spectrophotometrically (BIO-RAD, India) by measuring the wavelength at A260 and A280 and 

their purity by taking the A260 /A280 ratio (Sambrook and Rusell, 2001). 
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5. A1/ A2 genotyping using real-time PCR 

Real-time PCR will be performed on StepOnePlus thermal cycler available in the department. A 

minimum of 10-20 ng of DNA as template is required for the reaction. Two fluorogenic TaqMan 

probes with different fluorescent dye reporters and a set of primers are also required to allow 

single-tube genotyping. The first probe is targeted to the wild type allele A2 and the second one 

to the mutated allele A1 of the beta-casein gene. The thermal-cycling parameters are as per 

manufacture‟s protocol of buffer. 

II. Further readings 

1. Asledottir, T., Le, T.T., Petrat-Melin, B., et al.  (2017)  Identification of bioactive 

peptides and quantification of β-casomorphin-7 from bovine β-casein A1, A2 and I after 

ex vivo gastrointestinal digestion, International Dairy Journal doi: 10.1016/ 

j.idairyj.2017.03.008. 

2. Boyd Swinburn. (2004) Beta casein A1 and A2 in milk and human health. Report to New 

Zealand Food Safety Authority. 

3. Boutrou, R., Gaudichon, C., Dupont, D., et al. (2013) Sequential release of milk protein-

derived bioactive peptides in the jejunum in healthy humans. Am. J. Clin. Nutr., 97, 

1314–1323. 

4. Gallinat, J. L., Qanbari, S., Drogemuller, C., et al. (2013) DNA-based identification of 

novel bovine casein gene variants. Journal of Dairy Science, 96, 699–709. 

5. Ivano De Noni, Richard J. FitzGerald, Hannu J. T. Korhonen, et al. (2009) Review of the 

potential health impact of β-casomorphins and related peptides. European Food Safety 

Authority. EFSA Scientific Report 231, 1-107. 
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Practical 7 

Quantitation, cryopreservation and revival of cell culture stocks 

Anita Dalal, Sanjeevna K. Minhas, N. K. Kakker and Swati Dahiya 

 

I. Cell Quantification 

For most of the manipulations using cell cultures such as transfections, cell fusion 

techniques, cryopreservation and routine subcultures, it is necessary to quantify the number of 

cells prior to use. Use of consistent number of cells will maintain optimum growth and also help 

to standardize procedures using cell cultures. This in turn gives results with better 

reproducibility. 

1. Materials 

Media pre-warmed to appropriate temperature, 70% ethanol in water, 0.4% Trypan blue 

solution, Trypsin/ EDTA 

2. Equipment 

 Personal protective equipment (sterile gloves, laboratory coat, safety visor)  

 Water bath set to appropriate temperature  

 Microbiological safety cabinet at appropriate containment level  

 Centrifuge  

 CO2 incubator/BOD incubator  

 Hemocytometer 

 Inverted phase contrast microscope  

 Pre-labeled flasks 

3. Procedure 

1) Bring adherent and semi adherent cells into suspension using trypsin/EDTA and 

resuspend in a volume of fresh growth medium at least equivalent to the volume of 

trypsin. For cells that grow in clumps, centrifuge and resuspend in a small volume 

and gently pipette to break up clumps.  

2) View cell cultures using an inverted microscope to assess the degree of confluency 

and confirm the absence of bacterial and fungal contaminants.Remove spent 

medium.  

3) Wash the cell monolayer with PBS without Ca
2+

/Mg
2+

using a volume equivalent to 

half the volume of culture medium. Repeat this wash step if the cells are known to 

adhere strongly.  

4) Pipette trypsin/EDTA onto the washed cell monolayer using 1ml per 25cm
2
 of 

surface area. Rotate flask to cover the monolayer with trypsin. Decant the excess 

trypsin.  

5) Return flask to the incubator and leave for 2-10 minutes.  
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6) Examine the cells using an inverted microscope to ensure that all the cells are 

detached and floating. The side of the flasks may be gently tapped to release any 

remaining attached cells.  

7) Resuspend the cells in a small volume of fresh serum-containing medium to 

inactivate the trypsin i.e., growth medium. 

8) Under sterile conditions remove 100-200µl of cell suspension.  

9) Add an equal volume of Trypan blue (dilution factor =2) and mix by gentle 

pipetting. 

10) Clean the haemocytometer. Moisten the coverslip with water. Slide the cover-slip 

over the chamber back and forth using slight pressure until Newton‟s refraction 

rings appear.  

11) Fill both sides of the chamber (approx. 5-10µl) with cell suspension and view under 

a light microscope using x20 magnification.  

12) Count the number of viable (seen as bright cells) and non-viable cells (stained 

blue). Ideally >100 cells should be counted in order to increase the accuracy of the 

cell count. Note the number of squares counted to obtain your count of >100. 

13) Calculate the concentration of viable and non-viable cells and the percentage of 

viable cells using the equations below: 

Concentration of viable cells (cells/ml) = A x C x D 

Concentration of non-viable cells (cells/ml) = B x C x D 

Total number of viable cells = concentration of viable cells x volume 

Total number of cells = number of viable + number of dead cells 

Percentage Viability = (No of viable cells x 100) divided by total No. of cells 

where: 

 A is the mean number of viable cells counted, i.e. Total viable cells counted 

divided by number of squares 

 B is the mean number of non-viable cell counted, i.e. Total non-viable cells 

counted divided by number of squares  

 C is the dilution factor, and  

 D is the correction factor (this is provided by the haemocytometer

 manufacturer).  

4. Points to remember 

1) Trypan blue is toxic and is a potential carcinogen. Protective clothing, gloves and 

face/eye protection should be worn. Do not breathe the vapor. 

2) The central area of the counting chamber is 1mm
2
. This area is subdivided into 25 

smaller squares (1/25mm
2
). Each of these is  surrounded by triple lines and is then 

further divided into 16 (1/400mm
2
).The depth of the chamber is 0.1mm. 
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3) The correction factor of 10
4
 converts 0.1mm

3
 to 1ml (0.1mm

3
 = 1mm

2
 x 

 0.1mm) 

4) There are several sources of inaccuracy:  

 The presence of air bubbles and debris in the chamber.  

 Overfilling the chamber such that sample runs into the channels or the other 

chamber. 

 Incomplete filling of the chamber.  

 Cells not evenly distributed throughout the chamber.  

 Too few cells to count. This can be overcome by centrifuging the cells, 

resuspending in a smaller volume and recounting.  

 Too many cells to count. This can be overcome by using a higher dilution factor in 

trypan blue e.g. 1:10. 

II.  Cryopreservation of cell lines 

The protocol given below describes the use of passive methods involving an -80ºC 

electric freezer for the cryopreservation of cell cultures. This is the most reliable and 

reproducible way to freeze cells but as the cost of such equipment is beyond the majority of 

research laboratories the methods below are described in detail. If a large number of cell cultures 

are regularly being frozen then a programmable rate controlled freezer is recommended. 

1. Materials 

Freeze medium (commonly 70% basal medium, 20% Foetal Calf Serum, 10% DMSO or 

glycerol, 70% ethanol in water, PBS without Ca
2+

/Mg
2+

, 0.25% trypsin/EDTA in Hank‟s 

Balanced Salt Solution without Ca
2+

/Mg
2+

, DMSO, Trypsin/EDTA. 

2. Equipments 

Besides the equipment mentioned above, full-face protective mask/visor and Cell Freezing 

Device is also required 

3.  Procedure 

1)  View cultures using an inverted microscope to assess the degree of cell density or 

confluency of cell sheet and confirm the absence of bacterial and fungal contaminants. 

2)  Bring adherent and semi adherent cells into suspension using trypsin/EDTA as 

subculture of adherent/attached and semi-adherent cell lines and re-suspend in a 

volume of fresh medium at least equivalent to the volume of trypsin. Suspension cell 

lines can be used directly.  

3)  Remove a small aliquot of cells (100-200µL) and perform a cell count. Ideally, the cell 

viability should be in excess of 90% in order to achieve a good recovery after freezing. 

4)  Centrifuge the remaining culture at 150g for 5 minutes.  

5)  Re-suspend cells at a concentration of 2-4x10
6
 cells per ml in freezing medium. 

6)  Pipette 1ml aliquots of cells into cryoprotective ampoules that have been labeled with 

the cell line name, passage number, cell concentration and date.  
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7)  Place ampoules inside a passive freezer. Fill freezer with isopropyl alcohol and place at 

–80ºC overnight.  

8)  Frozen ampoules should be transferred to the vapor phase of a liquid nitrogen storage 

vessel and the locations recorded. 

4.  Points to remember 

1) The most commonly used cryoprotectant is dimethyl sulphoxide, however, this is not 

appropriate for all cell lines e.g. HL60 where DMSO is used to induce differentiation. 

In such cases an alternative such as glycerol should be used. 

2) Commonly used freeze medium formulation is 70% basal medium, 20% FCS, 10% 

DMSO but this may not be suitable for all cell types.  

3) It is essential that cultures are healthy and in the log phase of growth which can be 

achieved by using pre-confluent cultures (cultures that are below their maximum cell 

density) and by changing the culture medium 24 hours before freezing.  

4) The rate of cooling may vary but as a general guide a rate of between –1ºC and –3ºC 

per minute will prove suitable for the majority of cell cultures. 

5) An alternative to the Mr. Frosty system is the Taylor Wharton passive freezer where 

ampoules are held in liquid nitrogen vapor in the neck of Dewar. The system allows the 

ampoules to be gradually lowered thereby reducing the temperature. Rate controlled 

freezers are also available and are particularly useful if large number of ampules are 

frozen on a regular basis. 

6) As a last resort if no other devices are available ampoules may be placed inside a well 

insulated box (such as a polystyrene box with sides that are at least 1cm thick) and 

placed at –80ºC overnight. It is important to ensure that the box remains upright 

throughout the freezing process. Once frozen, ampoules should be transferred to the 

vapor phase of a liquid nitrogen storage vessel and the locations recorded. 

7) If using a freezing method involving a -80ºC freezer it is important to have an allocated 

section for cell line freezing so that samples are not inadvertently removed. If this 

happens at a crucial part of the freezing process then viability and recovery rates will be 

adversely affected. 

III. Revival of Cell Culture Stocks 

Many cell cultures obtained from a culture collection center may arrive frozen and in 

order to use them these cells must be thawed and put into culture. It is vital to thaw cells 

correctly in order to maintain the viability of the culture and enable the culture to recover more 

quickly. Some cryoprotectants, such as DMSO are toxic above 4ºC therefore it is essential that 

cultures are thawed quickly and diluted in culture medium to minimize the toxic effects. 

1.  Procedure 

1) Read Technical data sheet to establish specific requirements for the given cell line. 
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2) Prepare the flasks as appropriate (information on technical data sheet). Label with cell 

line name, passage number and date.  

3) Collect ampoule of cells from liquid nitrogen storage wearing appropriate protective 

equipment and transfer to laboratory in a sealed container. 

4) Still wearing protective clothing, remove ampoule from container and place in a 

waterbath at an appropriate temperature for your cell line e.g. 37ºC for mammalian 

cells. Submerge only the lower half of the ampule. Allow to thaw until a small amount 

of ice remains in the vial, usually 1-2 minutes. Transfer to class II safety cabinet.  

5) Wipe the outside of the ampule with a tissue moistened (not excessively) with 70% 

alcohol, hold tissue over ampoule to loosen the lid.  

6) Slowly, dropwise, pipette cells into pre-warmed growth medium to dilute out the 

DMSO (flasks prepared in Step 2). 

7) Incubate at the appropriate temperature for species and appropriate concentration of 

CO2 in atmosphere. 

8) Examine cells microscopically (phase contrast) after 24 hours and sub-culture as 

necessary.  

4. Points to remember: 

1) Most text books recommend washing the thawed cells in media to remove the 

cryoprotectant. This is only necessary if the cryoprotectant is known to have an adverse 

effect on the cells. In such cases the cells should be washed in media before being 

added to their final culture flasks.  

2) Do not use an incubator to thaw cell cultures since the rate of thawing achieved is too 

slow resulting in a loss of viability.  

3) For some cultures it is necessary to subculture before confluence is reached in order to 

maintain their characteristics e.g. the contact inhibition of NIH 3T3 cells is lost if they 

are allowed to reach confluence repeatedly.  

IV. Further readings 

1. Davis J.M. 2002. Basic Cell Culture: A Practical Approach 2
th

 edition, Oxford University 

Press. 

2. Freshney, R.I., 2010. Culture of Animal Cells: a Manual of Basic Technique and 

Specialized Applications. 6
th

 edition, Wiley-Blackwell publication. 
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Practical 8  

Applications of cytodiagnostic techniques in Veterinary oncology and disease 

diagnosis 

B. L. Jangir, Deepika Lather and Vikas Nehra 

 

Diagnostic cytology is the science which is used to differentiate normal, neoplastic and 

inflammatory cells which are either exfoliated or collected from various tissues. It is a simple, 

relatively inexpensive, non-invasive, rapid and powerful diagnostic technique which is used for 

diagnosis of neoplasms, many common diseases and various other pathological conditions. 

Although, it is used for the diagnosis of some type of tumours but it poorly differentiates 

tumours and may not identify the tissue of origin. However, it is also employed to decide the 

immediate therapy and to determinate the next diagnostic procedures for further confirmations.  

 The methods for collection of samples for cytological diagnosis may vary for type and 

location of lesion and temperament of the patient. Various cytological techniques that are used 

include solid tissue sample collection and slide preparation techniques; fluid cytology sample 

collection and slide preparation techniques.  

I.  Solid tissue sample collection and slide preparation techniques 

i) Fine needle aspiration technique 

It is the best and most commonly employed method for the collection of samples from 

proliferative lesions and masses. For this, generally 22-25 gauge needle and a 2-5 ml syringe is 

used. It is used for the investigation of soft tissue masses such as cutaneous lesions, lymph 

nodes, intra-thoracic or intra-abdominal masses and effusions from body cavities. Fine needle 

aspirates can be taken with an aspiration technique or a non-aspiration technique. 

ii) Impression technique 

The impression smears can be prepared from the exudative lesions, cutaneous ulcers, 

surgically excised tumour masses and tissues collected during necropsy. For preparation of 

impression smears from tissues collected during surgery or necropsy, the tissue should be cut in 

two halves to have a fresh surface. The fresh surface is then blotted and subsequently it is 

touched to a clean glass slide and imprint is taken on slide.  

iii) Scrapings 

 For skin lesions scrapings are collected. In this method, the superficial crusts and 

exudates are removed and then samples are collected by scraping a scalpel blade across the 

surface of the lesion, followed by transfer of the material from the blade to a clean glass slide, 

smeared and allowed to air dry. This technique is similar to imprinting; however, it is more 

useful where imprinting is likely to yield too few cells for complete assessment such as in 

mesenchymal tumours.   
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iv) Swabs  

 This method is generally used when other methods are not practical such as in case of 

fistulous tracts, ear canals and vaginal cytology. If the area is dry, it should be made wet with 

sterile saline. After swabbing, it is simply rolled on a glass slide and the smear is allowed to air 

dry.  

v) Tape preparations  

 This method is used for evaluation of skin infections such as mite infections. A piece of 

transparent tape is placed on skin lesion, then removed and fixed on a microscopic slide 

containing a drop of methylene blue. 

vi) Squash / Slide over slide preparation technique 

The collected material is placed in the middle of clean, grease free microscopic glass 

slide (smear slide) and second slide (spreader slide) is placed over the sample perpendicular to 

smear slide. The sample placed on smear slide tends to spread due to weight of spreader slide. 

Once sample has begun to spread, the spreader slide is gently drawn across the smear slide. 

Excessive pressure is avoided as it causes rupture of cells. It works well for samples from non-

fragile tissues (carcinomas). However, it causes rupture of cells from fragile tissues e.g. lymph 

nodes. Allow it to air dry.  

II. Fluid cytology sample collection and slide preparation techniques 

i) Centesis  

 It is the process of aspiration of fluid from the body cavity by tabbing with aspirator, 

trocar or needle.  

ii) Catheterization 

 This technique refers to collection of samples by performing various types of washes e.g.  

Bronchoalveolar lavage, transtracheal wash. The fluid aliquots should be collected in EDTA 

containing tubes as it prevents coagulation, therefore helps in accurate cell counts.  

iii) Blood smear technique  

 Collected material is placed near one end of a glass slide (smear slide) and another slide 

(spreader slide) is tilted to an angle of approximately 45
o
,
 
then pulled backwards into the material 

and once the material has dispersed along the width of the spreader slide, then spreader slide is 

moved smoothly, steadily and rapidly forward. The smear ends with a feathered edge of material.  

Cytological stains and other important staining techniques  

i) Romanowsky type stains 

  Romanowsky type stains are inexpensive, easy to use and readily available e.g. Diff 

quick stain (Field‟s stain), Wright‟s stain, Giemsa stain. Out of these, Diff quick stain is the most 

cost effective, quickest and easiest stain. They provide good nuclear details; excellent 

cytoplasmic details and infectious organisms are readily visualized.  

a) Diff quick staining method  

 Fix the smear with absolute methanol.  
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 Dip the slide into stain 1 (red solution) for ten seconds. 

 Allow excess stain to drain and wash in tap water. 

 Dip the slide into stain 2 (blue solution) for ten seconds. 

 Allow excess stain to drain and wash in tap water. 

 Blot or allow drying in air. 

 Examine at low power to identify structures and then under oil immersion. 

b) Giemsa staining  

 Fix the smear with absolute methanol and dry. 

 Flood the slide placed over glass bars/use coplin jar for using diluted Giemsa stain (1:10) 

with distilled water/buffered water (pH 6.8). 

 Allow the smear staining for 30 minutes.  

 Drain the excess stain, wash and dry. 

 Examine at low power to identify structures and then under oil immersion. 

c) Wright's staining 

 Flood the dried blood smear with Wright's stain and allow to stand for 1-3 minutes. 

 Dilute the stain with equal volume of buffered water (pH 6.6-6.8) ensuring equal 

distribution over smear and solution should not run over the edge and allow to stand for 

5-10 minutes. 

 When the metallic sheen turned green, it is flooded with tap water and wipe off excess 

stain from both side of slide and dry it. 

 Examine at low power to identify structures and then under oil immersion. 

d) Toluidine blue staining  

It is a supra vital staining and it provides good nuclear as well as cytoplasmic details. It is 

readily available, very cheap, cost effective and quick method. Smears are stained by dipping in 

1% toluidine blue working solution and then air dried. Toluidene blue stains mast cells red-

purple (metachromatic staining) and background blue (orthochromatic staining). 

e) Immunocytochemistry staining  

  For this purpose; cell culture, cytospin, swab, touch imprint and cell suspension slide 

preparations can be used. Cells can be fixed by chemical cross linkers (formaldehyde) or by 

precipitants (methanol, acetone). Triton X-100 can be used for better permeabilization. Under 

normal conditions, the antibody molecules are too large and ionic to pass through the cellular 

membrane. This step is necessary when staining intracellular proteins is done. Endogenous 

peroxidase activity is blocked by incubating with 0.3-3% H2O2 solution for 10-15 minutes and 

then cells are washed thrice in PBS for 5 minutes each. Then, cells should be blocked with a 

blocking buffer containing heat inactivated normal serum, from the same species as the host of 

secondary antibody before the antibody incubation step. This step minimizes non-specific 

interactions and thus it prevents background staining and false positive staining. Then, cells are 

incubated with primary antibody diluted in 1% BSA in humidified chamber for 1 hour at room 
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temperature or overnight at 4°C. Then the antibody solution is discarded and cells are washed 

thrice in PBS for 5 minutes each. Similarly, cells are incubated with conjugated secondary 

antibody diluted in 1% BSA in humidified chamber for 1 hour at room temperature. Then cells 

are washed thrice in PBS for 5 minutes each after discarding the antibody solution. Then, the 

cells are covered with sufficient staining substrate (DAB/AEC) as per the manufacturer‟s 

instructions and reaction is terminated before appearance of generalized background staining in 

negative control by rinsing in DDW. The sections are then counterstained lightly with Gill‟s 

haematoxylin. If fluorescent tagged antibodies are used then cells are counterstained with DAPI 

or Hoechst. Then, after mounting observe under the microscope.  

III.    Advantage of immunocytochemistry 

  As the conventional cytology have limits in diagnosis, especially in identifying the origin 

in poorly differentiated tumours. So, immunocytochemistry plays an important role in 

identification of the origin tumour cells by use of antibodies. Antibodies such as vimentin and 

cytokeratin are used to identify broader tissue types. Cytokeratins and vimentin are cytoplasmic 

intermediate filaments that are specific for epithelial and mesenchymal tissues, respectively. The 

cells that express cytokeratin and do not express vimentin are considered as epithelial origin. The 

antibodies such as CD31 and vWF for endothelial cells, Melan A for melanoma and CD18 for 

histiocytic and granulocytic origin are used for a more specific diagnosis. Lymphomas are 

initially evaluated for expression of CD3 or CD79 to determine the T or B cell origin, 

respectively, but if they are of T-cell origin, then further evaluated for expression of CD4 or 

CD8. The prognostic markers such as proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) and Ki-67 are 

used to predict behaviour of neoplasms. 

IV.  Applications of cytodiagnosis in veterinary oncology and disease diagnosis   

  In cytodiagnosis, cells are categorized into non-inflammatory and inflammatory cells. 

Non-inflammatory include discrete (round cells), epithelial and mesenchymal cells based on 

certain cytological features.  

Non-inflammatory cells 

i) Discrete cells  

  Discrete cells are the cells which are not adhered to other cells or connective tissue 

matrix and these are predominantly mobile cells of haematogenous origin. The recognition of 

discrete cells is important in diagnosis of common neoplasms encountered in small animals.   

ii) Epithelial cells  

  Cells of epithelial origin maintain their cell to cell bonds. On aspiration, sheets or balls of 

adhered cells come out and appear in groups in stained smears. Cytoplasmic borders are well 

defined in individual cells; cytoplasm is generally abundant and reveal relatively low nuclear to 

cytoplasmic ratio. Nuclei are frequently rounded.  
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iii) Mesenchymal cells 

   These are the cells of connective tissue origin. These cells have oval to elongated nucleus 

and poorly defined cytoplasmic margins. Some cells may have classic spindle shape, but others 

may appear rounder and plumper.  

iv) Inflammatory cells  

  The inflammatory cells e.g. neutrophils, macrophages, lymphocytes and eosinophils are 

the most common one.  

V.  Cytological criteria of malignancy 

  Cytological samples lack architectural details. For evaluation of malignant potential in 

cytological preparations we observe cell populations for lack of differentiation and cellular 

atypia. Cytological criteria are further divided into general and nuclear criteria of malignancy. 

Nuclear criteria of malignancy are more reliable as these are less likely to be induced by non-

neoplastic conditions such as inflammation induced dysplasia. No single criterion indicates the 

presence of malignancy. For deciding malignancy the following features may be observed in 

certain cells or cell populations. In general, benign lesions reveal the morphologically uniform 

well differentiated cells, whereas malignant tumours are characterized by variability of cell 

features. 

CRITERIA OF MALIGNANCY 

General criteria of malignancy 

Criteria of malignancy Descriptions 

Anisocytosis and 

macrocytosis 

Variation in cell size, with some cells ≥2 times larger than 

normal 

Hypercellularity  Increased cell exfoliation caused by decreased cell adherence 

Pleomorphism Variable size and shape in cell of the same type 

Nuclear criteria of malignancy 

Anisokaryosis  Variation in nuclear size; especially important if the nuclei of  

multinucleate cells vary in size 

Macrokaryosis 

(Karyomegaly) 

Increased nuclear size; cell with nuclei larger than 20 µm in 

diameter suggest malignancy 

Multinucleation 

 

Multiple nuclei in a cell; especially important if the nuclei 

vary in size 

Abnormal nuclear to ratio 

(N:C ratio) 

 

Normal non-lymphoid cells usually have a N:C of 1:3 to 1:8, 

depending on the tissue; increased ratio (1:2,1:1 etc.) suggests 

malignancy 

Increased mitotic figures  Mitosis is rare in normal tissue 

Abnormal mitosis  Improper alignment of chromosomes 

Macronucleoli  

 

Nucleoli are increased in size; nucleoli ≥5 µm strongly 

suggest malignancy 
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V. Cytological diagnosis of tumour 

 A benign tumour is characterized by uniform population of cells, whereas variation in 

cells suggests malignancy. An important exception is lymphoma/ lymphosarcoma which are 

characterized by presence of a fairly uniform population of lymphoblast cells whereas the 

lymphoid hyperplasia typically has marked variation due to the mixed population of small 

lymphocytes, lymphoblast and plasma cells.  

Mast cell tumours 

 These are characterized by presence of mast cells containing distinctive small, red-purple 

intracytoplasmic granules. Toluidene blue staining is used for confirmation.  

Transmissible venereal tumours (TVT)  

 TVT are characterized by pleomorphic oval to round cells with moderate amount of 

smoky to light blue cytoplasm with sharply defined cytoplasmic boundaries. A prominent 

characteristic of TVT cells is presence of numerous, distinctly walled, cytoplasmic vacuoles 

which distinguish them from other round cell tumours. In TVT, vacuoles can also be found 

extracellularly, appearing as clear areas against a proteinaceous background of tissue fluid. 

Nuclei show moderate to marked anisokaryosis and have a coarse nuclear chromatin pattern. 

Nucleoli may be prominent and mitotic figures, often atypical, are common. 

Canine cutaneous histiocytoma 

 Canine cutaneous histiocytoma is a benign tumour of histiocytic cells. Tumour cells are 

medium sized, slightly larger than neutrophils. Nuclei are generally round to oval but may be 

indented to irregular in shape. The nucleus has finely stippled chromatin and may have indistinct 

nucleoli. They have a moderate amount of light blue-gray cytoplasm.  

Plasmacytoma 

 Well differentiated plasmacytoma are characterized by cells containing eccentrically 

placed small, round nuclei surrounded by a moderate amount of deeply basophilic cytoplasm 

with or without characteristic distinct paranuclear clear zone. However, poorly differentiated 

plasmacytoma reveal a less distinct population of discrete cells that demonstrate significant 

cytologic atypia, anisocytosis, anisokaryosis and variation of N: C ratio.   

Melanoma 

 Tumours of melanocytic origin are great imitators; cells may show features of round, 

epithelial or mesenchymal cells. These are easily recognized by their pigmentation. Melanin 

granules are rod shaped granules that typically stain dark green to black.  

VI. Diagnosis of diseases  

 The evaluation of cytological samples reveals presence of microorganisms, some of these 

may be primary etiological agents, opportunistic secondary overgrowths or part of the normal 

flora of the location from which samples are collected. In some cases, challenge is not only the 

identification of organisms but also recognition of the significance or insignificance of the 

organism in overall pathological process. The most common infections encountered in clinical 

practice are caused by Staphylococcus spp., Streptococcus spp., Proteus spp.; E. coli etc. 
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Cytology may be used to identify the presence of bacteria in a lesion and characterize the 

bacteria. The pattern is most suggestive of a primary infection when only one type of bacteria is 

present e.g. small cocci in chains. The secondary infections more likely have a mixed population 

of bacteria e.g. different sized rods and cocci. Normal flora may be recognized by their presence 

on the surface of epithelial cells and no inflammatory response. Mycobacteria are unique; that 

they do not take stain therefore they appear as clear rods that are negatively stained and darker 

material around them. Cytological diagnosis of canine distemper may be done by identification 

of distemper inclusion bodies in leukocytes and erythrocytes during viraemic phase in dogs. 

Rabies can be diagnosed by staining of impression smears taken from brain by Seller‟s staining 

or immunofluroscence tests. The diagnosis of infections caused by Neospora caninum, 

Toxoplasma gondii, Leishmania spp., Trypanosoma spp., Babesia spp., Theileria spp., Ehrlichia 

spp., Anaplasma spp., Hepatozoon spp. may be carried out by cytological examination. Thus, the 

cytology plays an important role in diagnosis of various diseases of animals. 

VII. Conclusions  

  Cytology is an inexpensive yet powerful diagnostic tool used for rapid diagnosis of 

tumours and many common diseases. It is also helpful in deciding prognosis and to determine 

diagnostic procedures. Conventional cytology has certain limitations. Therefore, the adjunct 

techniques can be used to give additional information, which allows one to reach a definitive 

diagnosis. These techniques must be used in parallel with conventional cytology such as 

immunocytochemistry for cellular origin, special histochemical stains for demonstration of 

chemical constituents, flow cytometry and image analysis for quantitative evaluation of cellular 

markers. 

VIII. Further readings  

1. Ayele, L., Mohammed, C. and Yimer, L. (2017) Review on diagnostic cytology: 

techniques and applications in veterinary medicine. J. Vet. Sci. Technol. 8(1): 408.  

2. Cowell, R.L. and Tyler, R.D. (2014) Diagnostic cytology and hematology of the dog and 

cat. Fourth Edition. Mosby, St. Louis (MO), USA.  

3. Dunn, J. (2014) Manual of diagnostic cytology of the dog and cat. First Edition. John 

Wiley and Sons Ltd. UK.  

4. Raskin, R.E. and Meyer, D.J. (2016) Canine and feline cytology: A colour atlas and 

interpretation guide. Third Edition. Elsevier, St. Louis, Missouri. 
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Practical 9  

Detection of Mycoplasma contamination in cell culture 

Mahavir Singh, Piyush Tomar, Rahul Yadav and Rajesh Chhabra 

 

I. Introduction 

Mycoplasmas are the smallest free-living prokaryotes belong to the bacterial class 

Mollicutes. They are the predominant contaminants of the cell culture. Due to lack of a cell wall, 

mycoplasmas are resistant to many common antibiotics such as penicillin which is routinely used 

in cell culture to prevent microbial contamination. Cell culture contamination by mycoplasmas 

cannot be visualized, as it does not generate the turbidity typically associated with bacterial or 

fungal growth. 

Mycoplasmas are known to alter the phenotypic characteristics of host cell lines. The 

contaminated cells lead to incorrect results due to alterations in cell physiology. Mycoplasma 

growth leads to contamination of the final biological product resulting in the loss of the batch. 

Usually, detection of mycoplasma is carried out by various direct and indirect detection 

methods. Appearance of typical mycoplasma colonies on agar and appearance for extra-nuclear 

DNA dots by fluorescence staining by application of fluorochromes such as 4‟, 6-diamidino-2-

phenylindoledihydrochloride (DAPI) or Hoechst‟s reagent (Jean et al., 2017) were considered as 

gold standard tests for mycoplasma detection. However, these methods are more time 

consuming, require one or more weeks for growth. Molecular techniques such as polymerase 

chain reaction (PCR) more sensitive and specific assay for the direct detection of mycoplasma in 

cell cultures. Therefore, nucleic acid identification methods mainly PCR is employed for 

diagnosis of Mycoplasma infection.  

II. Materials and equipment required 

1. Cell culture to be tested for Mycoplasma 

2. Commercial DNA extraction kit 

3. Commercial PCR master mix (2X), Forward and reverse primers, Nuclease free water 

4. PCR tubes of 0.2 ml capacity 

5. Micropipettes and sterile microtips 

6. Thermal cycler and agarose gel electrophoresis apparatus 

7. Agarose 

8. Ethidium bromide 

9. TAE buffer 

10. Gel imaging system 

III. Procedure 

1. Collect 1 ml of the supernatant medium of adherent cells, or of cultures with settled 

suspension cells. The sample may include some viable and/or dead cells, as some 
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mycoplasma strains predominantly adhere to the eukaryotic cells or even invade them 

will also be detected. 

2. Centrifuge the supernatant medium at 10,000 g for 5 min. 

3. Resuspend the pellet in 100 μl of PBS by vortexing. 

4. Extract the DNA using commercially available kit & elute the DNA in 50 µl elution 

buffer and store at -20°C. 

5. In a PCR tube, add 25 µl master mix (2X), 0.2 µM of each forward and reverse primers 

(Table 1), 5 µl of eluted DNA as template with final volume to 50 µl in nuclease free 

water. 

6. Perform thermal cycling conditions using the following conditions of temperature and 

time: 95°C for 4 min; 30 cycles of (94°C for 30 sec, 55°C for 30 sec and 72°C for 1 min) 

and final extension at 72°C for 5 min. 

7. Resolve the PCR amplified products in 1.5% agarose made in 1x TAE buffer having 

ethidium bromide at 70V for 2 hrs. 

8. Examine the gel in Gel imaging system. 

Table 1: Detailed description of primers 

Primers  Target 

gene 

Primers sequence Amplicon 

size (bp) 

Reference 

Universal primer  

specific to Genus 

Mycoplasma   

16S rRNA 

Forward  

5’-GGCGAATGGGTGAGTAACACG-3’ 

Reverse  

5’- CGGATAACGCTTGCGACCTATG- 

3’ 

461 
Zhi et al 

(2010) 

 

IV. Further readings 

1. Jean, A., Tardy, F., Allatif, O., Grosjean, I., Blanquier, B. and Gerlier, D. (2017) 

Assessing  mycoplasma  contamination  of cell cultures by qPCR using a set of 

universal primer pairs targeting a 1.5 kb fragment of 16S rRNA genes. PLoS ONE 12(2): 

e0172358. 

2. Zhi, Y., Mayhew, A., Seng, N. and Takle, G.B. (2010) Validation of a PCR method for 

the detection of mycoplasmas according to European Pharmacopoeia section 2.6.7. 

Biologicals,38:232-237.  
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Practical 10 

Isolation of bacteriophage against E. coli from sewage sample and 

determination of phage titer 

Swati Dahiya, Vijay and Rajesh Chhabra 

 

I. Introduction 

Presently antibiotics are used for the treatment of bacterial infections. However, 

therapeutic success rate is poor due to indiscriminate use of antibiotics leading to development of 

multiple drug resistant pathogens. These facts highlight the need for completely newer strategies 

for treatment of bacterial infections. A nearly forgotten therapy may yet reemerge as a rescuer to 

this accelerating crisis of antibiotic resistance. One such strategy is the use of bacteriophage 

therapy, which uses pathogen specific bacteriophages in the treatment of bacterial infection.  

Ernst Hankin in 1896 reported anti-bacterial activity against Vibrio cholerae in the waters 

of Ganga in India. Frederick W. Twort in 1915, in London and Felix d‟Herelle in 1917, in Paris 

reported phages. In 1917, Felix d‟Herelle used phage therapy in humans suffering from 

dysentery with complete recovery. Phage therapy was licensed for use in 1930s. Eli Lily, a US 

company commercialized phage therapy in 1940s. When antibiotics came in market in 1950s, 

US and much of Europe put an end to R&D on phage therapy. However, Soviet Union continued 

to work on phage therapy with many successful trials particularly in Georgia and Poland.  

Phages are the viruses that infect and replicate within bacteria. They are ubiquitous in all 

environments, including the water, soil, and air, and the most genetically diverse biological 

agents in the biosphere (Wang et al., 2014). Keeping this in view, phages are being isolated from 

sewage samples against specific bacteria. Compared with antibiotics, phages kill hosts without 

destroying their normal microflora. Phage has been proposed as the most promising alternative 

therapeutic agent against drug-resistant bacteria and may reduce the multiple-drug-resistant 

bacterial infections (Fu and Tmayer, 2010; Mapes et al., 2016). Hence,  

II. Materials Required 

1. Luria Bertani (LB) Agar Plates (1.5 % Agar) 

2. LB Broth (1X and 10X concentration) 

3. Top agar (LB Agar 0.5 %) 

4. 0.1 M CaCl2  and MgCl2 

5. SM buffer  

6. Sterilized 250 ml Flask 

7. 50 ml Centrifuge tubes 

8. 15 ml Centrifuge tubes 

9. 2 ml Micro Centrifuge Tubes 

10. 1 ml, 200 µl and 20 µl Miropipette and microtips 

11. Bacterial strains isolated from mastitic milk (From College Central lab, LUVAS) 
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III. Sample for bacteriophage 

1. Sample Procurement - The sample for bacteriophage was procured from LUVAS 

Cattle Farm. The sample was taken in a 250 ml flask from 4 different sites with the 

help of a 10ml pipette from a trench which was containing water mixed with urine 

and faecal material in a stagnant condition. 

2. Let the sample stand at room temperature for 1 hour so that large particles settle 

down 

3. Collect 45 ml supernatant into another conical flask 

4. Then add 5 ml of 10X nutrient broth, 1 ml of overnight grown E. coli culture and 400 

µl of CaCl2 and MgCl2 each 

5. Incubate the flask at 37°C overnight in a shaking incubator (Beckmann) 

6.  Take 15 ml of this solution in a centrifuge tube and centrifuge at 8000 rpm for 10 

minutes  

7.  Collect the supernatant and filter it through 0.22 Micron membrane filter (Millipore) 

8.  Store the filtrate at 4 C till further use. 

IV. Spot test 

1. Take 100 ml of overnight grown bacteria 

2. Add 10 µl of calcium chloride and magnesium chloride each 

3. Then add 3 ml of top agar and mix the solution gently and pour it onto a LB agar 

plate. 

4. Let it solidify  

5. Then add about 10 µl of sample filtrate from Step 8 above. 

6. Incubate it at 37°C overnight  

7. On next day check the results (Fig. 1) if there is a clear zone formation then it means 

that the sample filtrate contains bacteriophages and we can use the filtrate for fast 

isolation 

V. Bacteriophage isolation - For bacteriophage isolation use double agar overlay technique 

1. The bacteriophage filtrate can be diluted in the SM buffer from 10
-1 

 to 10
-7

 

2. Take 7 microcentrifuge tubes (MCTs) and label them from 1 to 7 

3. Then add 450 µl of SM buffer into each tube  

4.  Add 50 µl of bacteriophage filtrate into the first tube and gently mix it 

5.  Then transfer 50 µl of this into the next tube and repeat the process to make ten-fold 

bacteriophage dilution 

6. Take 7 centrifuge tubes and label them from 1 to 7 

7.  Then transfer the 100 µl of the respective phage dilution into these tubes 

8. Add 100  µl of overnight grown bacterial culture into each tube 

9. Then add 30 µl of each CaCl2 and MgCl2. Then add 3 ml of top Agar and mix the 

tubes gently  
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10.  Pour it onto agar plates labeled from 1 to  7 

11.  Incubate these agar plates at 37°C overnight 

12. Check the results and take the plate which contains plaques for plaque isolation (Fig. 

1) 

 
Fig. 1: A. Results of Spot test indicated by clearing of bacteria; B. Plaques observed 

after double agar overlay technique 

VI. Plaque Picking 

1. Use a micropipette with a broad tip end to pick up the plaque 

2. Add the picked plaque in a MCT containing  500 µl SM Buffer and leave the MCT at 

4° C overnight for leaching 

3. Spin the MCT at 8,000 rpm for 8 mins and take the supernatant into another MCT 

VII. Phage Enrichment 

1. Take a conical flask and add 10 ml of LB Broth and add 100 µl each of overnight 

grown E. coli culture 

2. Incubate it at 37°C for 1 hour 

3. Add 100 µl each of plaque filtrate  along with CaCl2  and MgCl2 followed by 

incubation at 37° C overnight 

4. Take the solution into a 15 ml centrifuge tube (Tarson) and centrifuge @10,000 rpm 

(Sigma) for 10 min 

5. Take the supernatant and filter through 0.22 µ membrane filter (Millipore) 

6. Perform the double agar overlay technique again to get isolated plaques and repeat 

phage isolation and enrichment protocol to get purified bacteriophages 

VIII. Host range and specificity testing 

1. Grow the following bacterial strains isolated from milk samples by CCL, LUVAS in 

LB broth: Salmonella, Proteus, Klebsiella, Streptococcus and Staphylococcus  

2. Take 100 µl of bacterial strain in a glass tube and add 30 µl each of CaCl2  and MgCl2 

3. Add 3 ml of top agar, mix gently and pour this mixture onto specific labeled petri 

plates 

4. Let the top agar solidify 

5. Take 10 µl of phage solution and make a spot onto the solidified agar 

A B 
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6. Incubate at 37°C overnight 

7. Check the results next day (Fig. 2) 

 
Fig. 2: Host range testing of isolated phage against different bacteria i.e. E. coli, 

Streptococcus spp. and Psedomonas spp. 

IX. Appendix 

1. Nutrient Broth 

10x - Nutrient Broth Powder  - 13 g 

          Distilled Water              - 100 ml 

1x   - Nutrient Broth Powder  - 1.3 g 

          Distilled Water             - 100 ml 

Dissolve in a flask and Autoclave it. Put the containing flask into incubator at 37° C O/N 

to check for contamination. 

2. LB  Agar Plates (2% Agar) 

LB Broth Powder - 5 g 

Agar Powder        - 4 g 

Distilled water     - 200 ml 

Dissolve in a flask and Autoclave it. Let it cool a little and pour in sterile petri plates and 

let them solidify. Put the plates in incubator at 37° C O/N to check for contamination. 

3. Top  Agar (0.5 % Agar) 

LB Broth Powder - 2.5 g 

Agar Powder        - 0.5 g 

Distilled Water    - 100 ml 

Dissolve in a flask and Autoclave it.  Put the containing flask in incubator at 37° C O/N 

to check for contamination. Boil it under low flames before use.  

4. 0.1 M Calcium chloride 

Calcium chloride powder - 1.11 g 

Distilled Water                   - 100 ml 

Filter through 0.22µ Millipore filter before use. 

5. 0.1 M Magnesium chloride 

Magnesium chloride powder - 0.95 g 

Distilled Water                          - 100 ml 

Filter through 0.22µ Millipore filter before use. 
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             Practical 11 

Immunofluorescence to detect virus-host interaction 

Naveen Kumar, Sanjay Barua and T. Riyesh 

 

Immunofluorescence is based on the specific antigen-antibody interactions and is basically 

used to stain a particular protein. It is based on use of fluorophores to visualise the location of the 

antibodies. Immunofluorescence can be applied to cultured cell lines or tissue sections to gain 

insight (semi-quantitatively) into the levels and localization patterns of the proteins.  

I. Protocol 

1. Grow the cells in chamber slides. 

2. When the cells are at ~20% confluency, infect with appropriate virus. 

3. Fixation: Fix the cells (time depends on the life cycle of the virus and specific interaction 

looking for) by 4% paraformaldehyde (diluted in PBS) for 15 min at room temperature. 

Aspirate fixative wash with PBS. 

4. Permeabilization: Permeabilize the cells by incubating with 0.25% saponin (diluted in 

PBS) for 10 min at room temperature.  

5. Blocking: Incubate the cells with a solution containing 4% BSA and 0.25% saponin 

(diluted in PBS) for 30 min at room temperature or, alternatively at 4
o
C overnight. 

6. Primary antibody: Incubate the cells with primary antibodies in a solution containing 

1% BSA and 0.25% saponin for 1 h at room temperature or, overnight at 4°C. One 

antibody should target viral protein and another to the host protein. The antibodies should 

preferably be raised in different animal species.  

7. Wash the cells 6 times in PBS. 

8. Secondary antibody: Incubate cells with the secondary antibody in a solution containing 

1% BSA and 0.25% saponin for 1 h at room temperature in the dark. One antibody is 

usually FITC-conjugated while other is Rhodamine-conjugated. 

9. Wash the cells 6 times in PBS. 

10. Mounting: Dismantle the chamber slide to separate its bottom part. Place 2-3 drops of 

DAPI at one end of the slide followed by placing a coverslip over it. 

11. Microscopy: Adjust the filter at blue, green and UV to visualize green, red and nuclear 

stains, respectively. Take a separate picture at each setting (filter) and save it. Merge the 

pictures using appropriate software. Colocalization of green and red color will be 

indicative of virus-host interaction (Fig. 1). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_lines
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Fig. 1. Vero cells at ~ 20% confluence were infected with NDV at MOI of 

10. At 7 hpi, cells were fixed and subjected for immunofluorescence assay 

for localization of the viral proteins in the virus-infected cells. Virus was 

stained with FITC (green) whereas SERCA (a host protein) was stained 

with Rhodamine conjugate. DAPI was used as nuclear stain.  

FITC (virus) 
Rhodamine  

(SERCA) 

DAPI 

(nucleus) Merged 
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Practical 12 

Virus neutralization test for diagnosis of Equine Herpes Virus-1 infection 

Baldev R. Gulati 

I. Principle 

Equid herpesviruses (EHVs) are highly significant pathogens affecting all members of 

Equidae family globally. Two equine viruses (EHV1 and EHV4) are the most important 

pathogens affecting the horses globally. It is estimated that 80 to 90% of horses get exposed to 

EHV1 and EHV4 infection by two years of age casuing respiratory infection, characterized by 

fever, anorexia, nasal and ocular discharge. EHV1 infection causes upper respiratory tract 

infection in young horses, abortion in pregnant mares, neonatal foal mortality and neurological 

disorders. Abortion is the most economically crippling outcome of EHV1 infection with 95% of 

EHV1 associated abortions occurring in the last four months of pregnancy. Respiratory disease 

associated with EHV1 is most commonly seen in young animals at the time of weaning. 

Neurological disease associated with EHV1 is called equine herpesvirus myeloencephalopathy 

(EHM). 

Assays to demonstrate antibodies to EHV1 in serum specimen can also help to demonstrate 

exposure to EHV1. Serological assays like virus neutralization test (VNT), complement fixation 

test and ELISAs are commonly employed (OIE 2015). A positive diagnosis is based on the 

demonstration of significant increase (four-fold or greater) in antibody titres in paired sera taken 

during the acute and convalescent stages of the disease.  

The VN antibody against EHV1 infection can be assessed by: (a) Constant virus-variable serum; 

and (b) Constant serum variable virus method. 

II. Materials required 

1. Equipments 

1) Sterile flat bottomed 96 wells microtitre plates with lids 

2) Multichannel and single channel pipettes (5-50 l and 50-200 l) 

3) Sterile disposable tips for above pipettes 

4) 37
o
C CO2 incubator 

5) Storage racks for vials  

6) 56
0
C waterbath 

7) Sterile media bottle 

8) Sterile reagent troughs (2) 

9) Inverted microscope 

2. Reagents 

1) Viral antigen 

2) Test sera 

3) Known positive serum sample 
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4) 10% growth medium for cell culture 

5) RK13 Cells  

 

3. Titration of the virus using cell culture 

1) Titrate virus in cell culture as shown in Table 1 and after titration add cells.  

2) Read plate for CPE on 4
th

 day and take final reading on 5th days. 

3) Record the observation of the result in the separate sheet. 

4)  Calculation of Tissue culture infective dose fifty (TCID50) by Reed Muench formula. 

Table 1. Number of wells showing cytopathic effect in microtitre plate and calculation 

of TCID50  applying Reed and Muench Formula 

Log dilution 

of virus No. of wells 
Total No. % of wells 

with CPE 

With CPE Without CPE With 

CPE 

Without 

CPE 

2 5 0 25 0 100 

3 5 0 20 0 100 

4 5 0 15 0 100 

5 4 1 10 1 91 

6 3 2 6 3 67 

7 2 3 3 6 33 

8 1 4 1 10 10 

9 0 5 0 15 0 

 

Formula for calculating 50% end point by Reed and Muench Method 

Proportionate distance (PD) =         % CPE above 50% - 50%   

                                                   % CPE Above 50%-% CPE below 50% 

Using above data as an example: 

67%-50% = 17%  = 0.5 

67%-33%    34% 

P.D. is multiplied by dilution increment, which is 1.0 in this case (10 fold dilutions), hence, 0.5 x 

1=0.5. 

Log of TCID50 = Negative log of highest dilution showing CPE above 50% + PD 

In this case, 10-
6.0

 dilution has the CPE just above 50%. 

Hence, TCID50 = 6+0.5= 6.5 
 

III. Protocol for Virus neutralization test (VNT) 

In our laboratory, CV-VS method is being followed for EHV-1 sero surveillence 

programme. For each serum to be tested take 100 l of the serum and dilute it 1:2 in the serum 

free tissue culture medium. Inactivate the diluted serum at 56
o
C for 30 min. in the water bath. 

1. Add 25 l of serum free tissue culture medium (SF-MEM) to all the wells of 96-well tissue 

culture plate. 
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2. Add 25 l of heat inactivated and 1:4 diluted serum No 1 in wells (A1, A2, H1 & H2); 

sample no. 2 in wells (A3, A4, H3 & H4). Similarly, serum no. 6 in wells (A11, A12, H11 & 

H12). Positive and negative serum samples may be included as samples. 

3. Make 2-fold serum dilutions by transferring 25 l of serum from row A through row G using 

multichannel pipette. In every step of dilution, change the tips of the multi channel pipette. 

From row G, discard 25 l of the diluted serum. 

4. Dilute the titrated virus to 100 TCID50/ 25 l and the diluted virus to all the wells of rows A 

through G. Last row H serves as serum control and no virus is added. It will work as serum 

control to ensure that the serum samples are not toxic. 

5. The virus may be back titrated by 2-fold dilutions in a separate plate. 

6. Incubate the serum–virus mixture at 37
o
C for 60 min. 

7. Trypsinize the RK13 cells and adjust cell count to 10
5  

to 1.8x10
5 

cells/ml in growth medium. 

Add 100 l of a cell suspension in all wells of tissue culture plate. 

8. Incubate at 37
o
C in 5% CO2 tension for 4 to 5 days. 

9. Examine the plates microscopically for CPE and record the results on a worksheet. The 

absence of CPE in the wells indicates the neutralization of the virus. 

10. Calculate the neutralization titre for each test serum. The highest dilution of the serum giving 

100% protection in both wells is considered as endpoint VN antibody titre of the serum 

tested. 
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Practical 13 

Induced pluripotent stem cells using non-viral mediated approaches 

Dharmendra Kumar and Prem Singh Yadav 

 

I. Introduction 

Induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells are defined as somatic cells that have been 

reprogrammed to an embryonic stem (ES) cell-like state by forced expression of transcription 

factors. The first generation of murine iPS cells was achieved by retroviral transduction of 4 core 

transcription factors, which were narrowed down from a pool of 24 genes important for 

maintaining the defining properties of ES cells. Subsequently, human iPS cells were generated 

by viral transduction of adult dermal fibroblasts with the same approach. Also a slightly different 

combination of transcription factors, namely Oct4, Sox2, Nanog and Lin28 was shown to be 

effective for the generation of human iPS cells. These core reprogramming factors have been 

successfully used to induce pluripotent cells in various species, including rhesus monkey, rat, 

pig, dog, cattle, horse, sheep, goat and buffalo. However, iPS cells have been isolated from 

several species, in which the isolation of authentic ES cells was not successful despite of several 

attempts. In particular, for economically important species, such as farm animals the availability 

of authentic iPS cells would have important consequences for reproductive biology and 

approaches of genetic modification.  

The commonly iPS cells are generated by viral transduction of transcription factors, have 

an edge over other reprogramming methods, but are associated with considerable risks of 

insertional mutagenesis and genotoxicity. To overcome these risks, alternative methods, such as 

non-integrating adenoviral vectors, plasmids, recombinant proteins, modified mRNAs, and small 

molecules were assessed for iPS cell derivation, but these methods have pitfall like incomplete 

reprogramming, permanent genome modification, slow kinetics, low efficiency and lack of 

reproducibility. Hence, non-autonomous DNA transposon systems represent a promising 

alternative to these approaches. Transposons are mobile genetic elements that are capable of self-

directed excision and subsequent reintegration within the host genome. Among several 

transposon systems, piggyBac (PB) DNA transposon systems have been developed as efficient 

cellular reprogramming vectors. PB was identified as active element in the moth Trichoplusia ni. 

Importantly, no orthologous elements to PB are known in mammalian species, thus the re-

mobilization by potential endogenous transposases is unlikely. The transposases recognize and 

bind to the inverted repeat elements flanking transposons, cut this DNA segment from the donor 

and reinsert it to the recipient genome. Further, recently generated hyperactive transposon 

elements have improved gene delivery to levels similar to that obtained with viral vectors. The 

integrated transposon can be removed seamlessly by transposase inverted repeats without leaving 

any residual sequence, which makes the system more attractive and relevant in producing the 
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safe, clean and clinically suitable iPS cells. Recently, transposon systems have been shown to be 

suitable for the derivation of iPS cells from different farm animals. 

A brief and comprehensive overview of reprogramming cells into iPS cell by various methods 

and further its characterization are shown below: 

 

II. Further readings 

1. Anand T, Talluri TR, Kumar D, Garrels W, Mukherjee A, Debowski K, Behr R, Kues 

WA (2016). Differentiation of induced pluripotent stem cells to lentoid bodies expressing 

a lens cell-specific fluorescent reporter. PLoS One. 11(6):e0157570. 

2. Kumar D, Anand T and Kues WA (2017). Clinical potential of human-induced 

pluripotent stem cells. Cell Biology and Toxicology, 33(2): 99-112. 

3. Kumar D, Talluri TR, Anand T, Kues WA. Induced pluripotent stem cells: Mechanisms, 

achievements and perspectives in farm animals. World J Stem Cells. 2015; 7(2): 315-28. 

4. Kumar D, Talluri TR, Anand T, Kues WA. Transposon-based reprogramming to induced 

pluripotency. Histol Histopathol. 2015; 30: 1397-09. 

5. Niu Z, Hu Y, Chu Z, Yu M, Bai Y, Wang L, Hua J Germ-like cell differentiation from 

induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). Cell Biochem Function. 2013; 31: 12–19. 
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6. Nowak-Imialek M, Kues W, Carnwath JW, Niemann H. Pluripotent stem cells and 

reprogrammed cells in farm animals. Microsc Microanal 2011; 17: 474-497.  
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Practical 14 

Expression of LPS-binder single-domain antibody clones in BL21 (DE3) 

system 

Akhil K. Gupta, Ajit Singh and Archana Sharma  

 

I. Principle & Methodology 

 The vector DNA from selected positive clones was transformed into the Amber non-

suppressor strain of E. coli (WK6) allows IPTG inducible expression of soluble dAbs with 6xHis 

tag. For expression, the culture was grown to mid-log phase (OD600= 0.6-0.9) at 37°C with 

shaking and IPTG was added to a final conc. of 1 mM. The cultures were subsequently grown at 

28°C for 16-18 hr in a shaking water bath in order to express dAb-6xHis tag and its transport 

into periplasm. The periplasmic contents are released from the bacterial pellet suspension in 

hypotonic tris-EDTA-sucrose solution. Yield of the expressed clones may range between 1–15 

mg/L culture.      

 In this practical, the expression of VHH-pHEN4/WK6 clones sub-cloned in pET 303/CT-

His vector (Invitrogen, USA, K6302-03) with 6xHis tag and transformed in chemi-competent 

BL21 (DE3) E. coli strain will be demonstrated. For expression, VHH-pET/BL21 clones are 

grown to mid-log phase (OD600= 0.4-0.6) in LB broth/ ampicillin, induced with IPTG (final 

conc. of 1 mM) for expression of dAb-6xHis products at 37°C for 10-12 hrs at 200 rpm in a 

shaking incubator. The expression product of VHH i.e., dAb-6xHis in BL21 cell lysates can then 

be detected as a band of about 16-17 kDa by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-

PAGE). 

II. Materials, reagents & equipment 

1. VHH- pET 303/CT transformed BL21 (DE3) colonies on LB/amp agar, freshly grown 

2. LB broth /amp (100μg/ml), one litre  

3. 1M IPTG stock solution 

4. Conical flasks (250ml, 500ml, 1000ml), sterilized 

5. 250 ml bottles for centrifugation of cultures 

6. 50 ml sterile culture/centrifuge tubes 

7. Spectrophotometer for OD600 measurement 

8. Shaking Incubator or shaker water bath 

9. Cooling centrifuge 

10. Pipettes, disposable (2 ml & 10 ml)  

11. Eppendorf tubes & stand 

12. 96-well microtitre plate  

13. Micropipettes & microtips 

14. Refrigerator & deep-freezer 

15. SDS-PAGE assembly and reagents 
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III. Procedure 

1. Inoculate 50 µl of a VHH-pET/BL21(DE3) clone in 10 ml LB/amp broth (100μg/ml)  in 

50 ml sterile culture tube and incubate at 37ºC in a shaking incubator overnight (O/N). 

2. Next day, inoculate 300 ml of LB/amp broth with 6 ml (1:50) of O/N grown culture. 

Grow the culture at 37°C with shaking until the OD600 reaches between 0.4-0.6.  

3. Then, add IPTG to a final concentration of 1 mM in the culture flask and further incubate 

it at 37°C for 10-12 hrs in the shaking incubator. 

4. Take 1.0 ml samples of the culture at zero hour just before IPTG induction and 10 hrs 

after induction. 

5. Pellet bacterial cultures in 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes, decant supernatant from each and 

prepare the bacterial lysate by adding 50 µl of 1xLaemmli‟s sample buffer.  

6. Analyze the dAb expression by SDS-PAGE in 15% polyacrylamide gel using 

discontinuous buffer system of Laemmli. 

7. Boil the lysate samples for 5 min. before loading in 15% polyacrylamide gel. Load Mr 

size markers in one lane of the gel. Run electrophoresis under constant current conditions. 

8. Stain the gel with Coomassie‟s brilliant blue R250 solution and destain using methanol: 

acetic acid: water mixture (40:10:50). 

9. Record results by photography and present as shown in Fig. below. 

 
Fig. 1: SDS-PAGE of dAb Cl18 of ~ 17.0 kDa size bands expressed in BL21 (DE3) [Lane 

Mr: Protein Marker; Lane 1: uninduced culture of Cl18 after 10 hour; Lane 2: 

IPTG induced culture of Cl18 after 10 hour] 

IV. Further readings 

1. Baral TN and Arbabi-Ghahroudi M. (2012) Expression of single-domain antibodies in 

bacterial systems. Methods Mol Biol. 911: 257-75. doi: 10.1007/978-1-61779-968-6-16. 
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2. Rosano GL and Ceccarelli EA. (2014) Recombinant protein expression in Escherichia 

coli: advances and challenges. Front Microbiol. doi: 10.3389/fmicb.2014.00172.  

3. Jangra, P. and Singh, A. (2010). Asian Pacific J Trop. Med. 3: 1-7. 

4. Gupta, A. and Singh, A. (2014). Res Rev: J Immunol. 4(1): 1-7. 

 

Trouble-shooting: 

Problem Possible explanation Solutions 

No or low production Protein may be toxic before 

induction   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Protein may be toxic after 

induction 

 

Control basal induction:   

 add glucose when using expression 

vectors containing lac-based promoters  

 use defined media with glucose as source 

of carbon  

 use pLysS/pLysE bearing strains in T7-

based systems use promoters with tighter 

regulation 

Lower plasmid copy number 

 

 

Control level of induction:  

 Use strains that allow control of induction  

Lower plasmid copy number  

Use strains that are better for the expression of 

toxic proteins  

Direct protein to the periplasm 

Inclusion body 

formation 

Incorrect disulfide bond 

formation 

 

 

Incorrect folding 

 

 

 

Low solubility of the 

protein 

 

Direct protein to the periplasm  

Use E. coli strains with oxidative cytoplasmic 

environment 

 

Co-express molecular chaperones  

Supplement media with chemical chaperones and 

cofactors  

 

Fuse desired protein to a solubility enhancer 

(fusion partners) 

Change microorganism 

Protein inactivity Incomplete folding 

 

 

 

Mutations in cDNA 

 

Lower temperature  

Monitor disulfide bond formation and allow 

further folding in vitro 

 

Sequence plasmid before and after induction. If 

mutations are detected, the protein may be toxic. 

Transform E. coli before each expression round 
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Practical 15 

Automated Microbial identification using Vitek® analyser 

Rahul Yadav, Rajesh Chhabra, Mahavir Yadav, Pankaj Kumar, 

Saurabh Jyoti Talukdar and Garima Shrinet 

 

The VITEK system (bioMerieux, Inc. Hazelwood, MO, USA) automatically performs all 

of the steps required for identification of microorganism on the basis of biochemical tests. It can 

provide identification results for gram-positive and gram-negative organisms in few hours. This 

system allows kinetic analysis of reagent cards by reading each test every 15 min. The optical 

system combines multichannel fluorimeter and photometer readings to record and compare 

fluorescence, turbidity, and colorimetric signals. 

I.   Materials 

1. Reagent cards 

2. Sterile saline (aqueous 0.45% to 0.50% NaCl, pH 4.5 to 7.0) 

3. 12 x 75 mm clear plastic (polystyrene) test tube 

4. DensiChek
TM 

 

5. McFarland Standards for calibration (0.0, 0.5, 3.0, and 5.0 McF) 

6. Bar-coded 10 well cassette card holders  

7. Internal Carousel for card processing 

There  are  currently  four  reagent  cards  available  for  the  identification  of different organism 

classes as follows: 

1. GN - Gram-negative fermenting and non-fermenting bacilli 

2. GP - Gram-positive cocci and non-spore-forming bacilli 

3. YST - yeasts and yeast-like organisms 

4. BCL - Gram-positive spore-forming bacilli 

II.  Suspension Preparation 

a) For cultures used on BCL and GN cards, incubate cultures for 18-24 h at 36±1°C. For 

cultures used on GP cards, incubate cultures for 12-48 h at 36±1°C. All organisms to be 

identified must be pure cultures.  

b) Select the appropriate card based on the Gram stain reaction and the organism‟s 

microscopic appearance. Allow the card(s) to come to room temperature before opening 

the package liner. 

c) Aseptically transfer at least 3 ml of sterile saline into a clear polystyrene 12×75 mm test 

tube. Using sterile cotton swabs, prepare a homogenous organism suspension by 

transferring several isolated colonies from the plates to the saline tube. Adjust the 

suspension to the McFarland standard required by the ID reagent using a calibrated V2C 

DensiCHEK plus Meter as shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Suspension Turbidities Used for Card Inoculation 

S. no Product Mcfarland turbidity range 

1 GN 0.50-0.63 

2 GP 0.50-0.63 

3 YST 1.80-2.20 

4 BCL 1.80-2.20 

d) Place the prepared suspensions in the cassette 

e) Insert the straw (in the V2C card) into the inoculated suspension tube in the cassette. 

NOTE: The age of the suspension must not exceed 30 minutes before inoculating the cards. 

f) Proceed to data entry. 

III. Data Entry into the VITEK system 

a) Enter the username and password to log onto the computer. Double click on the V2C icon 

and enter the same username and password. 

b) When the V2C is initialized, an icon screen will appear. To enter the test microbe/QC 

organism information in the application screen, double click the Manage Cassette View 

icon, circled below. 

c) Click on Maintain Virtual Cassette icon in the left view bar of the Setup Test Post Entry 

Window. 

d) Click on Create New Virtual Cassette icon in the upper right view bar also called the 

Action Bar. The Maintain Virtual Cassette window appears. The Virtual Cassette stores 

the data scanned into the computer. 

e) Enter the cassette information by choosing the number from the drop down window 

labelled “cassette.” 

f) Enter the card data by scanning the car code on the card. The Cursor must be in the Bar 

Code space to be entered. You may either hit ENTER and the cursor will move to the 

next line to be scanned or use the mouse button to move the cursor to the next Bar Code 

space. Verify that the slot in which the card is located in the cassette matches the 

corresponding slot in the Virtual Cassette. 

g) Define isolate group information in the accession number space. 

IV. Filling the Cards 

a) Place the cassette in the Filler box on the left side of the V2C unit and hit Start Fill button 

on the instrument. Filling the cards takes approximately 70 seconds for a cassette 

regardless of the number of cards in the cassette holder. The V2C instrument will beep 

when the filling cycle is complete.  

Discard individual cards that may have been exposed to multiple fill cycles.  

NOTE: The cassette must be placed inside the Loader Door within 10 minutes from the end 

of the filling cycle to avoid the cards being rejected.  
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b) When the cards are finished filling, the Load Door is automatically unlocked. Place the 

cassette in the Load Door. The V2C Instrument will verify the scanned barcodes against 

the Virtual Cassette (the information scanned in by the analyst). Cards are sealed, straws 

are cut and the cards are loaded automatically into the carousel. The V2C will beep once 

all cards are loaded into the cassette. 

c) When the cards are loaded, remove the cassette and dispose of the tubes and straws in a 

biohazard container.  

d) The V2C automatically processes the cards once all the cards are loaded.  

NOTE: Review the Navigation Tree. If the cassette status description in the Navigation Tree 

is red, the cassette needs more information to completely process the tests cards. Open up 

the red colored file and make sure all fields are defined. Red text may be an indication of 

an accession number not defined a missing card, an extra card, a wrong card, etc.  

e) When the cards are processed and results obtained, cards will be automatically ejected 

into the waste collection bin.  

V. Results 

a) Results are concurrently printed and the data sent to the Results View folder on the left 

side of the screen also called the Navigation Tree where the information is archived. A 

red cassette in the Navigation Tree is indicative of an error. If an error occurs during 

processing, refer to the Software User Manual. 

b) Review results printout and file appropriately. 

VI. Identification Levels  

An unknown biopattern is compared to the database of reactions for each taxon, and a 

numerical probability calculation is performed. Various qualitative levels of identification are 

assigned based on the numerical probability calculation. The different levels and associated 

information are Excellent (96-99 % probability), very Good (93-95 % probability), Good (89-92 

% probability), Acceptable (85-88 % probability), Low Discrimination (Sum of choice-100 after 

resolution of one choice) and Unidentified organism.  

VII. Further readings 

1. Ligozzi, M., Bernini, C., Bonora, M. G., de Fatima, M., Zuliani, J., & Fontana, R. (2002) 

Evaluation of the VITEK 2 System for Identification and Antimicrobial Susceptibility 

Testing of Medically Relevant Gram-Positive Cocci. Journal of Clinical 

Microbiology, 40(5), 1681–1686.  

2. Spanu, T., Sanguinetti, M., Ciccaglione, D., D‟Inzeo, T., Romano, L., Leone, F., & Fadda, 

G. (2003) Use of the VITEK 2 System for Rapid Identification of Clinical Isolates of 

Staphylococci from Bloodstream Infections. Journal of Clinical Microbiology, 41(9), 

4259–4263.  

3. David H. Pincus. Microbial identification using the Biomérieux Vitek® 2 system. 

https://store.pda.org/tableofcontents/ermm_v2_ch01.pdf. 

4. Wrenn C. (2015) Introduction of the VITEK 2 Compact and Implementation of EUCAST 

Guidelines in a Microbiology Department [Masters Dissertation]. Dublin: Royal College 

of Surgeons in Ireland. 
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Practical 16 

Scaling up of cell culture for vaccine production 

Raj Kumar Verma 

I.  VERO cell line 

Vero cell line originated from a normal African green monkey kidney is epithelial in 

morphology and is recommended by OIE for the production of PPR vaccine. 

II. Maintenance of duplicate cell culture 

Maintain the cell line in two groups, Master seed or stock cultures and working seed. The 

Master seed represents the capital source and propagated to maintain the lineage. The working 

seed is employed in vaccine production and/or quality control. 

III. Scaling up of vero cell line 

1)  Reagents Rrequired 

 Antibiotic stock 

 7.5% Sodium bicarbonate stock- Filter Sterilized  

 3% L-Glutamine stock- Filter Sterilized 

 9.4% MEM- Autoclved ( Sodium bicarbonate, L-glutamine free) 

 Balanced salt solution: PBSA(Dulbecco‟s PBS ,solution A), PBS-A, PBS-B,  

 Hank‟s balanced salt solution (HBSS) 

 Trypsin 2.5 % (W/V) solution (10X stock solution) 

 EDTA 2 % stock solution  

 Trypsin EDTA solution (0.05% Trypsin 0.02% EDTA) 

 Cell Freezing Medium: Freeze medium is prepared just before use by making a 10 % 

solution of DMSO in EMEM containing 20% FCS. 

2)  Subculture Procedure 

Important: Use antibiotic free medium to propagate master seed and medium with antibiotic for 

working seed. 

1. Use FCS from certified source. Check all the media and solutions for sterility. 

2. Take a Vero cell monolayer, remove medium, and rinse with trypsin-EDTA solution. 

Remove the solution and add an additional volume of trypsin-EDTA solution. Allow the 

flask to sit at room temperature (or at 37°C) until the cells detach. 

3. Add fresh culture medium and pipette vigorously 

4. Re-suspend the cells at a concentration of 10
5
cells/ml (or at a split ratio of 1:2 to 1:6) and 

dispense into new culture flasks. 

5. Incubate to confluence i.e. 48 to 72 hours. 

6. Select best cultures for sub-culturing or preservation. 

7. Retain unused cultures at RT as reserve at a reduced serum concentration.  it requires 

fluid renewal 2 to 3 times per week. 

3) Determination of cell count 
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1.  Materials required 

 Haemocytometer (Neubauer slide) 

 Microcentrifuge tube 

 Micropipette with tips 200µl and 1.0 ml 

 Trypan blue stock solution-0.2% in PBSA 

 Inverted microscope 

2. Procedure 

Cell count is determined using a haemocytometer. Dye exclusion method using trypan 

blue is generally used to differentiate between live and dead cells in cell suspension. In 

dye exclusion test, only dead cells get stained. Live cells get excluded from staining. 

i. Clean the surface of the slide and coverslip with 70% ethanol. Place the coverslip over 

the counting area. The top border of the coverslip should he perfectly aligned with that 

of slide to allow capillary action between the two. 

ii. Take appropriately diluted (to get not more than 40 cells per square) cell suspension in a 

microcentrifuge tube. From this, mix 900 µl of cells with 100 µl of trypan blue stock 

solution. 

iii. Mix and allow to stand for 10 min at room temp. 

iv. Mix the sample thoroughly again and take about 20 µl using a micropipette 

v. Transfer the cell suspension to the edge of the haemocytometer (HCM) and let the 

suspension flow between HCM and cover slip by capillary action covering the area 

completely. 

vi. Blot off any surplus fluid over the cover slip using a fine tissue paper. 

vii. Select 10X objective and count the cells in four corner primary squares. Count the cells 

which lie on the top and left hand lines of each square but not those on the bottom or 

right hand lines to avoid counting of the same cells twice. 

3. Analysis  

 Standard HCM Fuchs – Rosenthal HCM 

Area/volume beneath coverslip 1 mm X 1 mm X 0.1 mm = 

0.1 mm
3
 = 10

-4
 cm

3
 

1 mm X 1 mm X 0.2 mm = 

0.2 mm
3
 = 5x10

-3
 cm

3
 

Conversion Factor (CF) 10
4
 5 x 10

3
 

Formula  

(Number of cells per ml) 

        Total cell count X dilution factor X CF 

N = --------------------------------------------------- 

           Number of squares counted  

 

IV. Cell preservation 

1. Materials required 

Cryovials, polypropylene: 2 ml, Cryoware labels, Cryoware marker, Haemocytometer, 

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), Ethanol 70%, Ultralow freezer (-86°C), Liquid nitrogen 

container, Centrifuge tubes, Insulated gloves 

2.  Procedure 
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1) Storage 

i. Check cultures for healthy growth and freedom from contamination. 

ii. Grow the cells for 2 days (late log phase) and subculture using trypsin-EDTA 

solution. 

iii. Collect the cells by centrifugation at 200xg for 10 min and resuspend in an 

appropriate volume of freshly prepared freeze medium at RT. Adjust the cell 

suspension to the desired concentration (2 x 10 cells/ml). 

iv. Dispense the cell suspension in 1 or 2 ml volume into pre-labeled cryovials and seal. 

Complete the storage procedure rapidly. 

v. Wrap the vials in cotton wool and place them into a thermocol box with a wall and 

lid thickness of 15 mm. Place the closed box in a -70°C freezer for 3 hrs. Then 

remove the vials and immediately place them in LN2 container. 

 Caution 

1. DMSO should be stored in glass bottles. Remove rubber washers from the caps used to 

close the bottles.  

2. DMSO is inflammable 

3. Do not sterilize DMSO by membrane filtration 

4. DMSO should be added slowly to the freeze-medium under gentle mixing as it causes 

exothermic reaction 

 

2) Revival of cells 

i. Remove the selected vial rapidly and place directly into a warm water bath or at 

37°C. 

ii. Agitate the vial until complete thawing of the suspension (30-60sec). 

iii. Open the vial and transfer the contents to a centrifuge tube. Add minimum of 10 ml 

of growth medium slowly to the cell suspension (10 ml over 2 minutes added 

dropwise). Centrifuge at 200xg for 10 minutes. 

iv. Discard the supernatant medium with DMSO and resuspend the cells in fresh 

medium to have cells at 5X the normal density. 

v. Seed the cells into culture vessel and incubate at 37°C. 
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Practical 17 

Lymphocyte proliferation assay for cell mediated immune response 

Rajesh Chhabra, Parveen Kumar, Saurabh J. Talukdar, 

Garima Shrinet, Rahul Yadav and Mahavir Singh 

 

I.    Introduction 

Lymphocyte proliferation assay is used to measure functional capability of lymphocytes to 

respond to antigenic or mitogenic stimulation. The assay is a direct test of immunocompetence 

than a total lymphocyte count. It is the most frequently used in vitro method to assess the cell-

mediated immune response.  

III. Principle 

Lymphocyte proliferation assay is used to determine lymphocyte activation and the cell-

mediated immune responses. When T cells are activated by antigen-presenting cells and 

cytokines, T cells undergo proliferation.   This cellular proliferation leads to clonal expansion 

and the initiation of the specific immune responses.  

MTT and [3H] thymidine incorporation are two common methods used to measure cell 

proliferation. Cells in proliferation phase have increased rate of protein and DNA synthesis. 

Increase in DNA synthesis is measured by adding [3H] thymidine, (radioisotope-labeled DNA 

precursor) to the cell culture medium. The amount of tritium taken up by the dividing cells is 

correlated to the level of cellular proliferation. Cells undergoing proliferation are metabolically 

active and also have increased cellular level of dehydrogenase and their NADH and NADPH 

product. These NADH and NADPH levels of can be measured by their ability to reduce yellow 

colored MTT (3-(4, 5-dimethylthiazolyl-2)-2, 5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) to intracellular 

purple formazan. Purple products results can be solubilized and quantified by spectrophotometric 

means.  

IV. Procedure 

1) Isolation of peripheral blood mononuclear cells: 

1. PBMC are isolated from heparanized blood by centrifugation over histopaque.  

2. Isolate the PBMC at the interface, wash them twice using RPMI 1640 by 

centrifugation at 2000 rpm at 4
O
C.  

3. Resuspend the cells at 10
6
 cells/ml in complete RPMI medium.  

2) Lymphocyte transformation test: 

1. 100 µl of PBMC suspension is disbursed in triplicate in 96 wells microtitre plates.  

2. The culture is stimulated by adding 50 µl of optimally diluted ConA or specific 

antigen. 
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3. The control wells contain 50 µl mock Ag. 

4. Incubate the culture in a humid CO2 chamber for 72 hours at 37
o
C.  

5. After incubation add 50 µl of 3-(4,5-Dimethyl-2-thiazolyl)-2,5-diphenyl-2H-

tetrazolium bromide (MTT) (5 mg/ml) and incubate the plate at 37 
o
C for 4 hours. 

6. The supernatant of each well is aspirated carefully and foramazan crystals are 

solublized by adding 100 µl DMSO containing 0.01% (v/v) Triton X 100 into each 

well.  

7. Absorbance of each well is determined at a wave length at 540 nm at calibration 

setting of 1.00 and threshold 1.99 and a reference wave length of 620 nm. The blank 

of ELISA culture is made with culture having MTT without PBMC.  

8. Calculate stimulation index by following formulae 

The stimulation index =   Mean OD of stimulated culture 

   Mean OD of mock Ag stimulated culture  

 

 


